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The Brain, Movement, and Manipulation

Dan Wolpert: motor chauvinism
Q: why do we have a brain?
A: to produce complex and
adaptable movement
I

movements are the only way
we have to
I
I

interact with the world
communicate
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The Brain, Movement, and Manipulation

jEven the biggest Trees

Don’t Have Brainsj

Dan Wolpert: motor chauvinism
Q: why do we have a brain?
A: to produce complex and
adaptable movement
I

movements are the only way
we have to
I
I

interact with the world
communicate
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The Brain, Movement, and Manipulation (2)

jHomunculusj
jThe Human Brain Is Mostly for
Manipulationj

Q: why do we have such a big
brain?
A: to do goal-directed object
manipulation
I because always doing
I
I
I

the right thing
to the right object
in the right way

is difficult
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Decisions, Decisions, Decisions
Goal-directed Object Manipulation

How to pick up an object?
jdecide onj
I

where to stand?

I

which hand(s) to use?

I

how to reach?

I

I

in the context of getting an
object out of a kitchen
container

which grasp?

I

if the glass is filled

I

where to grasp?

I

I

how much force?

in the context of using the
object as a tool

I

how much lift force?

I

if people are present

I

how to lift?

I

...

I

how to hold?
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Two Personal Conclusions

I

goal-directed object manipulation is hard!

I

cognitive mechanisms including learning,
reasoning and planning are needed!
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Human-scale Everyday Manipulation
Our Goal

what does that mean?
1. number of tasks: ≥ 40.000 webpages on wikihow.com
2. tasks include tasks such as ◦ clean up, ◦ prepare meal,
◦ building Ikea shelves, ◦ repair instructions
I
I
I
I

underspecified
complex
require competence
require manipulation skills
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Human-scale Everyday Manipulation
Our Goal

what does that mean?
1. number of tasks: ≥ 40.000 webpages on wikihow.com
2. tasks include tasks such as ◦ clean up, ◦ prepare meal,
◦ building Ikea shelves, ◦ repair instructions
I
I
I
I

underspecified
complex
require competence
require manipulation skills

necessary for
I robots@home
I

robots@work
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Robots making pancakes
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Our Working Definition of Cognition

Cognition = information processing infrastructure for decision
making and action parameterization that
I enables an agent agt
I to perform a set of tasks tsk
I better wrt performance measure p
(typically generality, flexibility, reliability,
performance, ...)
I based on
I
I
I

experience and learning
knowledge/models and reasoning
forward models and planning/prediction

about the consequences of actions
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Q. How do we know that our robot is “cognitive”?
If the cognitive mechanisms (learning, reasoning, planning)
enable the robot to improve its performance in terms of
(◦) generality, (◦) expected utility, (◦) flexibility, and (◦) reliability.
Example: getting objects out of kitchen containers
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Generality
Dimensions of Cognitive Control

getting objects out of any kitchen container
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Getting Better
Dimensions of Cognitive Control

Environment and task adaptation
jGeneral
closed loop

Planning-based
Methodj

jSpecialized

Learned
Stereotypical Skillsj

open loop
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Predictive Decision Making
Dimensions of Cognitive Control

jWithout

Foresightj

objects out of reach

jWith

Foresightj

within reach
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Using Knowledge
Dimensions of Cognitive Control

“more knowledge means less search”
I

task: get the pancake mix!
I
I
I

I

how does it look?
where could it be?
how do I handle it?

jKnowledge-enabled

Controlj

what do I do with the thing
that I am currently seeing
in order to clean up?

I

what is it?
what state is it in?
where does it belong?

I

how do I handle it?

I
I

(in
general, in this environment, in
this state)
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Robots that know what they are doing...
...can...
I answer queries about
I
I
I
I

I

what they do
what they have done
how and
why

...and use this knowledge
to
I

I
I
I

deal with execution
problems
learn faster
act more reliably
help programmers to
debug
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What’s Missing in CR: The Interface Layer
... as in many other Fields
adapted from Pedro Domingos: “What’s Missing in AI: the Interface Layer”
Field
Operating
Systems
Programming
systems
Databases

Interface Layer
virtual machines

Below the Layer
hardware

Above the Layer
software

high-level
languages
relational model

compilers, optimizers, ...
query optimization, db design,
transaction mgmt

programming
enterprise applications
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What’s Missing in CR: The Interface Layer
... as in many other Fields
adapted from Pedro Domingos: “What’s Missing in AI: the Interface Layer”
Field
Operating
Systems
Programming
systems
Databases

Interface Layer
virtual machines

Below the Layer
hardware

Above the Layer
software

high-level
languages
relational model

compilers, optimizers, ...
query optimization, db design,
transaction mgmt

programming

Personal
robotics

CRAM

grounding
in
robot, AI tools,
the nuts and
bolts of intelligent
robotics, ...

robot application
programming

enterprise applications

raise the conceptual level at which service and personal robot applications are
programmed!
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The Idea of Interface Layers
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An Interface Layer for Cognitive Robots
jj

Programmer
I

designs

I

implements

I cognitive architecture
I cognitive robot applications
I ...

CRAMj

j

Cognitive Robot Abstract Machine
jknowledge
processingj

jcognitive
perceptionj
jROS

jdecision

makingj

Robotj
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Cognition-enabled Control — the Very Idea
Example: Map Acquisition and Map-based Navigation
jModel

Acquisitionj

courtesy: Wolfram Burgard
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Cognition-enabled Control — the Very Idea
Example: Map Acquisition and Map-based Navigation
jModel

Acquisitionj

courtesy: Wolfram Burgard

jModel

Usej
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Cognition-enabled Control — the Very Idea
Example: Map Acquisition and Map-based Navigation
jModel

Acquisitionj

courtesy: Wolfram Burgard

jModel

Usej
Where am I?
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Cognition-enabled Control — the Very Idea
Example: Map Acquisition and Map-based Navigation
jModel

Acquisitionj

courtesy: Wolfram Burgard

jModel

Usej
Where am I?
Where is L?
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Cognition-enabled Control — the Very Idea
Example: Map Acquisition and Map-based Navigation
jModel

Acquisitionj

courtesy: Wolfram Burgard

jModel

Usej
Where am I?
Where is L?
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Why Cognition-enabled Control?
jGeneral

Navigation Routinej

routine navigate htsk i
in parallel do continually estimate your position
whenever you are lost do relocalize
main process
if reachable(dest(htsk i))
then nav-plan ← compute-nav-plan(curr-pos, dest(htsk i))
execute nav-plan
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Why Cognition-enabled Control?
jGeneral

Navigation Routinej

routine navigate htsk i
in parallel do continually estimate your position
whenever you are lost do relocalize
main process
if reachable(dest(htsk i))
then nav-plan ← compute-nav-plan(curr-pos, dest(htsk i))
execute nav-plan
Cognitive mechanisms enable us to control the robot
I

reliably

I

flexibly

I

efficiently

in concise control programs
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Outline

jPerception-Guided
Control Programs
j

jCognition-Enabled
Perception-Guided
Control Programsj

jCognition-Enabled
Perception-Guided
Action Plansj
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Part I
Perception-Guided Control Programs
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Programs/Plans for Everyday Manipulation

I

Many potential sources of error!

I

Control program must detect and recover from failure
cases (≥ 90% of the code)
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Programs/Plans for Everyday Manipulation

I

Many potent a sources of error!

I

Contro program must detect and recover from fa ure
cases (≥ 90% of the code)
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(EXPANDED-GOAL (:ACHIEVE (STT-DEFAULT ’(:MOTHER :ARMIN) :LUNCH ’KITCHEN-TABLE)) :ACHIEVE-STT-DEFAULT
((TR-RULE-NAME PERSONS MEAL TABLE-NAME) (:ACHIEVE-STT-DEFAULT ’(:MOTHER :ARMIN) :LUNCH ’KITCHEN-TABLE) NIL)
(FOR-ALL
(LAMBDA (PERSON)
(WITH-DESIGNATORS
((TABLE ‘(THE ENTITY (NAME ,TABLE-NAME))) (SEATING-LOCATION ‘(A LOCATION (AT ,TABLE) (MATCHES (GET-PREFERRED-SEATING-LOCATIONS ,PERSON ,MEAL))))
(PLATE ‘(AN ENTITY (TYPE PLATE) (STATUS UNUSED) (MATCHES (GET-PREFERRED-ENTITIES ,PERSON ,MEAL))))
(CUP ‘(AN ENTITY (TYPE CUP) (STATUS UNUSED) (MATCHES (GET-PREFERRED-ENTITIES ,PERSON ,MEAL)))))
(EXPANDED-GOAL
(:ACHIEVE (ENTITY-ON-ENTITY PLATE TABLE (=>DESIGNATOR ‘(A LOCATION (ON ,TABLE) (MATCHES (SEATING-LOCATION->ENTITY-LOCATION ,SEATING-LOCATION ,PLATE))))))
:ACHIEVE-ENTITY-ON-ENTITY
((SIDE TR-RULE-NAME REL-LOCATION BOTTOM-ENTITY TOP-ENTITY)
(NIL :ACHIEVE-ENTITY-ON-ENTITY (=>DESIGNATOR ‘(A LOCATION (ON ,TABLE) (MATCHES (SEATING-LOCATION->ENTITY-LOCATION ,SEATING-LOCATION ,PLATE)))) TABLE
PLATE)
NIL)
(SEQ
(:TAG FIND-TOP-ENTITY
(SETF TOP-ENTITY
(EXPANDED-GOAL (:PERCEIVE TOP-ENTITY) :PERCEIVE ((DESIGNATOR TR-RULE-NAME SKIP-TURNING-TO-LAST-SEEN-POSE) (TOP-ENTITY :PERCEIVE NIL) NIL)
(LET* ((#:GOAL1285 (MAKE-INSTANCE ’ENTITY-FOUND :DESIGNATOR DESIGNATOR))
(#:ROUTINE1286 (ARBITRATION #:GOAL1285 (COGITO::FILTER-SETTINGS (LIST :SKIP-TURNING-TO-LAST-SEEN-POSE NIL)) NIL))
(#:ROUTINE-RES1287 NIL))
(SETGV :GOAL-TASK (TYPE-OF #:GOAL1285) #:TAG-GOAL1289)
(PULSE (GETGV :GOAL-START-FLUENT (TYPE-OF #:GOAL1285)))
(:TAG #:TAG-GOAL1289
(IF (NULL #:ROUTINE1286)
(FAIL :CLASS NO-ROUTINE-FOUND-FAILURE :GOAL-CLASS (TYPE-OF #:GOAL1285))
(EVAP-AND-FAIL-PROTECT
(SEQ (WHEN (TYPEP #:ROUTINE1286 ’EXTERNAL-LOW-LEVEL-ROUTINE) (ADDGV ’COGITO::OBSERVED-TASK #:ROUTINE1286 #:TAG-ROUTINE1288))
(COGITO::ADD-GOAL #:GOAL1285)
(LET ((#:TIMEMODEL1290 (COGITO::GET-MODEL #:ROUTINE1286 :TIME)))
(LET ((#:GOAL-TIMEOUT1291 (COGITO::GET-TIMEOUT (TIMEOUT #:GOAL1285) (WHEN #:TIMEMODEL1290 (EXECUTE #:TIMEMODEL1290 #:ROUTINE1286)))))
(PURSUE-IN-ORDER (WAIT-FOR (ADD-TASKNET-TO-FLUENT (GOAL-SUCCEED #:GOAL1285) :TASK #:TAG-ROUTINE1288) :ALLOW-INTERRUPTS)
(IF #:GOAL-TIMEOUT1291
(SEQ (WAIT-TIME #:GOAL-TIMEOUT1291) (FAIL :CLASS TIMEOUT-FAILURE :GOAL-CLASS (TYPE-OF #:GOAL1285)))
(WAIT-FOR *NEVER*))
(:TAG #:TAG-ROUTINE1288 (SETF #:ROUTINE-RES1287 (EXECUTE #:ROUTINE1286)))))))
(SEQ (REMGV ’COGITO::OBSERVED-TASK #:ROUTINE1286) (COGITO::REMOVE-GOAL #:GOAL1285) #:ROUTINE-RES1287))))))))
(:TAG FIND-BOTTOM-ENTITY
(SETF BOTTOM-ENTITY
(EXPANDED-GOAL (:PERCEIVE BOTTOM-ENTITY :SKIP-TURNING-TO-LAST-SEEN-POSE T) :PERCEIVE
((DESIGNATOR TR-RULE-NAME SKIP-TURNING-TO-LAST-SEEN-POSE) (BOTTOM-ENTITY :PERCEIVE T) NIL)
(LET* ((#:GOAL1295 (MAKE-INSTANCE ’ENTITY-FOUND :DESIGNATOR DESIGNATOR))
(#:ROUTINE1296 (ARBITRATION #:GOAL1295 (COGITO::FILTER-SETTINGS (LIST :SKIP-TURNING-TO-LAST-SEEN-POSE T)) NIL))
(#:ROUTINE-RES1297 NIL))
(SETGV :GOAL-TASK (TYPE-OF #:GOAL1295) #:TAG-GOAL1299)
(PULSE (GETGV :GOAL-START-FLUENT (TYPE-OF #:GOAL1295)))
(:TAG #:TAG-GOAL1299
(IF (NULL #:ROUTINE1296)
(FAIL :CLASS NO-ROUTINE-FOUND-FAILURE :GOAL-CLASS (TYPE-OF #:GOAL1295))
(EVAP-AND-FAIL-PROTECT
(SEQ (WHEN (TYPEP #:ROUTINE1296 ’EXTERNAL-LOW-LEVEL-ROUTINE) (ADDGV ’COGITO::OBSERVED-TASK #:ROUTINE1296 #:TAG-ROUTINE1298))
(COGITO::ADD-GOAL #:GOAL1295)
(LET ((#:TIMEMODEL1300 (COGITO::GET-MODEL #:ROUTINE1296 :TIME)))
(LET ((#:GOAL-TIMEOUT1301 (COGITO::GET-TIMEOUT (TIMEOUT #:GOAL1295) (WHEN #:TIMEMODEL1300 (EXECUTE #:TIMEMODEL1300 #:ROUTINE1296)))))
(PURSUE-IN-ORDER (WAIT-FOR (ADD-TASKNET-TO-FLUENT (GOAL-SUCCEED #:GOAL1295) :TASK #:TAG-ROUTINE1298) :ALLOW-INTERRUPTS)
(IF #:GOAL-TIMEOUT1301
(SEQ (WAIT-TIME #:GOAL-TIMEOUT1301) (FAIL :CLASS TIMEOUT-FAILURE :GOAL-CLASS (TYPE-OF #:GOAL1295)))
(WAIT-FOR *NEVER*))
(:TAG #:TAG-ROUTINE1298 (SETF #:ROUTINE-RES1297 (EXECUTE #:ROUTINE1296)))))))
(SEQ (REMGV ’COGITO::OBSERVED-TASK #:ROUTINE1296) (COGITO::REMOVE-GOAL #:GOAL1295) #:ROUTINE-RES1297))))))))
(:TAG TOP-ENTITY-AT-PLACE
(EXPANDED-GOAL
(:ACHIEVE
(ENTITY-PLACED-AT-LOCATION TOP-ENTITY
(=>DESIGNATOR ‘(A LOCATION (MATCHES (GET-ENTITY-ON-ENTITY-LOCATIONS ,BOTTOM-ENTITY ,TOP-ENTITY :REL-LOCATION ,REL-LOCATION)))))
:SIDE SIDE)
:ACHIEVE-ENTITY-PLACED-AT-LOCATION
((ENTITY LOCATION TR-RULE-NAME CARRY-TRIES SIDE PURPOSE SUCCESS-TOLERANCE)
(TOP-ENTITY (=>DESIGNATOR ‘(A LOCATION (MATCHES (GET-ENTITY-ON-ENTITY-LOCATIONS ,BOTTOM-ENTITY ,TOP-ENTITY :REL-LOCATION ,REL-LOCATION))))
:ACHIEVE-ENTITY-PLACED-AT-LOCATION 3 SIDE NIL (ST-CREATE :DIST 0.024999999 :QUAT-DIST 0.08726646))
NIL)
(LET ()
(WITH-FAILURE-HANDLING FAILURE ((CARRY-TRIES-COUNT CARRY-TRIES))
(RECOVER ((TYPEP FAILURE ’ENTITY-LOST-FAILURE)
(LET ((SIDE (ENTITY-GRIPPING-SIDE ENTITY NIL)))
(HANDLE-PLAN-FAILURE CARRY-TRIES-COUNT :ENTITY ENTITY :DO-ALWAYS ((ENTITY-GONE ENTITY)) :DO-RETRY ((RECOVER-ARM-POS SIDE)))))
(T (HANDLE-PLAN-FAILURE 0 :ENTITY ENTITY)))
(MONITOR)
(PERFORM
(:TAG FIND-ENTITY
(SETF ENTITY
(EXPANDED-GOAL (:PERCEIVE ENTITY) :PERCEIVE ((DESIGNATOR TR-RULE-NAME SKIP-TURNING-TO-LAST-SEEN-POSE) (ENTITY :PERCEIVE NIL) NIL)
(LET* ((#:GOAL1315 (MAKE-INSTANCE ’ENTITY-FOUND :DESIGNATOR DESIGNATOR))
(#:ROUTINE1316 (ARBITRATION #:GOAL1315 (COGITO::FILTER-SETTINGS (LIST :SKIP-TURNING-TO-LAST-SEEN-POSE NIL)) NIL))
(#:ROUTINE-RES1317 NIL))
(SETGV :GOAL-TASK (TYPE-OF #:GOAL1315) #:TAG-GOAL1319)
(PULSE (GETGV :GOAL-START-FLUENT (TYPE-OF #:GOAL1315)))
(:TAG #:TAG-GOAL1319
(IF (NULL #:ROUTINE1316)
(FAIL :CLASS NO-ROUTINE-FOUND-FAILURE :GOAL-CLASS (TYPE-OF #:GOAL1315))
(EVAP-AND-FAIL-PROTECT
(SEQ (WHEN (TYPEP #:ROUTINE1316 ’EXTERNAL-LOW-LEVEL-ROUTINE) (ADDGV ’COGITO::OBSERVED-TASK #:ROUTINE1316 #:TAG-ROUTINE1318))
(COGITO::ADD-GOAL #:GOAL1315)
(LET ((#:TIMEMODEL1320 (COGITO::GET-MODEL #:ROUTINE1316 :TIME)))
(LET ((#:GOAL-TIMEOUT1321
(COGITO::GET-TIMEOUT (TIMEOUT #:GOAL1315) (WHEN #:TIMEMODEL1320 (EXECUTE #:TIMEMODEL1320 #:ROUTINE1316)))))
(PURSUE-IN-ORDER (WAIT-FOR (ADD-TASKNET-TO-FLUENT (GOAL-SUCCEED #:GOAL1315) :TASK #:TAG-ROUTINE1318) :ALLOW-INTERRUPTS)
(IF #:GOAL-TIMEOUT1321
(SEQ (WAIT-TIME #:GOAL-TIMEOUT1321) (FAIL :CLASS TIMEOUT-FAILURE :GOAL-CLASS (TYPE-OF #:GOAL1315)))
(WAIT-FOR *NEVER*))
(:TAG #:TAG-ROUTINE1318 (SETF #:ROUTINE-RES1317 (EXECUTE #:ROUTINE1316)))))))
(SEQ (REMGV ’COGITO::OBSERVED-TASK #:ROUTINE1316) (COGITO::REMOVE-GOAL #:GOAL1315) #:ROUTINE-RES1317))))))))
(WHEN (NOT (AND (< (EUKLID-DISTANCE (VALUE (POSE (VALUE (REFERENCE ENTITY)))) (REFERENCE LOCATION)) (ST-VALUE :DIST SUCCESS-TOLERANCE))
(< (QUATERNION-DISTANCE (VALUE (POSE (VALUE (REFERENCE ENTITY)))) (REFERENCE LOCATION)) (ST-VALUE :QUAT-DIST SUCCESS-TOLERANCE))))
(:TAG PICK-UP
(EXPANDED-GOAL
(:ACHIEVE (ENTITY-PICKED-UP ENTITY) :PURPOSE PURPOSE :SIDE (OR SIDE (USED-ARM-WITH-GOAL-LOCATION ENTITY LOCATION)) :CARRY-TRIES 0)
:ACHIEVE-ENTITY-PICKED-UP
((ENTITY TR-RULE-NAME POSE-FAILURE-TOLERANCE POSE-TRIES GRIP-TRIES CARRY-TRIES SIDE PURPOSE)
(ENTITY :ACHIEVE-ENTITY-PICKED-UP (ST-CREATE :DIST 0.2 :AZ 0.3926991) 3 3 0 (OR SIDE (USED-ARM-WITH-GOAL-LOCATION ENTITY LOCATION)) PURPOSE)
NIL)
(LET ((INNER-CONTACTS NIL))
(WITH-FAILURE-HANDLING FAILURE ((CARRY-TRIES-COUNT CARRY-TRIES) (GRIP-TRIES-COUNT GRIP-TRIES))
(RECOVER ((TYPEP FAILURE ’ENTITY-LOST-FAILURE)
(LET ((SIDE (ENTITY-GRIPPING-SIDE ENTITY NIL)))
(HANDLE-PLAN-FAILURE CARRY-TRIES-COUNT :ENTITY ENTITY :DO-ALWAYS ((ENTITY-GONE ENTITY)) :DO-RETRY ((RECOVER-ARM-POS SIDE)))))
((TYPEP FAILURE ’GRIP-FAILURE)
(HANDLE-PLAN-FAILURE GRIP-TRIES-COUNT :ENTITY ENTITY :DO-RETRY ((RECOVER-ARM-POS (ENTITY-GRIPPING-SIDE ENTITY T)))))
(T (HANDLE-PLAN-FAILURE 0 :ENTITY ENTITY)))
(MONITOR)
(PERFORM
(:TAG FIND-ENTITY
(SETF ENTITY
(EXPANDED-GOAL (:PERCEIVE ENTITY) :PERCEIVE ((DESIGNATOR TR-RULE-NAME SKIP-TURNING-TO-LAST-SEEN-POSE) (ENTITY :PERCEIVE NIL) NIL)
(LET* ((#:GOAL1359 (MAKE-INSTANCE ’ENTITY-FOUND :DESIGNATOR DESIGNATOR))
(#:ROUTINE1360 (ARBITRATION #:GOAL1359 (COGITO::FILTER-SETTINGS (LIST :SKIP-TURNING-TO-LAST-SEEN-POSE NIL)) NIL))
(#:ROUTINE-RES1361 NIL))
(SETGV :GOAL-TASK (TYPE-OF #:GOAL1359) #:TAG-GOAL1363)
(PULSE (GETGV :GOAL-START-FLUENT (TYPE-OF #:GOAL1359)))
(:TAG #:TAG-GOAL1363
(IF (NULL #:ROUTINE1360)
(FAIL :CLASS NO-ROUTINE-FOUND-FAILURE :GOAL-CLASS (TYPE-OF #:GOAL1359))
(EVAP-AND-FAIL-PROTECT
(SEQ (WHEN (TYPEP #:ROUTINE1360 ’EXTERNAL-LOW-LEVEL-ROUTINE) (ADDGV ’COGITO::OBSERVED-TASK #:ROUTINE1360 #:TAG-ROUTINE1362))
(COGITO::ADD-GOAL #:GOAL1359)
(LET ((#:TIMEMODEL1364 (COGITO::GET-MODEL #:ROUTINE1360 :TIME)))
(LET ((#:GOAL-TIMEOUT1365
(COGITO::GET-TIMEOUT (TIMEOUT #:GOAL1359) (WHEN #:TIMEMODEL1364 (EXECUTE #:TIMEMODEL1364 #:ROUTINE1360)))))
(PURSUE-IN-ORDER (WAIT-FOR (ADD-TASKNET-TO-FLUENT (GOAL-SUCCEED #:GOAL1359) :TASK #:TAG-ROUTINE1362) :ALLOW-INTERRUPTS)
(IF #:GOAL-TIMEOUT1365
(SEQ (WAIT-TIME #:GOAL-TIMEOUT1365) (FAIL :CLASS TIMEOUT-FAILURE :GOAL-CLASS (TYPE-OF #:GOAL1359)))
(WAIT-FOR *NEVER*))
(:TAG #:TAG-ROUTINE1362 (SETF #:ROUTINE-RES1361 (EXECUTE #:ROUTINE1360)))))))
(SEQ (REMGV ’COGITO::OBSERVED-TASK #:ROUTINE1360) (COGITO::REMOVE-GOAL #:GOAL1359) #:ROUTINE-RES1361))))))))
(UNLESS (OR (EQ ENTITY (VALUE (CARRIED-ENTITY (VALUE (GETGV ’STATEVAR ’B21-LEFT-HAND)))))
(EQ ENTITY (VALUE (CARRIED-ENTITY (VALUE (GETGV ’STATEVAR ’B21-RIGHT-HAND))))))
(WITH-AUXILIARY-GOALS ((ENCLOSING-ENTITY NIL) (SUPPORTING-ENTITY NIL))
(PREPARE
(SETF ENCLOSING-ENTITY
(EXPANDED-GOAL (:ACHIEVE (ENCLOSING-ENTITY-OPENED ENTITY)) :ACHIEVE-ENCLOSING-ENTITY-OPENED
((ENTITY TR-RULE-NAME LOCATION) (ENTITY :ACHIEVE-ENCLOSING-ENTITY-OPENED NIL) NIL)
(LET* ((#:GOAL1369 (MAKE-INSTANCE ’ENCLOSING-ENTITY-OPENED :ENTITY ENTITY :LOCATION LOCATION))
(#:ROUTINE1370 (ARBITRATION #:GOAL1369 (COGITO::FILTER-SETTINGS (LIST)) NIL))
(#:ROUTINE-RES1371 NIL))
(SETGV :GOAL-TASK (TYPE-OF #:GOAL1369) #:TAG-GOAL1373)
(PULSE (GETGV :GOAL-START-FLUENT (TYPE-OF #:GOAL1369)))
(:TAG #:TAG-GOAL1373
(IF (NULL #:ROUTINE1370)
(FAIL :CLASS NO-ROUTINE-FOUND-FAILURE :GOAL-CLASS (TYPE-OF #:GOAL1369))
(EVAP-AND-FAIL-PROTECT
(SEQ
(WHEN (TYPEP #:ROUTINE1370 ’EXTERNAL-LOW-LEVEL-ROUTINE) (ADDGV ’COGITO::OBSERVED-TASK #:ROUTINE1370 #:TAG-ROUTINE1372))
(COGITO::ADD-GOAL #:GOAL1369)
(LET ((#:TIMEMODEL1374 (COGITO::GET-MODEL #:ROUTINE1370 :TIME)))
(LET ((#:GOAL-TIMEOUT1375
(COGITO::GET-TIMEOUT (TIMEOUT #:GOAL1369) (WHEN #:TIMEMODEL1374 (EXECUTE #:TIMEMODEL1374 #:ROUTINE1370)))))
(PURSUE-IN-ORDER
(WAIT-FOR (ADD-TASKNET-TO-FLUENT (GOAL-SUCCEED #:GOAL1369) :TASK #:TAG-ROUTINE1372) :ALLOW-INTERRUPTS)
(IF #:GOAL-TIMEOUT1375
(SEQ (WAIT-TIME #:GOAL-TIMEOUT1375) (FAIL :CLASS TIMEOUT-FAILURE :GOAL-CLASS (TYPE-OF #:GOAL1369)))
(WAIT-FOR *NEVER*))
(:TAG #:TAG-ROUTINE1372 (SETF #:ROUTINE-RES1371 (EXECUTE #:ROUTINE1370)))))))
(SEQ (REMGV ’COGITO::OBSERVED-TASK #:ROUTINE1370) (COGITO::REMOVE-GOAL #:GOAL1369) #:ROUTINE-RES1371)))))))
(SETF SUPPORTING-ENTITY
(EXPANDED-GOAL (:ACHIEVE (SUPPORTING-ENTITY-EXTENDED ENTITY)) :ACHIEVE-SUPPORTING-ENTITY-EXTENDED
((ENTITY TR-RULE-NAME LOCATION) (ENTITY :ACHIEVE-SUPPORTING-ENTITY-EXTENDED NIL) NIL)
(LET* ((#:GOAL1379 (MAKE-INSTANCE ’SUPPORTING-ENTITY-EXTENDED :ENTITY ENTITY :LOCATION LOCATION))
(#:ROUTINE1380 (ARBITRATION #:GOAL1379 (COGITO::FILTER-SETTINGS (LIST)) NIL))
(#:ROUTINE-RES1381 NIL))
(SETGV :GOAL-TASK (TYPE-OF #:GOAL1379) #:TAG-GOAL1383)
(PULSE (GETGV :GOAL-START-FLUENT (TYPE-OF #:GOAL1379)))
(:TAG #:TAG-GOAL1383
(IF (NULL #:ROUTINE1380)
(FAIL :CLASS NO-ROUTINE-FOUND-FAILURE :GOAL-CLASS (TYPE-OF #:GOAL1379))
(EVAP-AND-FAIL-PROTECT
(SEQ
(WHEN (TYPEP #:ROUTINE1380 ’EXTERNAL-LOW-LEVEL-ROUTINE) (ADDGV ’COGITO::OBSERVED-TASK #:ROUTINE1380 #:TAG-ROUTINE1382))
(COGITO::ADD-GOAL #:GOAL1379)
(LET ((#:TIMEMODEL1384 (COGITO::GET-MODEL #:ROUTINE1380 :TIME)))
(LET ((#:GOAL-TIMEOUT1385
(COGITO::GET-TIMEOUT (TIMEOUT #:GOAL1379) (WHEN #:TIMEMODEL1384 (EXECUTE #:TIMEMODEL1384 #:ROUTINE1380)))))
(PURSUE-IN-ORDER
(WAIT-FOR (ADD-TASKNET-TO-FLUENT (GOAL-SUCCEED #:GOAL1379) :TASK #:TAG-ROUTINE1382) :ALLOW-INTERRUPTS)
(IF #:GOAL-TIMEOUT1385
(SEQ (WAIT-TIME #:GOAL-TIMEOUT1385) (FAIL :CLASS TIMEOUT-FAILURE :GOAL-CLASS (TYPE-OF #:GOAL1379)))
(WAIT-FOR *NEVER*))
(:TAG #:TAG-ROUTINE1382 (SETF #:ROUTINE-RES1381 (EXECUTE #:ROUTINE1380)))))))
(SEQ (REMGV ’COGITO::OBSERVED-TASK #:ROUTINE1380) (COGITO::REMOVE-GOAL #:GOAL1379) #:ROUTINE-RES1381))))))))
(PERFORM
(AT-LOCATION
((=>DESIGNATOR ‘(A LOCATION (GRIPABLE-FROM ,ENTITY))) :MAX-TRIES POSE-TRIES :ST-DIST (ST-VALUE :DIST POSE-FAILURE-TOLERANCE)
:ST-ANGLE (ST-VALUE :AZ POSE-FAILURE-TOLERANCE) :DO-RETRY
((ACHIEVE (MAKE-INSTANCE ’B21-HANDS-AT-RECOVER-POSE :SIDE (ENTITY-GRIPPING-SIDE ENTITY T)) :KEEP-CONTROL T)))
(WITH-FAILURE-HANDLING FAILURE NIL (RECOVER)
(MONITOR
(SCOPE (BEGIN-TASK LIFT) (END-TASK LIFT)
(WHENEVER (NOT INNER-CONTACTS)
(FAIL :CLASS ENTITY-LOST-FAILURE :ENTITY ENTITY :SIDE (RPL-GETHASH :SIDE (VALUE (PROPERTIES (VALUE (REFERENCE ENTITY)))))))))
(PERFORM
(WITH-ENTITY-TRACKING (VALUE (REFERENCE ENTITY))
(:TAG GRIP
(EXPANDED-GOAL (:ACHIEVE (ENTITY-GRIPPED ENTITY) :PURPOSE PURPOSE :SIDE SIDE) :ACHIEVE-ENTITY-GRIPPED
((ENTITY TR-RULE-NAME SIDE PURPOSE) (ENTITY :ACHIEVE-ENTITY-GRIPPED SIDE PURPOSE) NIL)
(SEQ (ACHIEVE (MAKE-INSTANCE ’ENTITY-GRIPPED :ENTITY ENTITY :PURPOSE PURPOSE) :SIDE SIDE)))
(SETF INNER-CONTACTS
(GET-B21-HANDS-ONE-INNER-CONTACT-FLUENT (RPL-GETHASH :SIDE (VALUE (PROPERTIES (VALUE (REFERENCE ENTITY))))))))
(:TAG LIFT
(EXPANDED-GOAL (:ACHIEVE (ENTITY-LIFTED ENTITY)) :ACHIEVE-ENTITY-LIFTED
((TR-RULE-NAME ENTITY) (:ACHIEVE-ENTITY-LIFTED ENTITY) NIL)
(LET* ((#:GOAL1399 (MAKE-INSTANCE ’ENTITY-LIFTED :ENTITY ENTITY))
(#:ROUTINE1400 (ARBITRATION #:GOAL1399 (COGITO::FILTER-SETTINGS (LIST)) NIL))
(#:ROUTINE-RES1401 NIL))
(SETGV :GOAL-TASK (TYPE-OF #:GOAL1399) #:TAG-GOAL1403)
(PULSE (GETGV :GOAL-START-FLUENT (TYPE-OF #:GOAL1399)))
(:TAG #:TAG-GOAL1403
(IF (NULL #:ROUTINE1400)
(FAIL :CLASS NO-ROUTINE-FOUND-FAILURE :GOAL-CLASS (TYPE-OF #:GOAL1399))
(EVAP-AND-FAIL-PROTECT
(SEQ
(WHEN (TYPEP #:ROUTINE1400 ’EXTERNAL-LOW-LEVEL-ROUTINE) (ADDGV ’COGITO::OBSERVED-TASK #:ROUTINE1400 #:TAG-ROUTINE1402))
(COGITO::ADD-GOAL #:GOAL1399)
(LET ((#:TIMEMODEL1404 (COGITO::GET-MODEL #:ROUTINE1400 :TIME)))
(LET ((#:GOAL-TIMEOUT1405
(COGITO::GET-TIMEOUT (TIMEOUT #:GOAL1399) (WHEN #:TIMEMODEL1404 (EXECUTE #:TIMEMODEL1404 #:ROUTINE1400)))))
(PURSUE-IN-ORDER
(WAIT-FOR (ADD-TASKNET-TO-FLUENT (GOAL-SUCCEED #:GOAL1399) :TASK #:TAG-ROUTINE1402) :ALLOW-INTERRUPTS)
(IF #:GOAL-TIMEOUT1405
(SEQ (WAIT-TIME #:GOAL-TIMEOUT1405) (FAIL :CLASS TIMEOUT-FAILURE :GOAL-CLASS (TYPE-OF #:GOAL1399)))
(WAIT-FOR *NEVER*))
(:TAG #:TAG-ROUTINE1402 (SETF #:ROUTINE-RES1401 (EXECUTE #:ROUTINE1400)))))))
(SEQ (REMGV ’COGITO::OBSERVED-TASK #:ROUTINE1400) (COGITO::REMOVE-GOAL #:GOAL1399) #:ROUTINE-RES1401))))))))))))
(CLEAN-UP
(EXPANDED-GOAL (:ACHIEVE (ENTITY-RETRACTED SUPPORTING-ENTITY)) :ACHIEVE-ENTITY-RETRACTED
((TR-RULE-NAME ENTITY) (:ACHIEVE-ENTITY-RETRACTED SUPPORTING-ENTITY) NIL)
(LET* ((#:GOAL1409 (MAKE-INSTANCE ’ENTITY-RETRACTED :ENTITY ENTITY))
(#:ROUTINE1410 (ARBITRATION #:GOAL1409 (COGITO::FILTER-SETTINGS (LIST)) NIL))
(#:ROUTINE-RES1411 NIL))
(SETGV :GOAL-TASK (TYPE-OF #:GOAL1409) #:TAG-GOAL1413)
(PULSE (GETGV :GOAL-START-FLUENT (TYPE-OF #:GOAL1409)))
(:TAG #:TAG-GOAL1413
(IF (NULL #:ROUTINE1410)
(FAIL :CLASS NO-ROUTINE-FOUND-FAILURE :GOAL-CLASS (TYPE-OF #:GOAL1409))
(EVAP-AND-FAIL-PROTECT
(SEQ (WHEN (TYPEP #:ROUTINE1410 ’EXTERNAL-LOW-LEVEL-ROUTINE) (ADDGV ’COGITO::OBSERVED-TASK #:ROUTINE1410 #:TAG-ROUTINE1412))
(COGITO::ADD-GOAL #:GOAL1409)
(LET ((#:TIMEMODEL1414 (COGITO::GET-MODEL #:ROUTINE1410 :TIME)))
(LET ((#:GOAL-TIMEOUT1415
(COGITO::GET-TIMEOUT (TIMEOUT #:GOAL1409) (WHEN #:TIMEMODEL1414 (EXECUTE #:TIMEMODEL1414 #:ROUTINE1410)))))
(PURSUE-IN-ORDER (WAIT-FOR (ADD-TASKNET-TO-FLUENT (GOAL-SUCCEED #:GOAL1409) :TASK #:TAG-ROUTINE1412) :ALLOW-INTERRUPTS)
(IF #:GOAL-TIMEOUT1415
(SEQ (WAIT-TIME #:GOAL-TIMEOUT1415) (FAIL :CLASS TIMEOUT-FAILURE :GOAL-CLASS (TYPE-OF #:GOAL1409)))
(WAIT-FOR *NEVER*))
(:TAG #:TAG-ROUTINE1412 (SETF #:ROUTINE-RES1411 (EXECUTE #:ROUTINE1410)))))))
(SEQ (REMGV ’COGITO::OBSERVED-TASK #:ROUTINE1410) (COGITO::REMOVE-GOAL #:GOAL1409) #:ROUTINE-RES1411))))))
(EXPANDED-GOAL (:ACHIEVE (ENTITY-CLOSED ENCLOSING-ENTITY)) :ACHIEVE-ENTITY-CLOSED
((TR-RULE-NAME ENTITY) (:ACHIEVE-ENTITY-CLOSED ENCLOSING-ENTITY) NIL)
(LET* ((#:GOAL1419 (MAKE-INSTANCE ’ENTITY-CLOSED :ENTITY ENTITY))
(#:ROUTINE1420 (ARBITRATION #:GOAL1419 (COGITO::FILTER-SETTINGS (LIST)) NIL))
(#:ROUTINE-RES1421 NIL))
(SETGV :GOAL-TASK (TYPE-OF #:GOAL1419) #:TAG-GOAL1423)
(PULSE (GETGV :GOAL-START-FLUENT (TYPE-OF #:GOAL1419)))
(:TAG #:TAG-GOAL1423
(IF (NULL #:ROUTINE1420)
(FAIL :CLASS NO-ROUTINE-FOUND-FAILURE :GOAL-CLASS (TYPE-OF #:GOAL1419))
(EVAP-AND-FAIL-PROTECT
(SEQ (WHEN (TYPEP #:ROUTINE1420 ’EXTERNAL-LOW-LEVEL-ROUTINE) (ADDGV ’COGITO::OBSERVED-TASK #:ROUTINE1420 #:TAG-ROUTINE1422))
(COGITO::ADD-GOAL #:GOAL1419)
(LET ((#:TIMEMODEL1424 (COGITO::GET-MODEL #:ROUTINE1420 :TIME)))
(LET ((#:GOAL-TIMEOUT1425
(COGITO::GET-TIMEOUT (TIMEOUT #:GOAL1419) (WHEN #:TIMEMODEL1424 (EXECUTE #:TIMEMODEL1424 #:ROUTINE1420)))))
(PURSUE-IN-ORDER (WAIT-FOR (ADD-TASKNET-TO-FLUENT (GOAL-SUCCEED #:GOAL1419) :TASK #:TAG-ROUTINE1422) :ALLOW-INTERRUPTS)
(IF #:GOAL-TIMEOUT1425
(SEQ (WAIT-TIME #:GOAL-TIMEOUT1425) (FAIL :CLASS TIMEOUT-FAILURE :GOAL-CLASS (TYPE-OF #:GOAL1419)))
(WAIT-FOR *NEVER*))
(:TAG #:TAG-ROUTINE1422 (SETF #:ROUTINE-RES1421 (EXECUTE #:ROUTINE1420)))))))
(SEQ (REMGV ’COGITO::OBSERVED-TASK #:ROUTINE1420) (COGITO::REMOVE-GOAL #:GOAL1419) #:ROUTINE-RES1421))))))))))))))
(:TAG PUT-DOWN
(EXPANDED-GOAL (:ACHIEVE (ENTITY-PUT-DOWN ENTITY LOCATION) :PURPOSE PURPOSE :SUCCESS-TOLERANCE SUCCESS-TOLERANCE) :ACHIEVE-ENTITY-PUT-DOWN
((ENTITY LOCATION TR-RULE-NAME POSE-FAILURE-TOLERANCE POSE-TRIES SUCCESS-TOLERANCE PURPOSE)
(ENTITY LOCATION :ACHIEVE-ENTITY-PUT-DOWN (ST-CREATE :DIST 0.2 :AZ 0.3926991) 3 SUCCESS-TOLERANCE PURPOSE) NIL)
(LET* ((GRIP-SIDE (RPL-GETHASH :SIDE (VALUE (PROPERTIES (VALUE (REFERENCE ENTITY))))))
(INNER-CONTACTS (GET-B21-HANDS-ONE-INNER-CONTACT-FLUENT GRIP-SIDE))
(ACTIVITY-FLUENT (CREATE-FLUENT ’ENTITY-PUT-DOWN-AT-LOCATION-ACTIVITY-FLUENT NIL)))
(WITH-FAILURE-HANDLING FAILURE NIL (RECOVER (T (HANDLE-PLAN-FAILURE 0 :ENTITY ENTITY)))
(MONITOR
(SCOPE ACTIVITY-FLUENT (NOT ACTIVITY-FLUENT)
(WHENEVER (NOT INNER-CONTACTS) (FAIL :CLASS ENTITY-LOST-FAILURE :ENTITY ENTITY :SIDE GRIP-SIDE))))
(PERFORM
(WITH-AUXILIARY-GOALS ((ENCLOSING-ENTITY NIL) (SUPPORTING-ENTITY NIL))
(PREPARE
(SETF ENCLOSING-ENTITY
(EXPANDED-GOAL (:ACHIEVE (ENCLOSING-ENTITY-OPENED ENTITY LOCATION)) :ACHIEVE-ENCLOSING-ENTITY-OPENED
((ENTITY TR-RULE-NAME LOCATION) (ENTITY :ACHIEVE-ENCLOSING-ENTITY-OPENED LOCATION) NIL)
(LET* ((#:GOAL1444 (MAKE-INSTANCE ’ENCLOSING-ENTITY-OPENED :ENTITY ENTITY :LOCATION LOCATION))
(#:ROUTINE1445 (ARBITRATION #:GOAL1444 (COGITO::FILTER-SETTINGS (LIST)) NIL))
(#:ROUTINE-RES1446 NIL))
(SETGV :GOAL-TASK (TYPE-OF #:GOAL1444) #:TAG-GOAL1448)
(PULSE (GETGV :GOAL-START-FLUENT (TYPE-OF #:GOAL1444)))
(:TAG #:TAG-GOAL1448
(IF (NULL #:ROUTINE1445)
(FAIL :CLASS NO-ROUTINE-FOUND-FAILURE :GOAL-CLASS (TYPE-OF #:GOAL1444))
(EVAP-AND-FAIL-PROTECT
(SEQ
(WHEN (TYPEP #:ROUTINE1445 ’EXTERNAL-LOW-LEVEL-ROUTINE) (ADDGV ’COGITO::OBSERVED-TASK #:ROUTINE1445 #:TAG-ROUTINE1447))
(COGITO::ADD-GOAL #:GOAL1444)
(LET ((#:TIMEMODEL1449 (COGITO::GET-MODEL #:ROUTINE1445 :TIME)))
(LET ((#:GOAL-TIMEOUT1450
(COGITO::GET-TIMEOUT (TIMEOUT #:GOAL1444) (WHEN #:TIMEMODEL1449 (EXECUTE #:TIMEMODEL1449 #:ROUTINE1445)))))
(PURSUE-IN-ORDER
(WAIT-FOR (ADD-TASKNET-TO-FLUENT (GOAL-SUCCEED #:GOAL1444) :TASK #:TAG-ROUTINE1447) :ALLOW-INTERRUPTS)
(IF #:GOAL-TIMEOUT1450
(SEQ (WAIT-TIME #:GOAL-TIMEOUT1450) (FAIL :CLASS TIMEOUT-FAILURE :GOAL-CLASS (TYPE-OF #:GOAL1444)))
(WAIT-FOR *NEVER*))
(:TAG #:TAG-ROUTINE1447 (SETF #:ROUTINE-RES1446 (EXECUTE #:ROUTINE1445)))))))
(SEQ (REMGV ’COGITO::OBSERVED-TASK #:ROUTINE1445) (COGITO::REMOVE-GOAL #:GOAL1444) #:ROUTINE-RES1446)))))))
(SETF SUPPORTING-ENTITY
(EXPANDED-GOAL (:ACHIEVE (SUPPORTING-ENTITY-EXTENDED ENTITY LOCATION)) :ACHIEVE-SUPPORTING-ENTITY-EXTENDED
((ENTITY TR-RULE-NAME LOCATION) (ENTITY :ACHIEVE-SUPPORTING-ENTITY-EXTENDED LOCATION) NIL)
(LET* ((#:GOAL1454 (MAKE-INSTANCE ’SUPPORTING-ENTITY-EXTENDED :ENTITY ENTITY :LOCATION LOCATION))
(#:ROUTINE1455 (ARBITRATION #:GOAL1454 (COGITO::FILTER-SETTINGS (LIST)) NIL))
(#:ROUTINE-RES1456 NIL))
(SETGV :GOAL-TASK (TYPE-OF #:GOAL1454) #:TAG-GOAL1458)
(PULSE (GETGV :GOAL-START-FLUENT (TYPE-OF #:GOAL1454)))
(:TAG #:TAG-GOAL1458
(IF (NULL #:ROUTINE1455)
(FAIL :CLASS NO-ROUTINE-FOUND-FAILURE :GOAL-CLASS (TYPE-OF #:GOAL1454))
(EVAP-AND-FAIL-PROTECT
(SEQ
(WHEN (TYPEP #:ROUTINE1455 ’EXTERNAL-LOW-LEVEL-ROUTINE) (ADDGV ’COGITO::OBSERVED-TASK #:ROUTINE1455 #:TAG-ROUTINE1457))
(COGITO::ADD-GOAL #:GOAL1454)
(LET ((#:TIMEMODEL1459 (COGITO::GET-MODEL #:ROUTINE1455 :TIME)))
(LET ((#:GOAL-TIMEOUT1460
(COGITO::GET-TIMEOUT (TIMEOUT #:GOAL1454) (WHEN #:TIMEMODEL1459 (EXECUTE #:TIMEMODEL1459 #:ROUTINE1455)))))
(PURSUE-IN-ORDER
(WAIT-FOR (ADD-TASKNET-TO-FLUENT (GOAL-SUCCEED #:GOAL1454) :TASK #:TAG-ROUTINE1457) :ALLOW-INTERRUPTS)
(IF #:GOAL-TIMEOUT1460
(SEQ (WAIT-TIME #:GOAL-TIMEOUT1460) (FAIL :CLASS TIMEOUT-FAILURE :GOAL-CLASS (TYPE-OF #:GOAL1454)))
(WAIT-FOR *NEVER*))
(:TAG #:TAG-ROUTINE1457 (SETF #:ROUTINE-RES1456 (EXECUTE #:ROUTINE1455)))))))
(SEQ (REMGV ’COGITO::OBSERVED-TASK #:ROUTINE1455) (COGITO::REMOVE-GOAL #:GOAL1454) #:ROUTINE-RES1456))))))))
(PERFORM
(AT-LOCATION
((=>DESIGNATOR ‘(A LOCATION (DROPABLE-FROM ,ENTITY) (DROPPING-LOCATION ,LOCATION) (PURPOSE ,PURPOSE))) :MAX-TRIES POSE-TRIES
:ACTIVITY-FLUENT ACTIVITY-FLUENT :SETTINGS
(:MAX-ROT-VEL (FILTER-NAVIGATION :MAX-ROT-VEL (NAVIGATION-SETTINGS ENTITY)) :PID-ROT-KP
(FILTER-NAVIGATION :PID-ROT-KP (NAVIGATION-SETTINGS ENTITY)))
:ST-DIST (ST-VALUE :DIST POSE-FAILURE-TOLERANCE) :ST-ANGLE (ST-VALUE :AZ POSE-FAILURE-TOLERANCE))
(WITH-FAILURE-HANDLING FAILURE NIL (RECOVER) (MONITOR)
(PERFORM
(WITH-ENTITY-TRACKING (VALUE (REFERENCE ENTITY))
(:TAG DROP
(EXPANDED-GOAL (:ACHIEVE (ENTITY-DROPPED ENTITY LOCATION) :PURPOSE PURPOSE) :ACHIEVE-ENTITY-DROPPED
((TR-RULE-NAME LOCATION ENTITY) (:ACHIEVE-ENTITY-DROPPED LOCATION ENTITY) NIL)
(LET* ((#:GOAL1464 (MAKE-INSTANCE ’ENTITY-DROPPED :ENTITY ENTITY :LOCATION LOCATION))
(#:ROUTINE1465 (ARBITRATION #:GOAL1464 (COGITO::FILTER-SETTINGS (LIST)) NIL))
(#:ROUTINE-RES1466 NIL))
(SETGV :GOAL-TASK (TYPE-OF #:GOAL1464) #:TAG-GOAL1468)
(PULSE (GETGV :GOAL-START-FLUENT (TYPE-OF #:GOAL1464)))
(:TAG #:TAG-GOAL1468
(IF (NULL #:ROUTINE1465)
(FAIL :CLASS NO-ROUTINE-FOUND-FAILURE :GOAL-CLASS (TYPE-OF #:GOAL1464))
(EVAP-AND-FAIL-PROTECT
(SEQ (WHEN (TYPEP #:ROUTINE1465 ’EXTERNAL-LOW-LEVEL-ROUTINE) (ADDGV ’COGITO::OBSERVED-TASK #:ROUTINE1465 #:TAG-ROUTINE1467))
(COGITO::ADD-GOAL #:GOAL1464)
(LET ((#:TIMEMODEL1469 (COGITO::GET-MODEL #:ROUTINE1465 :TIME)))
(LET ((#:GOAL-TIMEOUT1470
(COGITO::GET-TIMEOUT (TIMEOUT #:GOAL1464) (WHEN #:TIMEMODEL1469 (EXECUTE #:TIMEMODEL1469 #:ROUTINE1465)))))
(PURSUE-IN-ORDER (WAIT-FOR (ADD-TASKNET-TO-FLUENT (GOAL-SUCCEED #:GOAL1464) :TASK #:TAG-ROUTINE1467) :ALLOW-INTERRUPTS)
(IF #:GOAL-TIMEOUT1470
(SEQ (WAIT-TIME #:GOAL-TIMEOUT1470) (FAIL :CLASS TIMEOUT-FAILURE :GOAL-CLASS (TYPE-OF #:GOAL1464)))
(WAIT-FOR *NEVER*))
(:TAG #:TAG-ROUTINE1467 (SETF #:ROUTINE-RES1466 (EXECUTE #:ROUTINE1465)))))))
(SEQ (REMGV ’COGITO::OBSERVED-TASK #:ROUTINE1465) (COGITO::REMOVE-GOAL #:GOAL1464) #:ROUTINE-RES1466)))))))
(:TAG UNHAND
(EXPANDED-GOAL (:ACHIEVE (ENTITY-UNHANDED ENTITY) :PURPOSE PURPOSE) :ACHIEVE-ENTITY-UNHANDED
((ENTITY TR-RULE-NAME SIDE) (ENTITY :ACHIEVE-ENTITY-UNHANDED :IGNORE) NIL)
(LET* ((#:GOAL1474 (MAKE-INSTANCE ’ENTITY-UNHANDED :ENTITY ENTITY))
(#:ROUTINE1475 (ARBITRATION #:GOAL1474 (COGITO::FILTER-SETTINGS (LIST :SIDE SIDE)) NIL))
(#:ROUTINE-RES1476 NIL))
(SETGV :GOAL-TASK (TYPE-OF #:GOAL1474) #:TAG-GOAL1478)
(PULSE (GETGV :GOAL-START-FLUENT (TYPE-OF #:GOAL1474)))
(:TAG #:TAG-GOAL1478
(IF (NULL #:ROUTINE1475)
(FAIL :CLASS NO-ROUTINE-FOUND-FAILURE :GOAL-CLASS (TYPE-OF #:GOAL1474))
(EVAP-AND-FAIL-PROTECT
(SEQ (WHEN (TYPEP #:ROUTINE1475 ’EXTERNAL-LOW-LEVEL-ROUTINE) (ADDGV ’COGITO::OBSERVED-TASK #:ROUTINE1475 #:TAG-ROUTINE1477))
(COGITO::ADD-GOAL #:GOAL1474)
(LET ((#:TIMEMODEL1479 (COGITO::GET-MODEL #:ROUTINE1475 :TIME)))
(LET ((#:GOAL-TIMEOUT1480
(COGITO::GET-TIMEOUT (TIMEOUT #:GOAL1474) (WHEN #:TIMEMODEL1479 (EXECUTE #:TIMEMODEL1479 #:ROUTINE1475)))))
(PURSUE-IN-ORDER (WAIT-FOR (ADD-TASKNET-TO-FLUENT (GOAL-SUCCEED #:GOAL1474) :TASK #:TAG-ROUTINE1477) :ALLOW-INTERRUPTS)
(IF #:GOAL-TIMEOUT1480
(SEQ (WAIT-TIME #:GOAL-TIMEOUT1480) (FAIL :CLASS TIMEOUT-FAILURE :GOAL-CLASS (TYPE-OF #:GOAL1474)))
(WAIT-FOR *NEVER*))
(:TAG #:TAG-ROUTINE1477 (SETF #:ROUTINE-RES1476 (EXECUTE #:ROUTINE1475)))))))
(SEQ (REMGV ’COGITO::OBSERVED-TASK #:ROUTINE1475) (COGITO::REMOVE-GOAL #:GOAL1474) #:ROUTINE-RES1476)))))))))))
(:TAG TURN
(EXPANDED-GOAL
(:ACHIEVE (ENTITY-TURNED ENTITY (AZ (QUATERNION->2D-EULER (REFERENCE LOCATION)))) :SUCCESS-TOLERANCE
(ST-CREATE :ANGLE (ST-VALUE :QUAT-DIST SUCCESS-TOLERANCE)) :SIDE GRIP-SIDE)
:ACHIEVE-ENTITY-TURNED
((ENTITY ANGLE TR-RULE-NAME SUCCESS-TOLERANCE SIDE)
(ENTITY (AZ (QUATERNION->2D-EULER (REFERENCE LOCATION))) :ACHIEVE-ENTITY-TURNED
(ST-CREATE :ANGLE (ST-VALUE :QUAT-DIST SUCCESS-TOLERANCE)) GRIP-SIDE)
NIL)
(LET* ((#:GOAL1484 (MAKE-INSTANCE ’ENTITY-TURNED :ENTITY ENTITY :ANGLE ANGLE :SUCCESS-TOLERANCE SUCCESS-TOLERANCE))
(#:ROUTINE1485 (ARBITRATION #:GOAL1484 (COGITO::FILTER-SETTINGS (LIST :SIDE SIDE)) NIL))
(#:ROUTINE-RES1486 NIL))
(SETGV :GOAL-TASK (TYPE-OF #:GOAL1484) #:TAG-GOAL1488)
(PULSE (GETGV :GOAL-START-FLUENT (TYPE-OF #:GOAL1484)))
(:TAG #:TAG-GOAL1488
(IF (NULL #:ROUTINE1485)
(FAIL :CLASS NO-ROUTINE-FOUND-FAILURE :GOAL-CLASS (TYPE-OF #:GOAL1484))
(EVAP-AND-FAIL-PROTECT
(SEQ (WHEN (TYPEP #:ROUTINE1485 ’EXTERNAL-LOW-LEVEL-ROUTINE) (ADDGV ’COGITO::OBSERVED-TASK #:ROUTINE1485 #:TAG-ROUTINE1487))
(COGITO::ADD-GOAL #:GOAL1484)
(LET ((#:TIMEMODEL1489 (COGITO::GET-MODEL #:ROUTINE1485 :TIME)))
(LET ((#:GOAL-TIMEOUT1490
(COGITO::GET-TIMEOUT (TIMEOUT #:GOAL1484) (WHEN #:TIMEMODEL1489 (EXECUTE #:TIMEMODEL1489 #:ROUTINE1485)))))
(PURSUE-IN-ORDER (WAIT-FOR (ADD-TASKNET-TO-FLUENT (GOAL-SUCCEED #:GOAL1484) :TASK #:TAG-ROUTINE1487) :ALLOW-INTERRUPTS)
(IF #:GOAL-TIMEOUT1490
(SEQ (WAIT-TIME #:GOAL-TIMEOUT1490) (FAIL :CLASS TIMEOUT-FAILURE :GOAL-CLASS (TYPE-OF #:GOAL1484)))
(WAIT-FOR *NEVER*))
(:TAG #:TAG-ROUTINE1487 (SETF #:ROUTINE-RES1486 (EXECUTE #:ROUTINE1485)))))))
(SEQ (REMGV ’COGITO::OBSERVED-TASK #:ROUTINE1485) (COGITO::REMOVE-GOAL #:GOAL1484) #:ROUTINE-RES1486))))))))
(CLEAN-UP
(EXPANDED-GOAL (:ACHIEVE (ENTITY-RETRACTED SUPPORTING-ENTITY)) :ACHIEVE-ENTITY-RETRACTED
((TR-RULE-NAME ENTITY) (:ACHIEVE-ENTITY-RETRACTED SUPPORTING-ENTITY) NIL)
(LET* ((#:GOAL1494 (MAKE-INSTANCE ’ENTITY-RETRACTED :ENTITY ENTITY))
(#:ROUTINE1495 (ARBITRATION #:GOAL1494 (COGITO::FILTER-SETTINGS (LIST)) NIL))
(#:ROUTINE-RES1496 NIL))
(SETGV :GOAL-TASK (TYPE-OF #:GOAL1494) #:TAG-GOAL1498)
(PULSE (GETGV :GOAL-START-FLUENT (TYPE-OF #:GOAL1494)))
(:TAG #:TAG-GOAL1498
(IF (NULL #:ROUTINE1495)
(FAIL :CLASS NO-ROUTINE-FOUND-FAILURE :GOAL-CLASS (TYPE-OF #:GOAL1494))
(EVAP-AND-FAIL-PROTECT
(SEQ (WHEN (TYPEP #:ROUTINE1495 ’EXTERNAL-LOW-LEVEL-ROUTINE) (ADDGV ’COGITO::OBSERVED-TASK #:ROUTINE1495 #:TAG-ROUTINE1497))
(COGITO::ADD-GOAL #:GOAL1494)
(LET ((#:TIMEMODEL1499 (COGITO::GET-MODEL #:ROUTINE1495 :TIME)))
(LET ((#:GOAL-TIMEOUT1500
(COGITO::GET-TIMEOUT (TIMEOUT #:GOAL1494) (WHEN #:TIMEMODEL1499 (EXECUTE #:TIMEMODEL1499 #:ROUTINE1495)))))
(PURSUE-IN-ORDER (WAIT-FOR (ADD-TASKNET-TO-FLUENT (GOAL-SUCCEED #:GOAL1494) :TASK #:TAG-ROUTINE1497) :ALLOW-INTERRUPTS)
(IF #:GOAL-TIMEOUT1500
(SEQ (WAIT-TIME #:GOAL-TIMEOUT1500) (FAIL :CLASS TIMEOUT-FAILURE :GOAL-CLASS (TYPE-OF #:GOAL1494)))
(WAIT-FOR *NEVER*))
(:TAG #:TAG-ROUTINE1497 (SETF #:ROUTINE-RES1496 (EXECUTE #:ROUTINE1495)))))))
(SEQ (REMGV ’COGITO::OBSERVED-TASK #:ROUTINE1495) (COGITO::REMOVE-GOAL #:GOAL1494) #:ROUTINE-RES1496))))))
(EXPANDED-GOAL (:ACHIEVE (ENTITY-CLOSED ENCLOSING-ENTITY)) :ACHIEVE-ENTITY-CLOSED
((TR-RULE-NAME ENTITY) (:ACHIEVE-ENTITY-CLOSED ENCLOSING-ENTITY) NIL)
(LET* ((#:GOAL1504 (MAKE-INSTANCE ’ENTITY-CLOSED :ENTITY ENTITY))
(#:ROUTINE1505 (ARBITRATION #:GOAL1504 (COGITO::FILTER-SETTINGS (LIST)) NIL))
(#:ROUTINE-RES1506 NIL))
(SETGV :GOAL-TASK (TYPE-OF #:GOAL1504) #:TAG-GOAL1508)
(PULSE (GETGV :GOAL-START-FLUENT (TYPE-OF #:GOAL1504)))
(:TAG #:TAG-GOAL1508
(IF (NULL #:ROUTINE1505)
(FAIL :CLASS NO-ROUTINE-FOUND-FAILURE :GOAL-CLASS (TYPE-OF #:GOAL1504))
(EVAP-AND-FAIL-PROTECT
(SEQ (WHEN (TYPEP #:ROUTINE1505 ’EXTERNAL-LOW-LEVEL-ROUTINE) (ADDGV ’COGITO::OBSERVED-TASK #:ROUTINE1505 #:TAG-ROUTINE1507))
(COGITO::ADD-GOAL #:GOAL1504)
(LET ((#:TIMEMODEL1509 (COGITO::GET-MODEL #:ROUTINE1505 :TIME)))
(LET ((#:GOAL-TIMEOUT1510
(COGITO::GET-TIMEOUT (TIMEOUT #:GOAL1504) (WHEN #:TIMEMODEL1509 (EXECUTE #:TIMEMODEL1509 #:ROUTINE1505)))))
(PURSUE-IN-ORDER (WAIT-FOR (ADD-TASKNET-TO-FLUENT (GOAL-SUCCEED #:GOAL1504) :TASK #:TAG-ROUTINE1507) :ALLOW-INTERRUPTS)
(IF #:GOAL-TIMEOUT1510
(SEQ (WAIT-TIME #:GOAL-TIMEOUT1510) (FAIL :CLASS TIMEOUT-FAILURE :GOAL-CLASS (TYPE-OF #:GOAL1504)))
(WAIT-FOR *NEVER*))
(:TAG #:TAG-ROUTINE1507 (SETF #:ROUTINE-RES1506 (EXECUTE #:ROUTINE1505)))))))
(SEQ (REMGV ’COGITO::OBSERVED-TASK #:ROUTINE1505) (COGITO::REMOVE-GOAL #:GOAL1504) #:ROUTINE-RES1506)))))))))))))))))))))
(EXPANDED-GOAL
(:ACHIEVE (ENTITY-ON-ENTITY CUP TABLE (=>DESIGNATOR ‘(A LOCATION (ON ,TABLE) (MATCHES (SEATING-LOCATION->ENTITY-LOCATION ,SEATING-LOCATION ,CUP))))))
:ACHIEVE-ENTITY-ON-ENTITY
((SIDE TR-RULE-NAME REL-LOCATION BOTTOM-ENTITY TOP-ENTITY)
(NIL :ACHIEVE-ENTITY-ON-ENTITY (=>DESIGNATOR ‘(A LOCATION (ON ,TABLE) (MATCHES (SEATING-LOCATION->ENTITY-LOCATION ,SEATING-LOCATION ,CUP)))) TABLE CUP)
NIL)
(SEQ
(:TAG FIND-TOP-ENTITY
(SETF TOP-ENTITY
(EXPANDED-GOAL (:PERCEIVE TOP-ENTITY) :PERCEIVE ((DESIGNATOR TR-RULE-NAME SKIP-TURNING-TO-LAST-SEEN-POSE) (TOP-ENTITY :PERCEIVE NIL) NIL)
(LET* ((#:GOAL1517 (MAKE-INSTANCE ’ENTITY-FOUND :DESIGNATOR DESIGNATOR))
(#:ROUTINE1518 (ARBITRATION #:GOAL1517 (COGITO::FILTER-SETTINGS (LIST :SKIP-TURNING-TO-LAST-SEEN-POSE NIL)) NIL))
(#:ROUTINE-RES1519 NIL))
(SETGV :GOAL-TASK (TYPE-OF #:GOAL1517) #:TAG-GOAL1521)
(PULSE (GETGV :GOAL-START-FLUENT (TYPE-OF #:GOAL1517)))
(:TAG #:TAG-GOAL1521
(IF (NULL #:ROUTINE1518)
(FAIL :CLASS NO-ROUTINE-FOUND-FAILURE :GOAL-CLASS (TYPE-OF #:GOAL1517))
(EVAP-AND-FAIL-PROTECT
(SEQ (WHEN (TYPEP #:ROUTINE1518 ’EXTERNAL-LOW-LEVEL-ROUTINE) (ADDGV ’COGITO::OBSERVED-TASK #:ROUTINE1518 #:TAG-ROUTINE1520))
(COGITO::ADD-GOAL #:GOAL1517)
(LET ((#:TIMEMODEL1522 (COGITO::GET-MODEL #:ROUTINE1518 :TIME)))
(LET ((#:GOAL-TIMEOUT1523 (COGITO::GET-TIMEOUT (TIMEOUT #:GOAL1517) (WHEN #:TIMEMODEL1522 (EXECUTE #:TIMEMODEL1522 #:ROUTINE1518)))))
(PURSUE-IN-ORDER (WAIT-FOR (ADD-TASKNET-TO-FLUENT (GOAL-SUCCEED #:GOAL1517) :TASK #:TAG-ROUTINE1520) :ALLOW-INTERRUPTS)
(IF #:GOAL-TIMEOUT1523
(SEQ (WAIT-TIME #:GOAL-TIMEOUT1523) (FAIL :CLASS TIMEOUT-FAILURE :GOAL-CLASS (TYPE-OF #:GOAL1517)))
(WAIT-FOR *NEVER*))
(:TAG #:TAG-ROUTINE1520 (SETF #:ROUTINE-RES1519 (EXECUTE #:ROUTINE1518)))))))
(SEQ (REMGV ’COGITO::OBSERVED-TASK #:ROUTINE1518) (COGITO::REMOVE-GOAL #:GOAL1517) #:ROUTINE-RES1519))))))))
(:TAG FIND-BOTTOM-ENTITY
(SETF BOTTOM-ENTITY
(EXPANDED-GOAL (:PERCEIVE BOTTOM-ENTITY :SKIP-TURNING-TO-LAST-SEEN-POSE T) :PERCEIVE
((DESIGNATOR TR-RULE-NAME SKIP-TURNING-TO-LAST-SEEN-POSE) (BOTTOM-ENTITY :PERCEIVE T) NIL)
(LET* ((#:GOAL1527 (MAKE-INSTANCE ’ENTITY-FOUND :DESIGNATOR DESIGNATOR))
(#:ROUTINE1528 (ARBITRATION #:GOAL1527 (COGITO::FILTER-SETTINGS (LIST :SKIP-TURNING-TO-LAST-SEEN-POSE T)) NIL))
(#:ROUTINE-RES1529 NIL))
(SETGV :GOAL-TASK (TYPE-OF #:GOAL1527) #:TAG-GOAL1531)
(PULSE (GETGV :GOAL-START-FLUENT (TYPE-OF #:GOAL1527)))
(:TAG #:TAG-GOAL1531
(IF (NULL #:ROUTINE1528)
(FAIL :CLASS NO-ROUTINE-FOUND-FAILURE :GOAL-CLASS (TYPE-OF #:GOAL1527))
(EVAP-AND-FAIL-PROTECT
(SEQ (WHEN (TYPEP #:ROUTINE1528 ’EXTERNAL-LOW-LEVEL-ROUTINE) (ADDGV ’COGITO::OBSERVED-TASK #:ROUTINE1528 #:TAG-ROUTINE1530))
(COGITO::ADD-GOAL #:GOAL1527)
(LET ((#:TIMEMODEL1532 (COGITO::GET-MODEL #:ROUTINE1528 :TIME)))
(LET ((#:GOAL-TIMEOUT1533 (COGITO::GET-TIMEOUT (TIMEOUT #:GOAL1527) (WHEN #:TIMEMODEL1532 (EXECUTE #:TIMEMODEL1532 #:ROUTINE1528)))))
(PURSUE-IN-ORDER (WAIT-FOR (ADD-TASKNET-TO-FLUENT (GOAL-SUCCEED #:GOAL1527) :TASK #:TAG-ROUTINE1530) :ALLOW-INTERRUPTS)
(IF #:GOAL-TIMEOUT1533
(SEQ (WAIT-TIME #:GOAL-TIMEOUT1533) (FAIL :CLASS TIMEOUT-FAILURE :GOAL-CLASS (TYPE-OF #:GOAL1527)))
(WAIT-FOR *NEVER*))
(:TAG #:TAG-ROUTINE1530 (SETF #:ROUTINE-RES1529 (EXECUTE #:ROUTINE1528)))))))
(SEQ (REMGV ’COGITO::OBSERVED-TASK #:ROUTINE1528) (COGITO::REMOVE-GOAL #:GOAL1527) #:ROUTINE-RES1529))))))))
(:TAG TOP-ENTITY-AT-PLACE
(EXPANDED-GOAL
(:ACHIEVE
(ENTITY-PLACED-AT-LOCATION TOP-ENTITY
(=>DESIGNATOR ‘(A LOCATION (MATCHES (GET-ENTITY-ON-ENTITY-LOCATIONS ,BOTTOM-ENTITY ,TOP-ENTITY :REL-LOCATION ,REL-LOCATION)))))
:SIDE SIDE)
:ACHIEVE-ENTITY-PLACED-AT-LOCATION
((ENTITY LOCATION TR-RULE-NAME CARRY-TRIES SIDE PURPOSE SUCCESS-TOLERANCE)
(TOP-ENTITY (=>DESIGNATOR ‘(A LOCATION (MATCHES (GET-ENTITY-ON-ENTITY-LOCATIONS ,BOTTOM-ENTITY ,TOP-ENTITY :REL-LOCATION ,REL-LOCATION))))
:ACHIEVE-ENTITY-PLACED-AT-LOCATION 3 SIDE NIL (ST-CREATE :DIST 0.024999999 :QUAT-DIST 0.08726646))
NIL)
(LET ()
(WITH-FAILURE-HANDLING FAILURE ((CARRY-TRIES-COUNT CARRY-TRIES))
(RECOVER ((TYPEP FAILURE ’ENTITY-LOST-FAILURE)
(LET ((SIDE (ENTITY-GRIPPING-SIDE ENTITY NIL)))
(HANDLE-PLAN-FAILURE CARRY-TRIES-COUNT :ENTITY ENTITY :DO-ALWAYS ((ENTITY-GONE ENTITY)) :DO-RETRY ((RECOVER-ARM-POS SIDE)))))
(T (HANDLE-PLAN-FAILURE 0 :ENTITY ENTITY)))
(MONITOR)
(PERFORM
(:TAG FIND-ENTITY
(SETF ENTITY
(EXPANDED-GOAL (:PERCEIVE ENTITY) :PERCEIVE ((DESIGNATOR TR-RULE-NAME SKIP-TURNING-TO-LAST-SEEN-POSE) (ENTITY :PERCEIVE NIL) NIL)
(LET* ((#:GOAL1547 (MAKE-INSTANCE ’ENTITY-FOUND :DESIGNATOR DESIGNATOR))
(#:ROUTINE1548 (ARBITRATION #:GOAL1547 (COGITO::FILTER-SETTINGS (LIST :SKIP-TURNING-TO-LAST-SEEN-POSE NIL)) NIL))
(#:ROUTINE-RES1549 NIL))
(SETGV :GOAL-TASK (TYPE-OF #:GOAL1547) #:TAG-GOAL1551)
(PULSE (GETGV :GOAL-START-FLUENT (TYPE-OF #:GOAL1547)))
(:TAG #:TAG-GOAL1551
(IF (NULL #:ROUTINE1548)
(FAIL :CLASS NO-ROUTINE-FOUND-FAILURE :GOAL-CLASS (TYPE-OF #:GOAL1547))
(EVAP-AND-FAIL-PROTECT
(SEQ (WHEN (TYPEP #:ROUTINE1548 ’EXTERNAL-LOW-LEVEL-ROUTINE) (ADDGV ’COGITO::OBSERVED-TASK #:ROUTINE1548 #:TAG-ROUTINE1550))
(COGITO::ADD-GOAL #:GOAL1547)
(LET ((#:TIMEMODEL1552 (COGITO::GET-MODEL #:ROUTINE1548 :TIME)))
(LET ((#:GOAL-TIMEOUT1553
(COGITO::GET-TIMEOUT (TIMEOUT #:GOAL1547) (WHEN #:TIMEMODEL1552 (EXECUTE #:TIMEMODEL1552 #:ROUTINE1548)))))
(PURSUE-IN-ORDER (WAIT-FOR (ADD-TASKNET-TO-FLUENT (GOAL-SUCCEED #:GOAL1547) :TASK #:TAG-ROUTINE1550) :ALLOW-INTERRUPTS)
(IF #:GOAL-TIMEOUT1553
(SEQ (WAIT-TIME #:GOAL-TIMEOUT1553) (FAIL :CLASS TIMEOUT-FAILURE :GOAL-CLASS (TYPE-OF #:GOAL1547)))
(WAIT-FOR *NEVER*))
(:TAG #:TAG-ROUTINE1550 (SETF #:ROUTINE-RES1549 (EXECUTE #:ROUTINE1548)))))))
(SEQ (REMGV ’COGITO::OBSERVED-TASK #:ROUTINE1548) (COGITO::REMOVE-GOAL #:GOAL1547) #:ROUTINE-RES1549))))))))
(WHEN (NOT (AND (< (EUKLID-DISTANCE (VALUE (POSE (VALUE (REFERENCE ENTITY)))) (REFERENCE LOCATION)) (ST-VALUE :DIST SUCCESS-TOLERANCE))
(< (QUATERNION-DISTANCE (VALUE (POSE (VALUE (REFERENCE ENTITY)))) (REFERENCE LOCATION)) (ST-VALUE :QUAT-DIST SUCCESS-TOLERANCE))))
(:TAG PICK-UP
(EXPANDED-GOAL
(:ACHIEVE (ENTITY-PICKED-UP ENTITY) :PURPOSE PURPOSE :SIDE (OR SIDE (USED-ARM-WITH-GOAL-LOCATION ENTITY LOCATION)) :CARRY-TRIES 0)
:ACHIEVE-ENTITY-PICKED-UP
((ENTITY TR-RULE-NAME POSE-FAILURE-TOLERANCE POSE-TRIES GRIP-TRIES CARRY-TRIES SIDE PURPOSE)
(ENTITY :ACHIEVE-ENTITY-PICKED-UP (ST-CREATE :DIST 0.2 :AZ 0.3926991) 3 3 0 (OR SIDE (USED-ARM-WITH-GOAL-LOCATION ENTITY LOCATION)) PURPOSE)
NIL)
(LET ((INNER-CONTACTS NIL))
(WITH-FAILURE-HANDLING FAILURE ((CARRY-TRIES-COUNT CARRY-TRIES) (GRIP-TRIES-COUNT GRIP-TRIES))
(RECOVER ((TYPEP FAILURE ’ENTITY-LOST-FAILURE)
(LET ((SIDE (ENTITY-GRIPPING-SIDE ENTITY NIL)))
(HANDLE-PLAN-FAILURE CARRY-TRIES-COUNT :ENTITY ENTITY :DO-ALWAYS ((ENTITY-GONE ENTITY)) :DO-RETRY ((RECOVER-ARM-POS SIDE)))))
((TYPEP FAILURE ’GRIP-FAILURE)
(HANDLE-PLAN-FAILURE GRIP-TRIES-COUNT :ENTITY ENTITY :DO-RETRY ((RECOVER-ARM-POS (ENTITY-GRIPPING-SIDE ENTITY T)))))
(T (HANDLE-PLAN-FAILURE 0 :ENTITY ENTITY)))
(MONITOR)
(PERFORM
(:TAG FIND-ENTITY
(SETF ENTITY
(EXPANDED-GOAL (:PERCEIVE ENTITY) :PERCEIVE ((DESIGNATOR TR-RULE-NAME SKIP-TURNING-TO-LAST-SEEN-POSE) (ENTITY :PERCEIVE NIL) NIL)
(LET* ((#:GOAL1591 (MAKE-INSTANCE ’ENTITY-FOUND :DESIGNATOR DESIGNATOR))
(#:ROUTINE1592 (ARBITRATION #:GOAL1591 (COGITO::FILTER-SETTINGS (LIST :SKIP-TURNING-TO-LAST-SEEN-POSE NIL)) NIL))
(#:ROUTINE-RES1593 NIL))
(SETGV :GOAL-TASK (TYPE-OF #:GOAL1591) #:TAG-GOAL1595)
(PULSE (GETGV :GOAL-START-FLUENT (TYPE-OF #:GOAL1591)))
(:TAG #:TAG-GOAL1595
(IF (NULL #:ROUTINE1592)
(FAIL :CLASS NO-ROUTINE-FOUND-FAILURE :GOAL-CLASS (TYPE-OF #:GOAL1591))
(EVAP-AND-FAIL-PROTECT
(SEQ (WHEN (TYPEP #:ROUTINE1592 ’EXTERNAL-LOW-LEVEL-ROUTINE) (ADDGV ’COGITO::OBSERVED-TASK #:ROUTINE1592 #:TAG-ROUTINE1594))
(COGITO::ADD-GOAL #:GOAL1591)
(LET ((#:TIMEMODEL1596 (COGITO::GET-MODEL #:ROUTINE1592 :TIME)))
(LET ((#:GOAL-TIMEOUT1597
(COGITO::GET-TIMEOUT (TIMEOUT #:GOAL1591) (WHEN #:TIMEMODEL1596 (EXECUTE #:TIMEMODEL1596 #:ROUTINE1592)))))
(PURSUE-IN-ORDER (WAIT-FOR (ADD-TASKNET-TO-FLUENT (GOAL-SUCCEED #:GOAL1591) :TASK #:TAG-ROUTINE1594) :ALLOW-INTERRUPTS)
(IF #:GOAL-TIMEOUT1597
(SEQ (WAIT-TIME #:GOAL-TIMEOUT1597) (FAIL :CLASS TIMEOUT-FAILURE :GOAL-CLASS (TYPE-OF #:GOAL1591)))
(WAIT-FOR *NEVER*))
(:TAG #:TAG-ROUTINE1594 (SETF #:ROUTINE-RES1593 (EXECUTE #:ROUTINE1592)))))))
(SEQ (REMGV ’COGITO::OBSERVED-TASK #:ROUTINE1592) (COGITO::REMOVE-GOAL #:GOAL1591) #:ROUTINE-RES1593))))))))
(UNLESS (OR (EQ ENTITY (VALUE (CARRIED-ENTITY (VALUE (GETGV ’STATEVAR ’B21-LEFT-HAND)))))
(EQ ENTITY (VALUE (CARRIED-ENTITY (VALUE (GETGV ’STATEVAR ’B21-RIGHT-HAND))))))
(WITH-AUXILIARY-GOALS ((ENCLOSING-ENTITY NIL) (SUPPORTING-ENTITY NIL))
(PREPARE
(SETF ENCLOSING-ENTITY
(EXPANDED-GOAL (:ACHIEVE (ENCLOSING-ENTITY-OPENED ENTITY)) :ACHIEVE-ENCLOSING-ENTITY-OPENED
((ENTITY TR-RULE-NAME LOCATION) (ENTITY :ACHIEVE-ENCLOSING-ENTITY-OPENED NIL) NIL)
(LET* ((#:GOAL1601 (MAKE-INSTANCE ’ENCLOSING-ENTITY-OPENED :ENTITY ENTITY :LOCATION LOCATION))
(#:ROUTINE1602 (ARBITRATION #:GOAL1601 (COGITO::FILTER-SETTINGS (LIST)) NIL))
(#:ROUTINE-RES1603 NIL))
(SETGV :GOAL-TASK (TYPE-OF #:GOAL1601) #:TAG-GOAL1605)
(PULSE (GETGV :GOAL-START-FLUENT (TYPE-OF #:GOAL1601)))
(:TAG #:TAG-GOAL1605
(IF (NULL #:ROUTINE1602)
(FAIL :CLASS NO-ROUTINE-FOUND-FAILURE :GOAL-CLASS (TYPE-OF #:GOAL1601))
(EVAP-AND-FAIL-PROTECT
(SEQ
(WHEN (TYPEP #:ROUTINE1602 ’EXTERNAL-LOW-LEVEL-ROUTINE) (ADDGV ’COGITO::OBSERVED-TASK #:ROUTINE1602 #:TAG-ROUTINE1604))
(COGITO::ADD-GOAL #:GOAL1601)
(LET ((#:TIMEMODEL1606 (COGITO::GET-MODEL #:ROUTINE1602 :TIME)))
(LET ((#:GOAL-TIMEOUT1607
(COGITO::GET-TIMEOUT (TIMEOUT #:GOAL1601) (WHEN #:TIMEMODEL1606 (EXECUTE #:TIMEMODEL1606 #:ROUTINE1602)))))
(PURSUE-IN-ORDER
(WAIT-FOR (ADD-TASKNET-TO-FLUENT (GOAL-SUCCEED #:GOAL1601) :TASK #:TAG-ROUTINE1604) :ALLOW-INTERRUPTS)
(IF #:GOAL-TIMEOUT1607
(SEQ (WAIT-TIME #:GOAL-TIMEOUT1607) (FAIL :CLASS TIMEOUT-FAILURE :GOAL-CLASS (TYPE-OF #:GOAL1601)))
(WAIT-FOR *NEVER*))
(:TAG #:TAG-ROUTINE1604 (SETF #:ROUTINE-RES1603 (EXECUTE #:ROUTINE1602)))))))
(SEQ (REMGV ’COGITO::OBSERVED-TASK #:ROUTINE1602) (COGITO::REMOVE-GOAL #:GOAL1601) #:ROUTINE-RES1603)))))))
(SETF SUPPORTING-ENTITY
(EXPANDED-GOAL (:ACHIEVE (SUPPORTING-ENTITY-EXTENDED ENTITY)) :ACHIEVE-SUPPORTING-ENTITY-EXTENDED
((ENTITY TR-RULE-NAME LOCATION) (ENTITY :ACHIEVE-SUPPORTING-ENTITY-EXTENDED NIL) NIL)
(LET* ((#:GOAL1611 (MAKE-INSTANCE ’SUPPORTING-ENTITY-EXTENDED :ENTITY ENTITY :LOCATION LOCATION))
(#:ROUTINE1612 (ARBITRATION #:GOAL1611 (COGITO::FILTER-SETTINGS (LIST)) NIL))
(#:ROUTINE-RES1613 NIL))
(SETGV :GOAL-TASK (TYPE-OF #:GOAL1611) #:TAG-GOAL1615)
(PULSE (GETGV :GOAL-START-FLUENT (TYPE-OF #:GOAL1611)))
(:TAG #:TAG-GOAL1615
(IF (NULL #:ROUTINE1612)
(FAIL :CLASS NO-ROUTINE-FOUND-FAILURE :GOAL-CLASS (TYPE-OF #:GOAL1611))
(EVAP-AND-FAIL-PROTECT
(SEQ
(WHEN (TYPEP #:ROUTINE1612 ’EXTERNAL-LOW-LEVEL-ROUTINE) (ADDGV ’COGITO::OBSERVED-TASK #:ROUTINE1612 #:TAG-ROUTINE1614))
(COGITO::ADD-GOAL #:GOAL1611)
(LET ((#:TIMEMODEL1616 (COGITO::GET-MODEL #:ROUTINE1612 :TIME)))
(LET ((#:GOAL-TIMEOUT1617
(COGITO::GET-TIMEOUT (TIMEOUT #:GOAL1611) (WHEN #:TIMEMODEL1616 (EXECUTE #:TIMEMODEL1616 #:ROUTINE1612)))))
(PURSUE-IN-ORDER
(WAIT-FOR (ADD-TASKNET-TO-FLUENT (GOAL-SUCCEED #:GOAL1611) :TASK #:TAG-ROUTINE1614) :ALLOW-INTERRUPTS)
(IF #:GOAL-TIMEOUT1617
(SEQ (WAIT-TIME #:GOAL-TIMEOUT1617) (FAIL :CLASS TIMEOUT-FAILURE :GOAL-CLASS (TYPE-OF #:GOAL1611)))
(WAIT-FOR *NEVER*))
(:TAG #:TAG-ROUTINE1614 (SETF #:ROUTINE-RES1613 (EXECUTE #:ROUTINE1612)))))))
(SEQ (REMGV ’COGITO::OBSERVED-TASK #:ROUTINE1612) (COGITO::REMOVE-GOAL #:GOAL1611) #:ROUTINE-RES1613))))))))
(PERFORM
(AT-LOCATION
((=>DESIGNATOR ‘(A LOCATION (GRIPABLE-FROM ,ENTITY))) :MAX-TRIES POSE-TRIES :ST-DIST (ST-VALUE :DIST POSE-FAILURE-TOLERANCE)
:ST-ANGLE (ST-VALUE :AZ POSE-FAILURE-TOLERANCE) :DO-RETRY
((ACHIEVE (MAKE-INSTANCE ’B21-HANDS-AT-RECOVER-POSE :SIDE (ENTITY-GRIPPING-SIDE ENTITY T)) :KEEP-CONTROL T)))
(WITH-FAILURE-HANDLING FAILURE NIL (RECOVER)
(MONITOR
(SCOPE (BEGIN-TASK LIFT) (END-TASK LIFT)
(WHENEVER (NOT INNER-CONTACTS)
(FAIL :CLASS ENTITY-LOST-FAILURE :ENTITY ENTITY :SIDE (RPL-GETHASH :SIDE (VALUE (PROPERTIES (VALUE (REFERENCE ENTITY)))))))))
(PERFORM
(WITH-ENTITY-TRACKING (VALUE (REFERENCE ENTITY))
(:TAG GRIP
(EXPANDED-GOAL (:ACHIEVE (ENTITY-GRIPPED ENTITY) :PURPOSE PURPOSE :SIDE SIDE) :ACHIEVE-ENTITY-GRIPPED
((ENTITY TR-RULE-NAME SIDE PURPOSE) (ENTITY :ACHIEVE-ENTITY-GRIPPED SIDE PURPOSE) NIL)
(SEQ (ACHIEVE (MAKE-INSTANCE ’ENTITY-GRIPPED :ENTITY ENTITY :PURPOSE PURPOSE) :SIDE SIDE)))
(SETF INNER-CONTACTS
(GET-B21-HANDS-ONE-INNER-CONTACT-FLUENT (RPL-GETHASH :SIDE (VALUE (PROPERTIES (VALUE (REFERENCE ENTITY))))))))
(:TAG LIFT
(EXPANDED-GOAL (:ACHIEVE (ENTITY-LIFTED ENTITY)) :ACHIEVE-ENTITY-LIFTED
((TR-RULE-NAME ENTITY) (:ACHIEVE-ENTITY-LIFTED ENTITY) NIL)
(LET* ((#:GOAL1631 (MAKE-INSTANCE ’ENTITY-LIFTED :ENTITY ENTITY))
(#:ROUTINE1632 (ARBITRATION #:GOAL1631 (COGITO::FILTER-SETTINGS (LIST)) NIL))
(#:ROUTINE-RES1633 NIL))
(SETGV :GOAL-TASK (TYPE-OF #:GOAL1631) #:TAG-GOAL1635)
(PULSE (GETGV :GOAL-START-FLUENT (TYPE-OF #:GOAL1631)))
(:TAG #:TAG-GOAL1635
(IF (NULL #:ROUTINE1632)
(FAIL :CLASS NO-ROUTINE-FOUND-FAILURE :GOAL-CLASS (TYPE-OF #:GOAL1631))
(EVAP-AND-FAIL-PROTECT
(SEQ
(WHEN (TYPEP #:ROUTINE1632 ’EXTERNAL-LOW-LEVEL-ROUTINE) (ADDGV ’COGITO::OBSERVED-TASK #:ROUTINE1632 #:TAG-ROUTINE1634))
(COGITO::ADD-GOAL #:GOAL1631)
(LET ((#:TIMEMODEL1636 (COGITO::GET-MODEL #:ROUTINE1632 :TIME)))
(LET ((#:GOAL-TIMEOUT1637
(COGITO::GET-TIMEOUT (TIMEOUT #:GOAL1631) (WHEN #:TIMEMODEL1636 (EXECUTE #:TIMEMODEL1636 #:ROUTINE1632)))))
(PURSUE-IN-ORDER
(WAIT-FOR (ADD-TASKNET-TO-FLUENT (GOAL-SUCCEED #:GOAL1631) :TASK #:TAG-ROUTINE1634) :ALLOW-INTERRUPTS)
(IF #:GOAL-TIMEOUT1637
(SEQ (WAIT-TIME #:GOAL-TIMEOUT1637) (FAIL :CLASS TIMEOUT-FAILURE :GOAL-CLASS (TYPE-OF #:GOAL1631)))
(WAIT-FOR *NEVER*))
(:TAG #:TAG-ROUTINE1634 (SETF #:ROUTINE-RES1633 (EXECUTE #:ROUTINE1632)))))))
(SEQ (REMGV ’COGITO::OBSERVED-TASK #:ROUTINE1632) (COGITO::REMOVE-GOAL #:GOAL1631) #:ROUTINE-RES1633))))))))))))
(CLEAN-UP
(EXPANDED-GOAL (:ACHIEVE (ENTITY-RETRACTED SUPPORTING-ENTITY)) :ACHIEVE-ENTITY-RETRACTED
((TR-RULE-NAME ENTITY) (:ACHIEVE-ENTITY-RETRACTED SUPPORTING-ENTITY) NIL)
(LET* ((#:GOAL1641 (MAKE-INSTANCE ’ENTITY-RETRACTED :ENTITY ENTITY))
(#:ROUTINE1642 (ARBITRATION #:GOAL1641 (COGITO::FILTER-SETTINGS (LIST)) NIL))
(#:ROUTINE-RES1643 NIL))
(SETGV :GOAL-TASK (TYPE-OF #:GOAL1641) #:TAG-GOAL1645)
(PULSE (GETGV :GOAL-START-FLUENT (TYPE-OF #:GOAL1641)))
(:TAG #:TAG-GOAL1645
(IF (NULL #:ROUTINE1642)
(FAIL :CLASS NO-ROUTINE-FOUND-FAILURE :GOAL-CLASS (TYPE-OF #:GOAL1641))
(EVAP-AND-FAIL-PROTECT
(SEQ (WHEN (TYPEP #:ROUTINE1642 ’EXTERNAL-LOW-LEVEL-ROUTINE) (ADDGV ’COGITO::OBSERVED-TASK #:ROUTINE1642 #:TAG-ROUTINE1644))
(COGITO::ADD-GOAL #:GOAL1641)
(LET ((#:TIMEMODEL1646 (COGITO::GET-MODEL #:ROUTINE1642 :TIME)))
(LET ((#:GOAL-TIMEOUT1647
(COGITO::GET-TIMEOUT (TIMEOUT #:GOAL1641) (WHEN #:TIMEMODEL1646 (EXECUTE #:TIMEMODEL1646 #:ROUTINE1642)))))
(PURSUE-IN-ORDER (WAIT-FOR (ADD-TASKNET-TO-FLUENT (GOAL-SUCCEED #:GOAL1641) :TASK #:TAG-ROUTINE1644) :ALLOW-INTERRUPTS)
(IF #:GOAL-TIMEOUT1647
(SEQ (WAIT-TIME #:GOAL-TIMEOUT1647) (FAIL :CLASS TIMEOUT-FAILURE :GOAL-CLASS (TYPE-OF #:GOAL1641)))
(WAIT-FOR *NEVER*))
(:TAG #:TAG-ROUTINE1644 (SETF #:ROUTINE-RES1643 (EXECUTE #:ROUTINE1642)))))))
(SEQ (REMGV ’COGITO::OBSERVED-TASK #:ROUTINE1642) (COGITO::REMOVE-GOAL #:GOAL1641) #:ROUTINE-RES1643))))))
(EXPANDED-GOAL (:ACHIEVE (ENTITY-CLOSED ENCLOSING-ENTITY)) :ACHIEVE-ENTITY-CLOSED
((TR-RULE-NAME ENTITY) (:ACHIEVE-ENTITY-CLOSED ENCLOSING-ENTITY) NIL)
(LET* ((#:GOAL1651 (MAKE-INSTANCE ’ENTITY-CLOSED :ENTITY ENTITY))
(#:ROUTINE1652 (ARBITRATION #:GOAL1651 (COGITO::FILTER-SETTINGS (LIST)) NIL))
(#:ROUTINE-RES1653 NIL))
(SETGV :GOAL-TASK (TYPE-OF #:GOAL1651) #:TAG-GOAL1655)
(PULSE (GETGV :GOAL-START-FLUENT (TYPE-OF #:GOAL1651)))
(:TAG #:TAG-GOAL1655
(IF (NULL #:ROUTINE1652)
(FAIL :CLASS NO-ROUTINE-FOUND-FAILURE :GOAL-CLASS (TYPE-OF #:GOAL1651))
(EVAP-AND-FAIL-PROTECT
(SEQ (WHEN (TYPEP #:ROUTINE1652 ’EXTERNAL-LOW-LEVEL-ROUTINE) (ADDGV ’COGITO::OBSERVED-TASK #:ROUTINE1652 #:TAG-ROUTINE1654))
(COGITO::ADD-GOAL #:GOAL1651)
(LET ((#:TIMEMODEL1656 (COGITO::GET-MODEL #:ROUTINE1652 :TIME)))
(LET ((#:GOAL-TIMEOUT1657
(COGITO::GET-TIMEOUT (TIMEOUT #:GOAL1651) (WHEN #:TIMEMODEL1656 (EXECUTE #:TIMEMODEL1656 #:ROUTINE1652)))))
(PURSUE-IN-ORDER (WAIT-FOR (ADD-TASKNET-TO-FLUENT (GOAL-SUCCEED #:GOAL1651) :TASK #:TAG-ROUTINE1654) :ALLOW-INTERRUPTS)
(IF #:GOAL-TIMEOUT1657
(SEQ (WAIT-TIME #:GOAL-TIMEOUT1657) (FAIL :CLASS TIMEOUT-FAILURE :GOAL-CLASS (TYPE-OF #:GOAL1651)))
(WAIT-FOR *NEVER*))
(:TAG #:TAG-ROUTINE1654 (SETF #:ROUTINE-RES1653 (EXECUTE #:ROUTINE1652)))))))
(SEQ (REMGV ’COGITO::OBSERVED-TASK #:ROUTINE1652) (COGITO::REMOVE-GOAL #:GOAL1651) #:ROUTINE-RES1653))))))))))))))
(:TAG PUT-DOWN
(EXPANDED-GOAL (:ACHIEVE (ENTITY-PUT-DOWN ENTITY LOCATION) :PURPOSE PURPOSE :SUCCESS-TOLERANCE SUCCESS-TOLERANCE) :ACHIEVE-ENTITY-PUT-DOWN
((ENTITY LOCATION TR-RULE-NAME POSE-FAILURE-TOLERANCE POSE-TRIES SUCCESS-TOLERANCE PURPOSE)
(ENTITY LOCATION :ACHIEVE-ENTITY-PUT-DOWN (ST-CREATE :DIST 0.2 :AZ 0.3926991) 3 SUCCESS-TOLERANCE PURPOSE) NIL)
(LET* ((GRIP-SIDE (RPL-GETHASH :SIDE (VALUE (PROPERTIES (VALUE (REFERENCE ENTITY))))))
(INNER-CONTACTS (GET-B21-HANDS-ONE-INNER-CONTACT-FLUENT GRIP-SIDE))
(ACTIVITY-FLUENT (CREATE-FLUENT ’ENTITY-PUT-DOWN-AT-LOCATION-ACTIVITY-FLUENT NIL)))
(WITH-FAILURE-HANDLING FAILURE NIL (RECOVER (T (HANDLE-PLAN-FAILURE 0 :ENTITY ENTITY)))
(MONITOR
(SCOPE ACTIVITY-FLUENT (NOT ACTIVITY-FLUENT)
(WHENEVER (NOT INNER-CONTACTS) (FAIL :CLASS ENTITY-LOST-FAILURE :ENTITY ENTITY :SIDE GRIP-SIDE))))
(PERFORM
(WITH-AUXILIARY-GOALS ((ENCLOSING-ENTITY NIL) (SUPPORTING-ENTITY NIL))
(PREPARE
(SETF ENCLOSING-ENTITY
(EXPANDED-GOAL (:ACHIEVE (ENCLOSING-ENTITY-OPENED ENTITY LOCATION)) :ACHIEVE-ENCLOSING-ENTITY-OPENED
((ENTITY TR-RULE-NAME LOCATION) (ENTITY :ACHIEVE-ENCLOSING-ENTITY-OPENED LOCATION) NIL)
(LET* ((#:GOAL1676 (MAKE-INSTANCE ’ENCLOSING-ENTITY-OPENED :ENTITY ENTITY :LOCATION LOCATION))
(#:ROUTINE1677 (ARBITRATION #:GOAL1676 (COGITO::FILTER-SETTINGS (LIST)) NIL))
(#:ROUTINE-RES1678 NIL))
(SETGV :GOAL-TASK (TYPE-OF #:GOAL1676) #:TAG-GOAL1680)
(PULSE (GETGV :GOAL-START-FLUENT (TYPE-OF #:GOAL1676)))
(:TAG #:TAG-GOAL1680
(IF (NULL #:ROUTINE1677)
(FAIL :CLASS NO-ROUTINE-FOUND-FAILURE :GOAL-CLASS (TYPE-OF #:GOAL1676))
(EVAP-AND-FAIL-PROTECT
(SEQ
(WHEN (TYPEP #:ROUTINE1677 ’EXTERNAL-LOW-LEVEL-ROUTINE) (ADDGV ’COGITO::OBSERVED-TASK #:ROUTINE1677 #:TAG-ROUTINE1679))
(COGITO::ADD-GOAL #:GOAL1676)
(LET ((#:TIMEMODEL1681 (COGITO::GET-MODEL #:ROUTINE1677 :TIME)))
(LET ((#:GOAL-TIMEOUT1682
(COGITO::GET-TIMEOUT (TIMEOUT #:GOAL1676) (WHEN #:TIMEMODEL1681 (EXECUTE #:TIMEMODEL1681 #:ROUTINE1677)))))
(PURSUE-IN-ORDER
(WAIT-FOR (ADD-TASKNET-TO-FLUENT (GOAL-SUCCEED #:GOAL1676) :TASK #:TAG-ROUTINE1679) :ALLOW-INTERRUPTS)
(IF #:GOAL-TIMEOUT1682
(SEQ (WAIT-TIME #:GOAL-TIMEOUT1682) (FAIL :CLASS TIMEOUT-FAILURE :GOAL-CLASS (TYPE-OF #:GOAL1676)))
(WAIT-FOR *NEVER*))
(:TAG #:TAG-ROUTINE1679 (SETF #:ROUTINE-RES1678 (EXECUTE #:ROUTINE1677)))))))
(SEQ (REMGV ’COGITO::OBSERVED-TASK #:ROUTINE1677) (COGITO::REMOVE-GOAL #:GOAL1676) #:ROUTINE-RES1678)))))))
(SETF SUPPORTING-ENTITY
(EXPANDED-GOAL (:ACHIEVE (SUPPORTING-ENTITY-EXTENDED ENTITY LOCATION)) :ACHIEVE-SUPPORTING-ENTITY-EXTENDED
((ENTITY TR-RULE-NAME LOCATION) (ENTITY :ACHIEVE-SUPPORTING-ENTITY-EXTENDED LOCATION) NIL)
(LET* ((#:GOAL1686 (MAKE-INSTANCE ’SUPPORTING-ENTITY-EXTENDED :ENTITY ENTITY :LOCATION LOCATION))
(#:ROUTINE1687 (ARBITRATION #:GOAL1686 (COGITO::FILTER-SETTINGS (LIST)) NIL))
(#:ROUTINE-RES1688 NIL))
(SETGV :GOAL-TASK (TYPE-OF #:GOAL1686) #:TAG-GOAL1690)
(PULSE (GETGV :GOAL-START-FLUENT (TYPE-OF #:GOAL1686)))
(:TAG #:TAG-GOAL1690
(IF (NULL #:ROUTINE1687)
(FAIL :CLASS NO-ROUTINE-FOUND-FAILURE :GOAL-CLASS (TYPE-OF #:GOAL1686))
(EVAP-AND-FAIL-PROTECT
(SEQ
(WHEN (TYPEP #:ROUTINE1687 ’EXTERNAL-LOW-LEVEL-ROUTINE) (ADDGV ’COGITO::OBSERVED-TASK #:ROUTINE1687 #:TAG-ROUTINE1689))
(COGITO::ADD-GOAL #:GOAL1686)
(LET ((#:TIMEMODEL1691 (COGITO::GET-MODEL #:ROUTINE1687 :TIME)))
(LET ((#:GOAL-TIMEOUT1692
(COGITO::GET-TIMEOUT (TIMEOUT #:GOAL1686) (WHEN #:TIMEMODEL1691 (EXECUTE #:TIMEMODEL1691 #:ROUTINE1687)))))
(PURSUE-IN-ORDER
(WAIT-FOR (ADD-TASKNET-TO-FLUENT (GOAL-SUCCEED #:GOAL1686) :TASK #:TAG-ROUTINE1689) :ALLOW-INTERRUPTS)
(IF #:GOAL-TIMEOUT1692
(SEQ (WAIT-TIME #:GOAL-TIMEOUT1692) (FAIL :CLASS TIMEOUT-FAILURE :GOAL-CLASS (TYPE-OF #:GOAL1686)))
(WAIT-FOR *NEVER*))
(:TAG #:TAG-ROUTINE1689 (SETF #:ROUTINE-RES1688 (EXECUTE #:ROUTINE1687)))))))
(SEQ (REMGV ’COGITO::OBSERVED-TASK #:ROUTINE1687) (COGITO::REMOVE-GOAL #:GOAL1686) #:ROUTINE-RES1688))))))))
(PERFORM
(AT-LOCATION
((=>DESIGNATOR ‘(A LOCATION (DROPABLE-FROM ,ENTITY) (DROPPING-LOCATION ,LOCATION) (PURPOSE ,PURPOSE))) :MAX-TRIES POSE-TRIES
:ACTIVITY-FLUENT ACTIVITY-FLUENT :SETTINGS
(:MAX-ROT-VEL (FILTER-NAVIGATION :MAX-ROT-VEL (NAVIGATION-SETTINGS ENTITY)) :PID-ROT-KP
(FILTER-NAVIGATION :PID-ROT-KP (NAVIGATION-SETTINGS ENTITY)))
:ST-DIST (ST-VALUE :DIST POSE-FAILURE-TOLERANCE) :ST-ANGLE (ST-VALUE :AZ POSE-FAILURE-TOLERANCE))
(WITH-FAILURE-HANDLING FAILURE NIL (RECOVER) (MONITOR)
(PERFORM
(WITH-ENTITY-TRACKING (VALUE (REFERENCE ENTITY))
(:TAG DROP
(EXPANDED-GOAL (:ACHIEVE (ENTITY-DROPPED ENTITY LOCATION) :PURPOSE PURPOSE) :ACHIEVE-ENTITY-DROPPED
((TR-RULE-NAME LOCATION ENTITY) (:ACHIEVE-ENTITY-DROPPED LOCATION ENTITY) NIL)
(LET* ((#:GOAL1696 (MAKE-INSTANCE ’ENTITY-DROPPED :ENTITY ENTITY :LOCATION LOCATION))
(#:ROUTINE1697 (ARBITRATION #:GOAL1696 (COGITO::FILTER-SETTINGS (LIST)) NIL))
(#:ROUTINE-RES1698 NIL))
(SETGV :GOAL-TASK (TYPE-OF #:GOAL1696) #:TAG-GOAL1700)
(PULSE (GETGV :GOAL-START-FLUENT (TYPE-OF #:GOAL1696)))
(:TAG #:TAG-GOAL1700
(IF (NULL #:ROUTINE1697)
(FAIL :CLASS NO-ROUTINE-FOUND-FAILURE :GOAL-CLASS (TYPE-OF #:GOAL1696))
(EVAP-AND-FAIL-PROTECT
(SEQ (WHEN (TYPEP #:ROUTINE1697 ’EXTERNAL-LOW-LEVEL-ROUTINE) (ADDGV ’COGITO::OBSERVED-TASK #:ROUTINE1697 #:TAG-ROUTINE1699))
(COGITO::ADD-GOAL #:GOAL1696)
(LET ((#:TIMEMODEL1701 (COGITO::GET-MODEL #:ROUTINE1697 :TIME)))
(LET ((#:GOAL-TIMEOUT1702
(COGITO::GET-TIMEOUT (TIMEOUT #:GOAL1696) (WHEN #:TIMEMODEL1701 (EXECUTE #:TIMEMODEL1701 #:ROUTINE1697)))))
(PURSUE-IN-ORDER (WAIT-FOR (ADD-TASKNET-TO-FLUENT (GOAL-SUCCEED #:GOAL1696) :TASK #:TAG-ROUTINE1699) :ALLOW-INTERRUPTS)
(IF #:GOAL-TIMEOUT1702
(SEQ (WAIT-TIME #:GOAL-TIMEOUT1702) (FAIL :CLASS TIMEOUT-FAILURE :GOAL-CLASS (TYPE-OF #:GOAL1696)))
(WAIT-FOR *NEVER*))
(:TAG #:TAG-ROUTINE1699 (SETF #:ROUTINE-RES1698 (EXECUTE #:ROUTINE1697)))))))
(SEQ (REMGV ’COGITO::OBSERVED-TASK #:ROUTINE1697) (COGITO::REMOVE-GOAL #:GOAL1696) #:ROUTINE-RES1698)))))))
(:TAG UNHAND
(EXPANDED-GOAL (:ACHIEVE (ENTITY-UNHANDED ENTITY) :PURPOSE PURPOSE) :ACHIEVE-ENTITY-UNHANDED
((ENTITY TR-RULE-NAME SIDE) (ENTITY :ACHIEVE-ENTITY-UNHANDED :IGNORE) NIL)
(LET* ((#:GOAL1706 (MAKE-INSTANCE ’ENTITY-UNHANDED :ENTITY ENTITY))
(#:ROUTINE1707 (ARBITRATION #:GOAL1706 (COGITO::FILTER-SETTINGS (LIST :SIDE SIDE)) NIL))
(#:ROUTINE-RES1708 NIL))
(SETGV :GOAL-TASK (TYPE-OF #:GOAL1706) #:TAG-GOAL1710)
(PULSE (GETGV :GOAL-START-FLUENT (TYPE-OF #:GOAL1706)))
(:TAG #:TAG-GOAL1710
(IF (NULL #:ROUTINE1707)
(FAIL :CLASS NO-ROUTINE-FOUND-FAILURE :GOAL-CLASS (TYPE-OF #:GOAL1706))
(EVAP-AND-FAIL-PROTECT
(SEQ (WHEN (TYPEP #:ROUTINE1707 ’EXTERNAL-LOW-LEVEL-ROUTINE) (ADDGV ’COGITO::OBSERVED-TASK #:ROUTINE1707 #:TAG-ROUTINE1709))
(COGITO::ADD-GOAL #:GOAL1706)
(LET ((#:TIMEMODEL1711 (COGITO::GET-MODEL #:ROUTINE1707 :TIME)))
(LET ((#:GOAL-TIMEOUT1712
(COGITO::GET-TIMEOUT (TIMEOUT #:GOAL1706) (WHEN #:TIMEMODEL1711 (EXECUTE #:TIMEMODEL1711 #:ROUTINE1707)))))
(PURSUE-IN-ORDER (WAIT-FOR (ADD-TASKNET-TO-FLUENT (GOAL-SUCCEED #:GOAL1706) :TASK #:TAG-ROUTINE1709) :ALLOW-INTERRUPTS)
(IF #:GOAL-TIMEOUT1712
(SEQ (WAIT-TIME #:GOAL-TIMEOUT1712) (FAIL :CLASS TIMEOUT-FAILURE :GOAL-CLASS (TYPE-OF #:GOAL1706)))
(WAIT-FOR *NEVER*))
(:TAG #:TAG-ROUTINE1709 (SETF #:ROUTINE-RES1708 (EXECUTE #:ROUTINE1707)))))))
(SEQ (REMGV ’COGITO::OBSERVED-TASK #:ROUTINE1707) (COGITO::REMOVE-GOAL #:GOAL1706) #:ROUTINE-RES1708)))))))))))
(:TAG TURN
(EXPANDED-GOAL
(:ACHIEVE (ENTITY-TURNED ENTITY (AZ (QUATERNION->2D-EULER (REFERENCE LOCATION)))) :SUCCESS-TOLERANCE
(ST-CREATE :ANGLE (ST-VALUE :QUAT-DIST SUCCESS-TOLERANCE)) :SIDE GRIP-SIDE)
:ACHIEVE-ENTITY-TURNED
((ENTITY ANGLE TR-RULE-NAME SUCCESS-TOLERANCE SIDE)
(ENTITY (AZ (QUATERNION->2D-EULER (REFERENCE LOCATION))) :ACHIEVE-ENTITY-TURNED
(ST-CREATE :ANGLE (ST-VALUE :QUAT-DIST SUCCESS-TOLERANCE)) GRIP-SIDE)
NIL)
(LET* ((#:GOAL1716 (MAKE-INSTANCE ’ENTITY-TURNED :ENTITY ENTITY :ANGLE ANGLE :SUCCESS-TOLERANCE SUCCESS-TOLERANCE))
(#:ROUTINE1717 (ARBITRATION #:GOAL1716 (COGITO::FILTER-SETTINGS (LIST :SIDE SIDE)) NIL))
(#:ROUTINE-RES1718 NIL))
(SETGV :GOAL-TASK (TYPE-OF #:GOAL1716) #:TAG-GOAL1720)
(PULSE (GETGV :GOAL-START-FLUENT (TYPE-OF #:GOAL1716)))
(:TAG #:TAG-GOAL1720
(IF (NULL #:ROUTINE1717)
(FAIL :CLASS NO-ROUTINE-FOUND-FAILURE :GOAL-CLASS (TYPE-OF #:GOAL1716))
(EVAP-AND-FAIL-PROTECT
(SEQ (WHEN (TYPEP #:ROUTINE1717 ’EXTERNAL-LOW-LEVEL-ROUTINE) (ADDGV ’COGITO::OBSERVED-TASK #:ROUTINE1717 #:TAG-ROUTINE1719))
(COGITO::ADD-GOAL #:GOAL1716)
(LET ((#:TIMEMODEL1721 (COGITO::GET-MODEL #:ROUTINE1717 :TIME)))
(LET ((#:GOAL-TIMEOUT1722
(COGITO::GET

(:TAG #:TAG-ROUTINE1318 (SETF #:ROUTINE-RES1317 (EXECUTE #:ROUTINE1316)
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(SEQ (REMGV ’COGITO::OBSERVED-TASK #:ROUTINE1316) (COGITO::REMOVE-GOAL #:GOAL
(WHEN (NOT (AND (< (EUKLID-DISTANCE (VALUE (POSE (VALUE (REFERENCE ENTITY)))) (REFERENCE LO
(< (QUATERNION-DISTANCE (VALUE (POSE (VALUE (REFERENCE ENTITY)))) (REFERENC
(:TAG PICK-UP
(EXPANDED-GOAL
(:ACHIEVE (ENTITY-PICKED-UP ENTITY) :PURPOSE PURPOSE :SIDE (OR SIDE (USED-ARM-WITH-GOAL
:ACHIEVE-ENTITY-PICKED-UP
((ENTITY TR-RULE-NAME POSE-FAILURE-TOLERANCE POSE-TRIES GRIP-TRIES CARRY-TRIES SIDE PUR
(ENTITY :ACHIEVE-ENTITY-PICKED-UP (ST-CREATE :DIST 0.2 :AZ 0.3926991) 3 3 0 (OR SIDE (
NIL)
(LET ((INNER-CONTACTS NIL))
(WITH-FAILURE-HANDLING FAILURE ((CARRY-TRIES-COUNT CARRY-TRIES) (GRIP-TRIES-COUNT GRI
(RECOVER ((TYPEP FAILURE ’ENTITY-LOST-FAILURE)
(LET ((SIDE (ENTITY-GRIPPING-SIDE ENTITY NIL)))
(HANDLE-PLAN-FAILURE CARRY-TRIES-COUNT :ENTITY ENTITY :DO-ALWAYS ((ENTIT
((TYPEP FAILURE ’GRIP-FAILURE)
(HANDLE-PLAN-FAILURE GRIP-TRIES-COUNT :ENTITY ENTITY :DO-RETRY ((RECOVER-A
(T (HANDLE-PLAN-FAILURE 0 :ENTITY ENTITY)))
(MONITOR)
(PERFORM
(:TAG FIND-ENTITY
(SETF ENTITY
(EXPANDED-GOAL (:PERCEIVE ENTITY) :PERCEIVE ((DESIGNATOR TR-RULE-NAME SKIP-T
(LET* ((#:GOAL1359 (MAKE-INSTANCE ’ENTITY-FOUND :DESIGNATOR DESIGNATOR))
(#:ROUTINE1360 (ARBITRATION #:GOAL1359 (COGITO::FILTER-SETTINGS (LIS
(#:ROUTINE-RES1361 NIL))
(SETGV :GOAL-TASK (TYPE-OF #:GOAL1359) #:TAG-GOAL1363)
(PULSE (GETGV :GOAL-START-FLUENT (TYPE-OF #:GOAL1359)))
(:TAG #:TAG-GOAL1363
November 10, 2010
(IF (NULL #:ROUTINE1360)
(FAIL :CLASS NO-ROUTINE-FOUND-FAILURE :GOAL-CLASS
(TYPE-OF
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(EXPANDED-GOAL (:ACHIEVE (STT-DEFAULT ’(:MOTHER :ARMIN) :LUNCH ’KITCHEN-TABLE)) :ACHIEVE-STT-DEFAULT
((TR-RULE-NAME PERSONS MEAL TABLE-NAME) (:ACHIEVE-STT-DEFAULT ’(:MOTHER :ARMIN) :LUNCH ’KITCHEN-TABLE) NIL)
(FOR-ALL
(LAMBDA (PERSON)
(WITH-DESIGNATORS
((TABLE ‘(THE ENTITY (NAME ,TABLE-NAME))) (SEATING-LOCATION ‘(A LOCATION (AT ,TABLE) (MATCHES (GET-PREFERRED-SEATING-LOCATIONS ,PERSON ,MEAL))))
(PLATE ‘(AN ENTITY (TYPE PLATE) (STATUS UNUSED) (MATCHES (GET-PREFERRED-ENTITIES ,PERSON ,MEAL))))
(CUP ‘(AN ENTITY (TYPE CUP) (STATUS UNUSED) (MATCHES (GET-PREFERRED-ENTITIES ,PERSON ,MEAL)))))
(EXPANDED-GOAL
(:ACHIEVE (ENTITY-ON-ENTITY PLATE TABLE (=>DESIGNATOR ‘(A LOCATION (ON ,TABLE) (MATCHES (SEATING-LOCATION->ENTITY-LOCATION ,SEATING-LOCATION ,PLATE))))))
:ACHIEVE-ENTITY-ON-ENTITY
((SIDE TR-RULE-NAME REL-LOCATION BOTTOM-ENTITY TOP-ENTITY)
(NIL :ACHIEVE-ENTITY-ON-ENTITY (=>DESIGNATOR ‘(A LOCATION (ON ,TABLE) (MATCHES (SEATING-LOCATION->ENTITY-LOCATION ,SEATING-LOCATION ,PLATE)))) TABLE
PLATE)
NIL)
(SEQ
(:TAG FIND-TOP-ENTITY
(SETF TOP-ENTITY
(EXPANDED-GOAL (:PERCEIVE TOP-ENTITY) :PERCEIVE ((DESIGNATOR TR-RULE-NAME SKIP-TURNING-TO-LAST-SEEN-POSE) (TOP-ENTITY :PERCEIVE NIL) NIL)
(LET* ((#:GOAL1285 (MAKE-INSTANCE ’ENTITY-FOUND :DESIGNATOR DESIGNATOR))
(#:ROUTINE1286 (ARBITRATION #:GOAL1285 (COGITO::FILTER-SETTINGS (LIST :SKIP-TURNING-TO-LAST-SEEN-POSE NIL)) NIL))
(#:ROUTINE-RES1287 NIL))
(SETGV :GOAL-TASK (TYPE-OF #:GOAL1285) #:TAG-GOAL1289)
(PULSE (GETGV :GOAL-START-FLUENT (TYPE-OF #:GOAL1285)))
(:TAG #:TAG-GOAL1289
(IF (NULL #:ROUTINE1286)
(FAIL :CLASS NO-ROUTINE-FOUND-FAILURE :GOAL-CLASS (TYPE-OF #:GOAL1285))
(EVAP-AND-FAIL-PROTECT
(SEQ (WHEN (TYPEP #:ROUTINE1286 ’EXTERNAL-LOW-LEVEL-ROUTINE) (ADDGV ’COGITO::OBSERVED-TASK #:ROUTINE1286 #:TAG-ROUTINE1288))
(COGITO::ADD-GOAL #:GOAL1285)
(LET ((#:TIMEMODEL1290 (COGITO::GET-MODEL #:ROUTINE1286 :TIME)))
(LET ((#:GOAL-TIMEOUT1291 (COGITO::GET-TIMEOUT (TIMEOUT #:GOAL1285) (WHEN #:TIMEMODEL1290 (EXECUTE #:TIMEMODEL1290 #:ROUTINE1286)))))
(PURSUE-IN-ORDER (WAIT-FOR (ADD-TASKNET-TO-FLUENT (GOAL-SUCCEED #:GOAL1285) :TASK #:TAG-ROUTINE1288) :ALLOW-INTERRUPTS)
(IF #:GOAL-TIMEOUT1291
(SEQ (WAIT-TIME #:GOAL-TIMEOUT1291) (FAIL :CLASS TIMEOUT-FAILURE :GOAL-CLASS (TYPE-OF #:GOAL1285)))
(WAIT-FOR *NEVER*))
(:TAG #:TAG-ROUTINE1288 (SETF #:ROUTINE-RES1287 (EXECUTE #:ROUTINE1286)))))))
(SEQ (REMGV ’COGITO::OBSERVED-TASK #:ROUTINE1286) (COGITO::REMOVE-GOAL #:GOAL1285) #:ROUTINE-RES1287))))))))
(:TAG FIND-BOTTOM-ENTITY
(SETF BOTTOM-ENTITY
(EXPANDED-GOAL (:PERCEIVE BOTTOM-ENTITY :SKIP-TURNING-TO-LAST-SEEN-POSE T) :PERCEIVE
((DESIGNATOR TR-RULE-NAME SKIP-TURNING-TO-LAST-SEEN-POSE) (BOTTOM-ENTITY :PERCEIVE T) NIL)
(LET* ((#:GOAL1295 (MAKE-INSTANCE ’ENTITY-FOUND :DESIGNATOR DESIGNATOR))
(#:ROUTINE1296 (ARBITRATION #:GOAL1295 (COGITO::FILTER-SETTINGS (LIST :SKIP-TURNING-TO-LAST-SEEN-POSE T)) NIL))
(#:ROUTINE-RES1297 NIL))
(SETGV :GOAL-TASK (TYPE-OF #:GOAL1295) #:TAG-GOAL1299)
(PULSE (GETGV :GOAL-START-FLUENT (TYPE-OF #:GOAL1295)))
(:TAG #:TAG-GOAL1299
(IF (NULL #:ROUTINE1296)
(FAIL :CLASS NO-ROUTINE-FOUND-FAILURE :GOAL-CLASS (TYPE-OF #:GOAL1295))
(EVAP-AND-FAIL-PROTECT
(SEQ (WHEN (TYPEP #:ROUTINE1296 ’EXTERNAL-LOW-LEVEL-ROUTINE) (ADDGV ’COGITO::OBSERVED-TASK #:ROUTINE1296 #:TAG-ROUTINE1298))
(COGITO::ADD-GOAL #:GOAL1295)
(LET ((#:TIMEMODEL1300 (COGITO::GET-MODEL #:ROUTINE1296 :TIME)))
(LET ((#:GOAL-TIMEOUT1301 (COGITO::GET-TIMEOUT (TIMEOUT #:GOAL1295) (WHEN #:TIMEMODEL1300 (EXECUTE #:TIMEMODEL1300 #:ROUTINE1296)))))
(PURSUE-IN-ORDER (WAIT-FOR (ADD-TASKNET-TO-FLUENT (GOAL-SUCCEED #:GOAL1295) :TASK #:TAG-ROUTINE1298) :ALLOW-INTERRUPTS)
(IF #:GOAL-TIMEOUT1301
(SEQ (WAIT-TIME #:GOAL-TIMEOUT1301) (FAIL :CLASS TIMEOUT-FAILURE :GOAL-CLASS (TYPE-OF #:GOAL1295)))
(WAIT-FOR *NEVER*))
(:TAG #:TAG-ROUTINE1298 (SETF #:ROUTINE-RES1297 (EXECUTE #:ROUTINE1296)))))))
(SEQ (REMGV ’COGITO::OBSERVED-TASK #:ROUTINE1296) (COGITO::REMOVE-GOAL #:GOAL1295) #:ROUTINE-RES1297))))))))
(:TAG TOP-ENTITY-AT-PLACE
(EXPANDED-GOAL
(:ACHIEVE
(ENTITY-PLACED-AT-LOCATION TOP-ENTITY
(=>DESIGNATOR ‘(A LOCATION (MATCHES (GET-ENTITY-ON-ENTITY-LOCATIONS ,BOTTOM-ENTITY ,TOP-ENTITY :REL-LOCATION ,REL-LOCATION)))))
:SIDE SIDE)
:ACHIEVE-ENTITY-PLACED-AT-LOCATION
((ENTITY LOCATION TR-RULE-NAME CARRY-TRIES SIDE PURPOSE SUCCESS-TOLERANCE)
(TOP-ENTITY (=>DESIGNATOR ‘(A LOCATION (MATCHES (GET-ENTITY-ON-ENTITY-LOCATIONS ,BOTTOM-ENTITY ,TOP-ENTITY :REL-LOCATION ,REL-LOCATION))))
:ACHIEVE-ENTITY-PLACED-AT-LOCATION 3 SIDE NIL (ST-CREATE :DIST 0.024999999 :QUAT-DIST 0.08726646))
NIL)
(LET ()
(WITH-FAILURE-HANDLING FAILURE ((CARRY-TRIES-COUNT CARRY-TRIES))
(RECOVER ((TYPEP FAILURE ’ENTITY-LOST-FAILURE)
(LET ((SIDE (ENTITY-GRIPPING-SIDE ENTITY NIL)))
(HANDLE-PLAN-FAILURE CARRY-TRIES-COUNT :ENTITY ENTITY :DO-ALWAYS ((ENTITY-GONE ENTITY)) :DO-RETRY ((RECOVER-ARM-POS SIDE)))))
(T (HANDLE-PLAN-FAILURE 0 :ENTITY ENTITY)))
(MONITOR)
(PERFORM
(:TAG FIND-ENTITY
(SETF ENTITY
(EXPANDED-GOAL (:PERCEIVE ENTITY) :PERCEIVE ((DESIGNATOR TR-RULE-NAME SKIP-TURNING-TO-LAST-SEEN-POSE) (ENTITY :PERCEIVE NIL) NIL)
(LET* ((#:GOAL1315 (MAKE-INSTANCE ’ENTITY-FOUND :DESIGNATOR DESIGNATOR))
(#:ROUTINE1316 (ARBITRATION #:GOAL1315 (COGITO::FILTER-SETTINGS (LIST :SKIP-TURNING-TO-LAST-SEEN-POSE NIL)) NIL))
(#:ROUTINE-RES1317 NIL))
(SETGV :GOAL-TASK (TYPE-OF #:GOAL1315) #:TAG-GOAL1319)
(PULSE (GETGV :GOAL-START-FLUENT (TYPE-OF #:GOAL1315)))
(:TAG #:TAG-GOAL1319
(IF (NULL #:ROUTINE1316)
(FAIL :CLASS NO-ROUTINE-FOUND-FAILURE :GOAL-CLASS (TYPE-OF #:GOAL1315))
(EVAP-AND-FAIL-PROTECT
(SEQ (WHEN (TYPEP #:ROUTINE1316 ’EXTERNAL-LOW-LEVEL-ROUTINE) (ADDGV ’COGITO::OBSERVED-TASK #:ROUTINE1316 #:TAG-ROUTINE1318))
(COGITO::ADD-GOAL #:GOAL1315)
(LET ((#:TIMEMODEL1320 (COGITO::GET-MODEL #:ROUTINE1316 :TIME)))
(LET ((#:GOAL-TIMEOUT1321
(COGITO::GET-TIMEOUT (TIMEOUT #:GOAL1315) (WHEN #:TIMEMODEL1320 (EXECUTE #:TIMEMODEL1320 #:ROUTINE1316)))))
(PURSUE-IN-ORDER (WAIT-FOR (ADD-TASKNET-TO-FLUENT (GOAL-SUCCEED #:GOAL1315) :TASK #:TAG-ROUTINE1318) :ALLOW-INTERRUPTS)
(IF #:GOAL-TIMEOUT1321
(SEQ (WAIT-TIME #:GOAL-TIMEOUT1321) (FAIL :CLASS TIMEOUT-FAILURE :GOAL-CLASS (TYPE-OF #:GOAL1315)))
(WAIT-FOR *NEVER*))
(:TAG #:TAG-ROUTINE1318 (SETF #:ROUTINE-RES1317 (EXECUTE #:ROUTINE1316)))))))
(SEQ (REMGV ’COGITO::OBSERVED-TASK #:ROUTINE1316) (COGITO::REMOVE-GOAL #:GOAL1315) #:ROUTINE-RES1317))))))))
(WHEN (NOT (AND (< (EUKLID-DISTANCE (VALUE (POSE (VALUE (REFERENCE ENTITY)))) (REFERENCE LOCATION)) (ST-VALUE :DIST SUCCESS-TOLERANCE))
(< (QUATERNION-DISTANCE (VALUE (POSE (VALUE (REFERENCE ENTITY)))) (REFERENCE LOCATION)) (ST-VALUE :QUAT-DIST SUCCESS-TOLERANCE))))
(:TAG PICK-UP
(EXPANDED-GOAL
(:ACHIEVE (ENTITY-PICKED-UP ENTITY) :PURPOSE PURPOSE :SIDE (OR SIDE (USED-ARM-WITH-GOAL-LOCATION ENTITY LOCATION)) :CARRY-TRIES 0)
:ACHIEVE-ENTITY-PICKED-UP
((ENTITY TR-RULE-NAME POSE-FAILURE-TOLERANCE POSE-TRIES GRIP-TRIES CARRY-TRIES SIDE PURPOSE)
(ENTITY :ACHIEVE-ENTITY-PICKED-UP (ST-CREATE :DIST 0.2 :AZ 0.3926991) 3 3 0 (OR SIDE (USED-ARM-WITH-GOAL-LOCATION ENTITY LOCATION)) PURPOSE)
NIL)
(LET ((INNER-CONTACTS NIL))
(WITH-FAILURE-HANDLING FAILURE ((CARRY-TRIES-COUNT CARRY-TRIES) (GRIP-TRIES-COUNT GRIP-TRIES))
(RECOVER ((TYPEP FAILURE ’ENTITY-LOST-FAILURE)
(LET ((SIDE (ENTITY-GRIPPING-SIDE ENTITY NIL)))
(HANDLE-PLAN-FAILURE CARRY-TRIES-COUNT :ENTITY ENTITY :DO-ALWAYS ((ENTITY-GONE ENTITY)) :DO-RETRY ((RECOVER-ARM-POS SIDE)))))
((TYPEP FAILURE ’GRIP-FAILURE)
(HANDLE-PLAN-FAILURE GRIP-TRIES-COUNT :ENTITY ENTITY :DO-RETRY ((RECOVER-ARM-POS (ENTITY-GRIPPING-SIDE ENTITY T)))))
(T (HANDLE-PLAN-FAILURE 0 :ENTITY ENTITY)))
(MONITOR)
(PERFORM
(:TAG FIND-ENTITY
(SETF ENTITY
(EXPANDED-GOAL (:PERCEIVE ENTITY) :PERCEIVE ((DESIGNATOR TR-RULE-NAME SKIP-TURNING-TO-LAST-SEEN-POSE) (ENTITY :PERCEIVE NIL) NIL)
(LET* ((#:GOAL1359 (MAKE-INSTANCE ’ENTITY-FOUND :DESIGNATOR DESIGNATOR))
(#:ROUTINE1360 (ARBITRATION #:GOAL1359 (COGITO::FILTER-SETTINGS (LIST :SKIP-TURNING-TO-LAST-SEEN-POSE NIL)) NIL))
(#:ROUTINE-RES1361 NIL))
(SETGV :GOAL-TASK (TYPE-OF #:GOAL1359) #:TAG-GOAL1363)
(PULSE (GETGV :GOAL-START-FLUENT (TYPE-OF #:GOAL1359)))
(:TAG #:TAG-GOAL1363
(IF (NULL #:ROUTINE1360)
(FAIL :CLASS NO-ROUTINE-FOUND-FAILURE :GOAL-CLASS (TYPE-OF #:GOAL1359))
(EVAP-AND-FAIL-PROTECT
(SEQ (WHEN (TYPEP #:ROUTINE1360 ’EXTERNAL-LOW-LEVEL-ROUTINE) (ADDGV ’COGITO::OBSERVED-TASK #:ROUTINE1360 #:TAG-ROUTINE1362))
(COGITO::ADD-GOAL #:GOAL1359)
(LET ((#:TIMEMODEL1364 (COGITO::GET-MODEL #:ROUTINE1360 :TIME)))
(LET ((#:GOAL-TIMEOUT1365
(COGITO::GET-TIMEOUT (TIMEOUT #:GOAL1359) (WHEN #:TIMEMODEL1364 (EXECUTE #:TIMEMODEL1364 #:ROUTINE1360)))))
(PURSUE-IN-ORDER (WAIT-FOR (ADD-TASKNET-TO-FLUENT (GOAL-SUCCEED #:GOAL1359) :TASK #:TAG-ROUTINE1362) :ALLOW-INTERRUPTS)
(IF #:GOAL-TIMEOUT1365
(SEQ (WAIT-TIME #:GOAL-TIMEOUT1365) (FAIL :CLASS TIMEOUT-FAILURE :GOAL-CLASS (TYPE-OF #:GOAL1359)))
(WAIT-FOR *NEVER*))
(:TAG #:TAG-ROUTINE1362 (SETF #:ROUTINE-RES1361 (EXECUTE #:ROUTINE1360)))))))
(SEQ (REMGV ’COGITO::OBSERVED-TASK #:ROUTINE1360) (COGITO::REMOVE-GOAL #:GOAL1359) #:ROUTINE-RES1361))))))))
(UNLESS (OR (EQ ENTITY (VALUE (CARRIED-ENTITY (VALUE (GETGV ’STATEVAR ’B21-LEFT-HAND)))))
(EQ ENTITY (VALUE (CARRIED-ENTITY (VALUE (GETGV ’STATEVAR ’B21-RIGHT-HAND))))))
(WITH-AUXILIARY-GOALS ((ENCLOSING-ENTITY NIL) (SUPPORTING-ENTITY NIL))
(PREPARE
(SETF ENCLOSING-ENTITY
(EXPANDED-GOAL (:ACHIEVE (ENCLOSING-ENTITY-OPENED ENTITY)) :ACHIEVE-ENCLOSING-ENTITY-OPENED
((ENTITY TR-RULE-NAME LOCATION) (ENTITY :ACHIEVE-ENCLOSING-ENTITY-OPENED NIL) NIL)
(LET* ((#:GOAL1369 (MAKE-INSTANCE ’ENCLOSING-ENTITY-OPENED :ENTITY ENTITY :LOCATION LOCATION))
(#:ROUTINE1370 (ARBITRATION #:GOAL1369 (COGITO::FILTER-SETTINGS (LIST)) NIL))
(#:ROUTINE-RES1371 NIL))
(SETGV :GOAL-TASK (TYPE-OF #:GOAL1369) #:TAG-GOAL1373)
(PULSE (GETGV :GOAL-START-FLUENT (TYPE-OF #:GOAL1369)))
(:TAG #:TAG-GOAL1373
(IF (NULL #:ROUTINE1370)
(FAIL :CLASS NO-ROUTINE-FOUND-FAILURE :GOAL-CLASS (TYPE-OF #:GOAL1369))
(EVAP-AND-FAIL-PROTECT
(SEQ
(WHEN (TYPEP #:ROUTINE1370 ’EXTERNAL-LOW-LEVEL-ROUTINE) (ADDGV ’COGITO::OBSERVED-TASK #:ROUTINE1370 #:TAG-ROUTINE1372))
(COGITO::ADD-GOAL #:GOAL1369)
(LET ((#:TIMEMODEL1374 (COGITO::GET-MODEL #:ROUTINE1370 :TIME)))
(LET ((#:GOAL-TIMEOUT1375
(COGITO::GET-TIMEOUT (TIMEOUT #:GOAL1369) (WHEN #:TIMEMODEL1374 (EXECUTE #:TIMEMODEL1374 #:ROUTINE1370)))))
(PURSUE-IN-ORDER
(WAIT-FOR (ADD-TASKNET-TO-FLUENT (GOAL-SUCCEED #:GOAL1369) :TASK #:TAG-ROUTINE1372) :ALLOW-INTERRUPTS)
(IF #:GOAL-TIMEOUT1375
(SEQ (WAIT-TIME #:GOAL-TIMEOUT1375) (FAIL :CLASS TIMEOUT-FAILURE :GOAL-CLASS (TYPE-OF #:GOAL1369)))
(WAIT-FOR *NEVER*))
(:TAG #:TAG-ROUTINE1372 (SETF #:ROUTINE-RES1371 (EXECUTE #:ROUTINE1370)))))))
(SEQ (REMGV ’COGITO::OBSERVED-TASK #:ROUTINE1370) (COGITO::REMOVE-GOAL #:GOAL1369) #:ROUTINE-RES1371)))))))
(SETF SUPPORTING-ENTITY
(EXPANDED-GOAL (:ACHIEVE (SUPPORTING-ENTITY-EXTENDED ENTITY)) :ACHIEVE-SUPPORTING-ENTITY-EXTENDED
((ENTITY TR-RULE-NAME LOCATION) (ENTITY :ACHIEVE-SUPPORTING-ENTITY-EXTENDED NIL) NIL)
(LET* ((#:GOAL1379 (MAKE-INSTANCE ’SUPPORTING-ENTITY-EXTENDED :ENTITY ENTITY :LOCATION LOCATION))
(#:ROUTINE1380 (ARBITRATION #:GOAL1379 (COGITO::FILTER-SETTINGS (LIST)) NIL))
(#:ROUTINE-RES1381 NIL))
(SETGV :GOAL-TASK (TYPE-OF #:GOAL1379) #:TAG-GOAL1383)
(PULSE (GETGV :GOAL-START-FLUENT (TYPE-OF #:GOAL1379)))
(:TAG #:TAG-GOAL1383
(IF (NULL #:ROUTINE1380)
(FAIL :CLASS NO-ROUTINE-FOUND-FAILURE :GOAL-CLASS (TYPE-OF #:GOAL1379))
(EVAP-AND-FAIL-PROTECT
(SEQ
(WHEN (TYPEP #:ROUTINE1380 ’EXTERNAL-LOW-LEVEL-ROUTINE) (ADDGV ’COGITO::OBSERVED-TASK #:ROUTINE1380 #:TAG-ROUTINE1382))
(COGITO::ADD-GOAL #:GOAL1379)
(LET ((#:TIMEMODEL1384 (COGITO::GET-MODEL #:ROUTINE1380 :TIME)))
(LET ((#:GOAL-TIMEOUT1385
(COGITO::GET-TIMEOUT (TIMEOUT #:GOAL1379) (WHEN #:TIMEMODEL1384 (EXECUTE #:TIMEMODEL1384 #:ROUTINE1380)))))
(PURSUE-IN-ORDER
(WAIT-FOR (ADD-TASKNET-TO-FLUENT (GOAL-SUCCEED #:GOAL1379) :TASK #:TAG-ROUTINE1382) :ALLOW-INTERRUPTS)
(IF #:GOAL-TIMEOUT1385
(SEQ (WAIT-TIME #:GOAL-TIMEOUT1385) (FAIL :CLASS TIMEOUT-FAILURE :GOAL-CLASS (TYPE-OF #:GOAL1379)))
(WAIT-FOR *NEVER*))
(:TAG #:TAG-ROUTINE1382 (SETF #:ROUTINE-RES1381 (EXECUTE #:ROUTINE1380)))))))
(SEQ (REMGV ’COGITO::OBSERVED-TASK #:ROUTINE1380) (COGITO::REMOVE-GOAL #:GOAL1379) #:ROUTINE-RES1381))))))))
(PERFORM
(AT-LOCATION
((=>DESIGNATOR ‘(A LOCATION (GRIPABLE-FROM ,ENTITY))) :MAX-TRIES POSE-TRIES :ST-DIST (ST-VALUE :DIST POSE-FAILURE-TOLERANCE)
:ST-ANGLE (ST-VALUE :AZ POSE-FAILURE-TOLERANCE) :DO-RETRY
((ACHIEVE (MAKE-INSTANCE ’B21-HANDS-AT-RECOVER-POSE :SIDE (ENTITY-GRIPPING-SIDE ENTITY T)) :KEEP-CONTROL T)))
(WITH-FAILURE-HANDLING FAILURE NIL (RECOVER)
(MONITOR
(SCOPE (BEGIN-TASK LIFT) (END-TASK LIFT)
(WHENEVER (NOT INNER-CONTACTS)
(FAIL :CLASS ENTITY-LOST-FAILURE :ENTITY ENTITY :SIDE (RPL-GETHASH :SIDE (VALUE (PROPERTIES (VALUE (REFERENCE ENTITY)))))))))
(PERFORM
(WITH-ENTITY-TRACKING (VALUE (REFERENCE ENTITY))
(:TAG GRIP
(EXPANDED-GOAL (:ACHIEVE (ENTITY-GRIPPED ENTITY) :PURPOSE PURPOSE :SIDE SIDE) :ACHIEVE-ENTITY-GRIPPED
((ENTITY TR-RULE-NAME SIDE PURPOSE) (ENTITY :ACHIEVE-ENTITY-GRIPPED SIDE PURPOSE) NIL)
(SEQ (ACHIEVE (MAKE-INSTANCE ’ENTITY-GRIPPED :ENTITY ENTITY :PURPOSE PURPOSE) :SIDE SIDE)))
(SETF INNER-CONTACTS
(GET-B21-HANDS-ONE-INNER-CONTACT-FLUENT (RPL-GETHASH :SIDE (VALUE (PROPERTIES (VALUE (REFERENCE ENTITY))))))))
(:TAG LIFT
(EXPANDED-GOAL (:ACHIEVE (ENTITY-LIFTED ENTITY)) :ACHIEVE-ENTITY-LIFTED
((TR-RULE-NAME ENTITY) (:ACHIEVE-ENTITY-LIFTED ENTITY) NIL)
(LET* ((#:GOAL1399 (MAKE-INSTANCE ’ENTITY-LIFTED :ENTITY ENTITY))
(#:ROUTINE1400 (ARBITRATION #:GOAL1399 (COGITO::FILTER-SETTINGS (LIST)) NIL))
(#:ROUTINE-RES1401 NIL))
(SETGV :GOAL-TASK (TYPE-OF #:GOAL1399) #:TAG-GOAL1403)
(PULSE (GETGV :GOAL-START-FLUENT (TYPE-OF #:GOAL1399)))
(:TAG #:TAG-GOAL1403
(IF (NULL #:ROUTINE1400)
(FAIL :CLASS NO-ROUTINE-FOUND-FAILURE :GOAL-CLASS (TYPE-OF #:GOAL1399))
(EVAP-AND-FAIL-PROTECT
(SEQ
(WHEN (TYPEP #:ROUTINE1400 ’EXTERNAL-LOW-LEVEL-ROUTINE) (ADDGV ’COGITO::OBSERVED-TASK #:ROUTINE1400 #:TAG-ROUTINE1402))
(COGITO::ADD-GOAL #:GOAL1399)
(LET ((#:TIMEMODEL1404 (COGITO::GET-MODEL #:ROUTINE1400 :TIME)))
(LET ((#:GOAL-TIMEOUT1405
(COGITO::GET-TIMEOUT (TIMEOUT #:GOAL1399) (WHEN #:TIMEMODEL1404 (EXECUTE #:TIMEMODEL1404 #:ROUTINE1400)))))
(PURSUE-IN-ORDER
(WAIT-FOR (ADD-TASKNET-TO-FLUENT (GOAL-SUCCEED #:GOAL1399) :TASK #:TAG-ROUTINE1402) :ALLOW-INTERRUPTS)
(IF #:GOAL-TIMEOUT1405
(SEQ (WAIT-TIME #:GOAL-TIMEOUT1405) (FAIL :CLASS TIMEOUT-FAILURE :GOAL-CLASS (TYPE-OF #:GOAL1399)))
(WAIT-FOR *NEVER*))
(:TAG #:TAG-ROUTINE1402 (SETF #:ROUTINE-RES1401 (EXECUTE #:ROUTINE1400)))))))
(SEQ (REMGV ’COGITO::OBSERVED-TASK #:ROUTINE1400) (COGITO::REMOVE-GOAL #:GOAL1399) #:ROUTINE-RES1401))))))))))))
(CLEAN-UP
(EXPANDED-GOAL (:ACHIEVE (ENTITY-RETRACTED SUPPORTING-ENTITY)) :ACHIEVE-ENTITY-RETRACTED
((TR-RULE-NAME ENTITY) (:ACHIEVE-ENTITY-RETRACTED SUPPORTING-ENTITY) NIL)
(LET* ((#:GOAL1409 (MAKE-INSTANCE ’ENTITY-RETRACTED :ENTITY ENTITY))
(#:ROUTINE1410 (ARBITRATION #:GOAL1409 (COGITO::FILTER-SETTINGS (LIST)) NIL))
(#:ROUTINE-RES1411 NIL))
(SETGV :GOAL-TASK (TYPE-OF #:GOAL1409) #:TAG-GOAL1413)
(PULSE (GETGV :GOAL-START-FLUENT (TYPE-OF #:GOAL1409)))
(:TAG #:TAG-GOAL1413
(IF (NULL #:ROUTINE1410)
(FAIL :CLASS NO-ROUTINE-FOUND-FAILURE :GOAL-CLASS (TYPE-OF #:GOAL1409))
(EVAP-AND-FAIL-PROTECT
(SEQ (WHEN (TYPEP #:ROUTINE1410 ’EXTERNAL-LOW-LEVEL-ROUTINE) (ADDGV ’COGITO::OBSERVED-TASK #:ROUTINE1410 #:TAG-ROUTINE1412))
(COGITO::ADD-GOAL #:GOAL1409)
(LET ((#:TIMEMODEL1414 (COGITO::GET-MODEL #:ROUTINE1410 :TIME)))
(LET ((#:GOAL-TIMEOUT1415
(COGITO::GET-TIMEOUT (TIMEOUT #:GOAL1409) (WHEN #:TIMEMODEL1414 (EXECUTE #:TIMEMODEL1414 #:ROUTINE1410)))))
(PURSUE-IN-ORDER (WAIT-FOR (ADD-TASKNET-TO-FLUENT (GOAL-SUCCEED #:GOAL1409) :TASK #:TAG-ROUTINE1412) :ALLOW-INTERRUPTS)
(IF #:GOAL-TIMEOUT1415
(SEQ (WAIT-TIME #:GOAL-TIMEOUT1415) (FAIL :CLASS TIMEOUT-FAILURE :GOAL-CLASS (TYPE-OF #:GOAL1409)))
(WAIT-FOR *NEVER*))
(:TAG #:TAG-ROUTINE1412 (SETF #:ROUTINE-RES1411 (EXECUTE #:ROUTINE1410)))))))
(SEQ (REMGV ’COGITO::OBSERVED-TASK #:ROUTINE1410) (COGITO::REMOVE-GOAL #:GOAL1409) #:ROUTINE-RES1411))))))
(EXPANDED-GOAL (:ACHIEVE (ENTITY-CLOSED ENCLOSING-ENTITY)) :ACHIEVE-ENTITY-CLOSED
((TR-RULE-NAME ENTITY) (:ACHIEVE-ENTITY-CLOSED ENCLOSING-ENTITY) NIL)
(LET* ((#:GOAL1419 (MAKE-INSTANCE ’ENTITY-CLOSED :ENTITY ENTITY))
(#:ROUTINE1420 (ARBITRATION #:GOAL1419 (COGITO::FILTER-SETTINGS (LIST)) NIL))
(#:ROUTINE-RES1421 NIL))
(SETGV :GOAL-TASK (TYPE-OF #:GOAL1419) #:TAG-GOAL1423)
(PULSE (GETGV :GOAL-START-FLUENT (TYPE-OF #:GOAL1419)))
(:TAG #:TAG-GOAL1423
(IF (NULL #:ROUTINE1420)
(FAIL :CLASS NO-ROUTINE-FOUND-FAILURE :GOAL-CLASS (TYPE-OF #:GOAL1419))
(EVAP-AND-FAIL-PROTECT
(SEQ (WHEN (TYPEP #:ROUTINE1420 ’EXTERNAL-LOW-LEVEL-ROUTINE) (ADDGV ’COGITO::OBSERVED-TASK #:ROUTINE1420 #:TAG-ROUTINE1422))
(COGITO::ADD-GOAL #:GOAL1419)
(LET ((#:TIMEMODEL1424 (COGITO::GET-MODEL #:ROUTINE1420 :TIME)))
(LET ((#:GOAL-TIMEOUT1425
(COGITO::GET-TIMEOUT (TIMEOUT #:GOAL1419) (WHEN #:TIMEMODEL1424 (EXECUTE #:TIMEMODEL1424 #:ROUTINE1420)))))
(PURSUE-IN-ORDER (WAIT-FOR (ADD-TASKNET-TO-FLUENT (GOAL-SUCCEED #:GOAL1419) :TASK #:TAG-ROUTINE1422) :ALLOW-INTERRUPTS)
(IF #:GOAL-TIMEOUT1425
(SEQ (WAIT-TIME #:GOAL-TIMEOUT1425) (FAIL :CLASS TIMEOUT-FAILURE :GOAL-CLASS (TYPE-OF #:GOAL1419)))
(WAIT-FOR *NEVER*))
(:TAG #:TAG-ROUTINE1422 (SETF #:ROUTINE-RES1421 (EXECUTE #:ROUTINE1420)))))))
(SEQ (REMGV ’COGITO::OBSERVED-TASK #:ROUTINE1420) (COGITO::REMOVE-GOAL #:GOAL1419) #:ROUTINE-RES1421))))))))))))))
(:TAG PUT-DOWN
(EXPANDED-GOAL (:ACHIEVE (ENTITY-PUT-DOWN ENTITY LOCATION) :PURPOSE PURPOSE :SUCCESS-TOLERANCE SUCCESS-TOLERANCE) :ACHIEVE-ENTITY-PUT-DOWN
((ENTITY LOCATION TR-RULE-NAME POSE-FAILURE-TOLERANCE POSE-TRIES SUCCESS-TOLERANCE PURPOSE)
(ENTITY LOCATION :ACHIEVE-ENTITY-PUT-DOWN (ST-CREATE :DIST 0.2 :AZ 0.3926991) 3 SUCCESS-TOLERANCE PURPOSE) NIL)
(LET* ((GRIP-SIDE (RPL-GETHASH :SIDE (VALUE (PROPERTIES (VALUE (REFERENCE ENTITY))))))
(INNER-CONTACTS (GET-B21-HANDS-ONE-INNER-CONTACT-FLUENT GRIP-SIDE))
(ACTIVITY-FLUENT (CREATE-FLUENT ’ENTITY-PUT-DOWN-AT-LOCATION-ACTIVITY-FLUENT NIL)))
(WITH-FAILURE-HANDLING FAILURE NIL (RECOVER (T (HANDLE-PLAN-FAILURE 0 :ENTITY ENTITY)))
(MONITOR
(SCOPE ACTIVITY-FLUENT (NOT ACTIVITY-FLUENT)
(WHENEVER (NOT INNER-CONTACTS) (FAIL :CLASS ENTITY-LOST-FAILURE :ENTITY ENTITY :SIDE GRIP-SIDE))))
(PERFORM
(WITH-AUXILIARY-GOALS ((ENCLOSING-ENTITY NIL) (SUPPORTING-ENTITY NIL))
(PREPARE
(SETF ENCLOSING-ENTITY
(EXPANDED-GOAL (:ACHIEVE (ENCLOSING-ENTITY-OPENED ENTITY LOCATION)) :ACHIEVE-ENCLOSING-ENTITY-OPENED
((ENTITY TR-RULE-NAME LOCATION) (ENTITY :ACHIEVE-ENCLOSING-ENTITY-OPENED LOCATION) NIL)
(LET* ((#:GOAL1444 (MAKE-INSTANCE ’ENCLOSING-ENTITY-OPENED :ENTITY ENTITY :LOCATION LOCATION))
(#:ROUTINE1445 (ARBITRATION #:GOAL1444 (COGITO::FILTER-SETTINGS (LIST)) NIL))
(#:ROUTINE-RES1446 NIL))
(SETGV :GOAL-TASK (TYPE-OF #:GOAL1444) #:TAG-GOAL1448)
(PULSE (GETGV :GOAL-START-FLUENT (TYPE-OF #:GOAL1444)))
(:TAG #:TAG-GOAL1448
(IF (NULL #:ROUTINE1445)
(FAIL :CLASS NO-ROUTINE-FOUND-FAILURE :GOAL-CLASS (TYPE-OF #:GOAL1444))
(EVAP-AND-FAIL-PROTECT
(SEQ
(WHEN (TYPEP #:ROUTINE1445 ’EXTERNAL-LOW-LEVEL-ROUTINE) (ADDGV ’COGITO::OBSERVED-TASK #:ROUTINE1445 #:TAG-ROUTINE1447))
(COGITO::ADD-GOAL #:GOAL1444)
(LET ((#:TIMEMODEL1449 (COGITO::GET-MODEL #:ROUTINE1445 :TIME)))
(LET ((#:GOAL-TIMEOUT1450
(COGITO::GET-TIMEOUT (TIMEOUT #:GOAL1444) (WHEN #:TIMEMODEL1449 (EXECUTE #:TIMEMODEL1449 #:ROUTINE1445)))))
(PURSUE-IN-ORDER
(WAIT-FOR (ADD-TASKNET-TO-FLUENT (GOAL-SUCCEED #:GOAL1444) :TASK #:TAG-ROUTINE1447) :ALLOW-INTERRUPTS)
(IF #:GOAL-TIMEOUT1450
(SEQ (WAIT-TIME #:GOAL-TIMEOUT1450) (FAIL :CLASS TIMEOUT-FAILURE :GOAL-CLASS (TYPE-OF #:GOAL1444)))
(WAIT-FOR *NEVER*))
(:TAG #:TAG-ROUTINE1447 (SETF #:ROUTINE-RES1446 (EXECUTE #:ROUTINE1445)))))))
(SEQ (REMGV ’COGITO::OBSERVED-TASK #:ROUTINE1445) (COGITO::REMOVE-GOAL #:GOAL1444) #:ROUTINE-RES1446)))))))
(SETF SUPPORTING-ENTITY
(EXPANDED-GOAL (:ACHIEVE (SUPPORTING-ENTITY-EXTENDED ENTITY LOCATION)) :ACHIEVE-SUPPORTING-ENTITY-EXTENDED
((ENTITY TR-RULE-NAME LOCATION) (ENTITY :ACHIEVE-SUPPORTING-ENTITY-EXTENDED LOCATION) NIL)
(LET* ((#:GOAL1454 (MAKE-INSTANCE ’SUPPORTING-ENTITY-EXTENDED :ENTITY ENTITY :LOCATION LOCATION))
(#:ROUTINE1455 (ARBITRATION #:GOAL1454 (COGITO::FILTER-SETTINGS (LIST)) NIL))
(#:ROUTINE-RES1456 NIL))
(SETGV :GOAL-TASK (TYPE-OF #:GOAL1454) #:TAG-GOAL1458)
(PULSE (GETGV :GOAL-START-FLUENT (TYPE-OF #:GOAL1454)))
(:TAG #:TAG-GOAL1458
(IF (NULL #:ROUTINE1455)
(FAIL :CLASS NO-ROUTINE-FOUND-FAILURE :GOAL-CLASS (TYPE-OF #:GOAL1454))
(EVAP-AND-FAIL-PROTECT
(SEQ
(WHEN (TYPEP #:ROUTINE1455 ’EXTERNAL-LOW-LEVEL-ROUTINE) (ADDGV ’COGITO::OBSERVED-TASK #:ROUTINE1455 #:TAG-ROUTINE1457))
(COGITO::ADD-GOAL #:GOAL1454)
(LET ((#:TIMEMODEL1459 (COGITO::GET-MODEL #:ROUTINE1455 :TIME)))
(LET ((#:GOAL-TIMEOUT1460
(COGITO::GET-TIMEOUT (TIMEOUT #:GOAL1454) (WHEN #:TIMEMODEL1459 (EXECUTE #:TIMEMODEL1459 #:ROUTINE1455)))))
(PURSUE-IN-ORDER
(WAIT-FOR (ADD-TASKNET-TO-FLUENT (GOAL-SUCCEED #:GOAL1454) :TASK #:TAG-ROUTINE1457) :ALLOW-INTERRUPTS)
(IF #:GOAL-TIMEOUT1460
(SEQ (WAIT-TIME #:GOAL-TIMEOUT1460) (FAIL :CLASS TIMEOUT-FAILURE :GOAL-CLASS (TYPE-OF #:GOAL1454)))
(WAIT-FOR *NEVER*))
(:TAG #:TAG-ROUTINE1457 (SETF #:ROUTINE-RES1456 (EXECUTE #:ROUTINE1455)))))))
(SEQ (REMGV ’COGITO::OBSERVED-TASK #:ROUTINE1455) (COGITO::REMOVE-GOAL #:GOAL1454) #:ROUTINE-RES1456))))))))
(PERFORM
(AT-LOCATION
((=>DESIGNATOR ‘(A LOCATION (DROPABLE-FROM ,ENTITY) (DROPPING-LOCATION ,LOCATION) (PURPOSE ,PURPOSE))) :MAX-TRIES POSE-TRIES
:ACTIVITY-FLUENT ACTIVITY-FLUENT :SETTINGS
(:MAX-ROT-VEL (FILTER-NAVIGATION :MAX-ROT-VEL (NAVIGATION-SETTINGS ENTITY)) :PID-ROT-KP
(FILTER-NAVIGATION :PID-ROT-KP (NAVIGATION-SETTINGS ENTITY)))
:ST-DIST (ST-VALUE :DIST POSE-FAILURE-TOLERANCE) :ST-ANGLE (ST-VALUE :AZ POSE-FAILURE-TOLERANCE))
(WITH-FAILURE-HANDLING FAILURE NIL (RECOVER) (MONITOR)
(PERFORM
(WITH-ENTITY-TRACKING (VALUE (REFERENCE ENTITY))
(:TAG DROP
(EXPANDED-GOAL (:ACHIEVE (ENTITY-DROPPED ENTITY LOCATION) :PURPOSE PURPOSE) :ACHIEVE-ENTITY-DROPPED
((TR-RULE-NAME LOCATION ENTITY) (:ACHIEVE-ENTITY-DROPPED LOCATION ENTITY) NIL)
(LET* ((#:GOAL1464 (MAKE-INSTANCE ’ENTITY-DROPPED :ENTITY ENTITY :LOCATION LOCATION))
(#:ROUTINE1465 (ARBITRATION #:GOAL1464 (COGITO::FILTER-SETTINGS (LIST)) NIL))
(#:ROUTINE-RES1466 NIL))
(SETGV :GOAL-TASK (TYPE-OF #:GOAL1464) #:TAG-GOAL1468)
(PULSE (GETGV :GOAL-START-FLUENT (TYPE-OF #:GOAL1464)))
(:TAG #:TAG-GOAL1468
(IF (NULL #:ROUTINE1465)
(FAIL :CLASS NO-ROUTINE-FOUND-FAILURE :GOAL-CLASS (TYPE-OF #:GOAL1464))
(EVAP-AND-FAIL-PROTECT
(SEQ (WHEN (TYPEP #:ROUTINE1465 ’EXTERNAL-LOW-LEVEL-ROUTINE) (ADDGV ’COGITO::OBSERVED-TASK #:ROUTINE1465 #:TAG-ROUTINE1467))
(COGITO::ADD-GOAL #:GOAL1464)
(LET ((#:TIMEMODEL1469 (COGITO::GET-MODEL #:ROUTINE1465 :TIME)))
(LET ((#:GOAL-TIMEOUT1470
(COGITO::GET-TIMEOUT (TIMEOUT #:GOAL1464) (WHEN #:TIMEMODEL1469 (EXECUTE #:TIMEMODEL1469 #:ROUTINE1465)))))
(PURSUE-IN-ORDER (WAIT-FOR (ADD-TASKNET-TO-FLUENT (GOAL-SUCCEED #:GOAL1464) :TASK #:TAG-ROUTINE1467) :ALLOW-INTERRUPTS)
(IF #:GOAL-TIMEOUT1470
(SEQ (WAIT-TIME #:GOAL-TIMEOUT1470) (FAIL :CLASS TIMEOUT-FAILURE :GOAL-CLASS (TYPE-OF #:GOAL1464)))
(WAIT-FOR *NEVER*))
(:TAG #:TAG-ROUTINE1467 (SETF #:ROUTINE-RES1466 (EXECUTE #:ROUTINE1465)))))))
(SEQ (REMGV ’COGITO::OBSERVED-TASK #:ROUTINE1465) (COGITO::REMOVE-GOAL #:GOAL1464) #:ROUTINE-RES1466)))))))
(:TAG UNHAND
(EXPANDED-GOAL (:ACHIEVE (ENTITY-UNHANDED ENTITY) :PURPOSE PURPOSE) :ACHIEVE-ENTITY-UNHANDED
((ENTITY TR-RULE-NAME SIDE) (ENTITY :ACHIEVE-ENTITY-UNHANDED :IGNORE) NIL)
(LET* ((#:GOAL1474 (MAKE-INSTANCE ’ENTITY-UNHANDED :ENTITY ENTITY))
(#:ROUTINE1475 (ARBITRATION #:GOAL1474 (COGITO::FILTER-SETTINGS (LIST :SIDE SIDE)) NIL))
(#:ROUTINE-RES1476 NIL))
(SETGV :GOAL-TASK (TYPE-OF #:GOAL1474) #:TAG-GOAL1478)
(PULSE (GETGV :GOAL-START-FLUENT (TYPE-OF #:GOAL1474)))
(:TAG #:TAG-GOAL1478
(IF (NULL #:ROUTINE1475)
(FAIL :CLASS NO-ROUTINE-FOUND-FAILURE :GOAL-CLASS (TYPE-OF #:GOAL1474))
(EVAP-AND-FAIL-PROTECT
(SEQ (WHEN (TYPEP #:ROUTINE1475 ’EXTERNAL-LOW-LEVEL-ROUTINE) (ADDGV ’COGITO::OBSERVED-TASK #:ROUTINE1475 #:TAG-ROUTINE1477))
(COGITO::ADD-GOAL #:GOAL1474)
(LET ((#:TIMEMODEL1479 (COGITO::GET-MODEL #:ROUTINE1475 :TIME)))
(LET ((#:GOAL-TIMEOUT1480
(COGITO::GET-TIMEOUT (TIMEOUT #:GOAL1474) (WHEN #:TIMEMODEL1479 (EXECUTE #:TIMEMODEL1479 #:ROUTINE1475)))))
(PURSUE-IN-ORDER (WAIT-FOR (ADD-TASKNET-TO-FLUENT (GOAL-SUCCEED #:GOAL1474) :TASK #:TAG-ROUTINE1477) :ALLOW-INTERRUPTS)
(IF #:GOAL-TIMEOUT1480
(SEQ (WAIT-TIME #:GOAL-TIMEOUT1480) (FAIL :CLASS TIMEOUT-FAILURE :GOAL-CLASS (TYPE-OF #:GOAL1474)))
(WAIT-FOR *NEVER*))
(:TAG #:TAG-ROUTINE1477 (SETF #:ROUTINE-RES1476 (EXECUTE #:ROUTINE1475)))))))
(SEQ (REMGV ’COGITO::OBSERVED-TASK #:ROUTINE1475) (COGITO::REMOVE-GOAL #:GOAL1474) #:ROUTINE-RES1476)))))))))))
(:TAG TURN
(EXPANDED-GOAL
(:ACHIEVE (ENTITY-TURNED ENTITY (AZ (QUATERNION->2D-EULER (REFERENCE LOCATION)))) :SUCCESS-TOLERANCE
(ST-CREATE :ANGLE (ST-VALUE :QUAT-DIST SUCCESS-TOLERANCE)) :SIDE GRIP-SIDE)
:ACHIEVE-ENTITY-TURNED
((ENTITY ANGLE TR-RULE-NAME SUCCESS-TOLERANCE SIDE)
(ENTITY (AZ (QUATERNION->2D-EULER (REFERENCE LOCATION))) :ACHIEVE-ENTITY-TURNED
(ST-CREATE :ANGLE (ST-VALUE :QUAT-DIST SUCCESS-TOLERANCE)) GRIP-SIDE)
NIL)
(LET* ((#:GOAL1484 (MAKE-INSTANCE ’ENTITY-TURNED :ENTITY ENTITY :ANGLE ANGLE :SUCCESS-TOLERANCE SUCCESS-TOLERANCE))
(#:ROUTINE1485 (ARBITRATION #:GOAL1484 (COGITO::FILTER-SETTINGS (LIST :SIDE SIDE)) NIL))
(#:ROUTINE-RES1486 NIL))
(SETGV :GOAL-TASK (TYPE-OF #:GOAL1484) #:TAG-GOAL1488)
(PULSE (GETGV :GOAL-START-FLUENT (TYPE-OF #:GOAL1484)))
(:TAG #:TAG-GOAL1488
(IF (NULL #:ROUTINE1485)
(FAIL :CLASS NO-ROUTINE-FOUND-FAILURE :GOAL-CLASS (TYPE-OF #:GOAL1484))
(EVAP-AND-FAIL-PROTECT
(SEQ (WHEN (TYPEP #:ROUTINE1485 ’EXTERNAL-LOW-LEVEL-ROUTINE) (ADDGV ’COGITO::OBSERVED-TASK #:ROUTINE1485 #:TAG-ROUTINE1487))
(COGITO::ADD-GOAL #:GOAL1484)
(LET ((#:TIMEMODEL1489 (COGITO::GET-MODEL #:ROUTINE1485 :TIME)))
(LET ((#:GOAL-TIMEOUT1490
(COGITO::GET-TIMEOUT (TIMEOUT #:GOAL1484) (WHEN #:TIMEMODEL1489 (EXECUTE #:TIMEMODEL1489 #:ROUTINE1485)))))
(PURSUE-IN-ORDER (WAIT-FOR (ADD-TASKNET-TO-FLUENT (GOAL-SUCCEED #:GOAL1484) :TASK #:TAG-ROUTINE1487) :ALLOW-INTERRUPTS)
(IF #:GOAL-TIMEOUT1490
(SEQ (WAIT-TIME #:GOAL-TIMEOUT1490) (FAIL :CLASS TIMEOUT-FAILURE :GOAL-CLASS (TYPE-OF #:GOAL1484)))
(WAIT-FOR *NEVER*))
(:TAG #:TAG-ROUTINE1487 (SETF #:ROUTINE-RES1486 (EXECUTE #:ROUTINE1485)))))))
(SEQ (REMGV ’COGITO::OBSERVED-TASK #:ROUTINE1485) (COGITO::REMOVE-GOAL #:GOAL1484) #:ROUTINE-RES1486))))))))
(CLEAN-UP
(EXPANDED-GOAL (:ACHIEVE (ENTITY-RETRACTED SUPPORTING-ENTITY)) :ACHIEVE-ENTITY-RETRACTED
((TR-RULE-NAME ENTITY) (:ACHIEVE-ENTITY-RETRACTED SUPPORTING-ENTITY) NIL)
(LET* ((#:GOAL1494 (MAKE-INSTANCE ’ENTITY-RETRACTED :ENTITY ENTITY))
(#:ROUTINE1495 (ARBITRATION #:GOAL1494 (COGITO::FILTER-SETTINGS (LIST)) NIL))
(#:ROUTINE-RES1496 NIL))
(SETGV :GOAL-TASK (TYPE-OF #:GOAL1494) #:TAG-GOAL1498)
(PULSE (GETGV :GOAL-START-FLUENT (TYPE-OF #:GOAL1494)))
(:TAG #:TAG-GOAL1498
(IF (NULL #:ROUTINE1495)
(FAIL :CLASS NO-ROUTINE-FOUND-FAILURE :GOAL-CLASS (TYPE-OF #:GOAL1494))
(EVAP-AND-FAIL-PROTECT
(SEQ (WHEN (TYPEP #:ROUTINE1495 ’EXTERNAL-LOW-LEVEL-ROUTINE) (ADDGV ’COGITO::OBSERVED-TASK #:ROUTINE1495 #:TAG-ROUTINE1497))
(COGITO::ADD-GOAL #:GOAL1494)
(LET ((#:TIMEMODEL1499 (COGITO::GET-MODEL #:ROUTINE1495 :TIME)))
(LET ((#:GOAL-TIMEOUT1500
(COGITO::GET-TIMEOUT (TIMEOUT #:GOAL1494) (WHEN #:TIMEMODEL1499 (EXECUTE #:TIMEMODEL1499 #:ROUTINE1495)))))
(PURSUE-IN-ORDER (WAIT-FOR (ADD-TASKNET-TO-FLUENT (GOAL-SUCCEED #:GOAL1494) :TASK #:TAG-ROUTINE1497) :ALLOW-INTERRUPTS)
(IF #:GOAL-TIMEOUT1500
(SEQ (WAIT-TIME #:GOAL-TIMEOUT1500) (FAIL :CLASS TIMEOUT-FAILURE :GOAL-CLASS (TYPE-OF #:GOAL1494)))
(WAIT-FOR *NEVER*))
(:TAG #:TAG-ROUTINE1497 (SETF #:ROUTINE-RES1496 (EXECUTE #:ROUTINE1495)))))))
(SEQ (REMGV ’COGITO::OBSERVED-TASK #:ROUTINE1495) (COGITO::REMOVE-GOAL #:GOAL1494) #:ROUTINE-RES1496))))))
(EXPANDED-GOAL (:ACHIEVE (ENTITY-CLOSED ENCLOSING-ENTITY)) :ACHIEVE-ENTITY-CLOSED
((TR-RULE-NAME ENTITY) (:ACHIEVE-ENTITY-CLOSED ENCLOSING-ENTITY) NIL)
(LET* ((#:GOAL1504 (MAKE-INSTANCE ’ENTITY-CLOSED :ENTITY ENTITY))
(#:ROUTINE1505 (ARBITRATION #:GOAL1504 (COGITO::FILTER-SETTINGS (LIST)) NIL))
(#:ROUTINE-RES1506 NIL))
(SETGV :GOAL-TASK (TYPE-OF #:GOAL1504) #:TAG-GOAL1508)
(PULSE (GETGV :GOAL-START-FLUENT (TYPE-OF #:GOAL1504)))
(:TAG #:TAG-GOAL1508
(IF (NULL #:ROUTINE1505)
(FAIL :CLASS NO-ROUTINE-FOUND-FAILURE :GOAL-CLASS (TYPE-OF #:GOAL1504))
(EVAP-AND-FAIL-PROTECT
(SEQ (WHEN (TYPEP #:ROUTINE1505 ’EXTERNAL-LOW-LEVEL-ROUTINE) (ADDGV ’COGITO::OBSERVED-TASK #:ROUTINE1505 #:TAG-ROUTINE1507))
(COGITO::ADD-GOAL #:GOAL1504)
(LET ((#:TIMEMODEL1509 (COGITO::GET-MODEL #:ROUTINE1505 :TIME)))
(LET ((#:GOAL-TIMEOUT1510
(COGITO::GET-TIMEOUT (TIMEOUT #:GOAL1504) (WHEN #:TIMEMODEL1509 (EXECUTE #:TIMEMODEL1509 #:ROUTINE1505)))))
(PURSUE-IN-ORDER (WAIT-FOR (ADD-TASKNET-TO-FLUENT (GOAL-SUCCEED #:GOAL1504) :TASK #:TAG-ROUTINE1507) :ALLOW-INTERRUPTS)
(IF #:GOAL-TIMEOUT1510
(SEQ (WAIT-TIME #:GOAL-TIMEOUT1510) (FAIL :CLASS TIMEOUT-FAILURE :GOAL-CLASS (TYPE-OF #:GOAL1504)))
(WAIT-FOR *NEVER*))
(:TAG #:TAG-ROUTINE1507 (SETF #:ROUTINE-RES1506 (EXECUTE #:ROUTINE1505)))))))
(SEQ (REMGV ’COGITO::OBSERVED-TASK #:ROUTINE1505) (COGITO::REMOVE-GOAL #:GOAL1504) #:ROUTINE-RES1506)))))))))))))))))))))
(EXPANDED-GOAL
(:ACHIEVE (ENTITY-ON-ENTITY CUP TABLE (=>DESIGNATOR ‘(A LOCATION (ON ,TABLE) (MATCHES (SEATING-LOCATION->ENTITY-LOCATION ,SEATING-LOCATION ,CUP))))))
:ACHIEVE-ENTITY-ON-ENTITY
((SIDE TR-RULE-NAME REL-LOCATION BOTTOM-ENTITY TOP-ENTITY)
(NIL :ACHIEVE-ENTITY-ON-ENTITY (=>DESIGNATOR ‘(A LOCATION (ON ,TABLE) (MATCHES (SEATING-LOCATION->ENTITY-LOCATION ,SEATING-LOCATION ,CUP)))) TABLE CUP)
NIL)
(SEQ
(:TAG FIND-TOP-ENTITY
(SETF TOP-ENTITY
(EXPANDED-GOAL (:PERCEIVE TOP-ENTITY) :PERCEIVE ((DESIGNATOR TR-RULE-NAME SKIP-TURNING-TO-LAST-SEEN-POSE) (TOP-ENTITY :PERCEIVE NIL) NIL)
(LET* ((#:GOAL1517 (MAKE-INSTANCE ’ENTITY-FOUND :DESIGNATOR DESIGNATOR))
(#:ROUTINE1518 (ARBITRATION #:GOAL1517 (COGITO::FILTER-SETTINGS (LIST :SKIP-TURNING-TO-LAST-SEEN-POSE NIL)) NIL))
(#:ROUTINE-RES1519 NIL))
(SETGV :GOAL-TASK (TYPE-OF #:GOAL1517) #:TAG-GOAL1521)
(PULSE (GETGV :GOAL-START-FLUENT (TYPE-OF #:GOAL1517)))
(:TAG #:TAG-GOAL1521
(IF (NULL #:ROUTINE1518)
(FAIL :CLASS NO-ROUTINE-FOUND-FAILURE :GOAL-CLASS (TYPE-OF #:GOAL1517))
(EVAP-AND-FAIL-PROTECT
(SEQ (WHEN (TYPEP #:ROUTINE1518 ’EXTERNAL-LOW-LEVEL-ROUTINE) (ADDGV ’COGITO::OBSERVED-TASK #:ROUTINE1518 #:TAG-ROUTINE1520))
(COGITO::ADD-GOAL #:GOAL1517)
(LET ((#:TIMEMODEL1522 (COGITO::GET-MODEL #:ROUTINE1518 :TIME)))
(LET ((#:GOAL-TIMEOUT1523 (COGITO::GET-TIMEOUT (TIMEOUT #:GOAL1517) (WHEN #:TIMEMODEL1522 (EXECUTE #:TIMEMODEL1522 #:ROUTINE1518)))))
(PURSUE-IN-ORDER (WAIT-FOR (ADD-TASKNET-TO-FLUENT (GOAL-SUCCEED #:GOAL1517) :TASK #:TAG-ROUTINE1520) :ALLOW-INTERRUPTS)
(IF #:GOAL-TIMEOUT1523
(SEQ (WAIT-TIME #:GOAL-TIMEOUT1523) (FAIL :CLASS TIMEOUT-FAILURE :GOAL-CLASS (TYPE-OF #:GOAL1517)))
(WAIT-FOR *NEVER*))
(:TAG #:TAG-ROUTINE1520 (SETF #:ROUTINE-RES1519 (EXECUTE #:ROUTINE1518)))))))
(SEQ (REMGV ’COGITO::OBSERVED-TASK #:ROUTINE1518) (COGITO::REMOVE-GOAL #:GOAL1517) #:ROUTINE-RES1519))))))))
(:TAG FIND-BOTTOM-ENTITY
(SETF BOTTOM-ENTITY
(EXPANDED-GOAL (:PERCEIVE BOTTOM-ENTITY :SKIP-TURNING-TO-LAST-SEEN-POSE T) :PERCEIVE
((DESIGNATOR TR-RULE-NAME SKIP-TURNING-TO-LAST-SEEN-POSE) (BOTTOM-ENTITY :PERCEIVE T) NIL)
(LET* ((#:GOAL1527 (MAKE-INSTANCE ’ENTITY-FOUND :DESIGNATOR DESIGNATOR))
(#:ROUTINE1528 (ARBITRATION #:GOAL1527 (COGITO::FILTER-SETTINGS (LIST :SKIP-TURNING-TO-LAST-SEEN-POSE T)) NIL))
(#:ROUTINE-RES1529 NIL))
(SETGV :GOAL-TASK (TYPE-OF #:GOAL1527) #:TAG-GOAL1531)
(PULSE (GETGV :GOAL-START-FLUENT (TYPE-OF #:GOAL1527)))
(:TAG #:TAG-GOAL1531
(IF (NULL #:ROUTINE1528)
(FAIL :CLASS NO-ROUTINE-FOUND-FAILURE :GOAL-CLASS (TYPE-OF #:GOAL1527))
(EVAP-AND-FAIL-PROTECT
(SEQ (WHEN (TYPEP #:ROUTINE1528 ’EXTERNAL-LOW-LEVEL-ROUTINE) (ADDGV ’COGITO::OBSERVED-TASK #:ROUTINE1528 #:TAG-ROUTINE1530))
(COGITO::ADD-GOAL #:GOAL1527)
(LET ((#:TIMEMODEL1532 (COGITO::GET-MODEL #:ROUTINE1528 :TIME)))
(LET ((#:GOAL-TIMEOUT1533 (COGITO::GET-TIMEOUT (TIMEOUT #:GOAL1527) (WHEN #:TIMEMODEL1532 (EXECUTE #:TIMEMODEL1532 #:ROUTINE1528)))))
(PURSUE-IN-ORDER (WAIT-FOR (ADD-TASKNET-TO-FLUENT (GOAL-SUCCEED #:GOAL1527) :TASK #:TAG-ROUTINE1530) :ALLOW-INTERRUPTS)
(IF #:GOAL-TIMEOUT1533
(SEQ (WAIT-TIME #:GOAL-TIMEOUT1533) (FAIL :CLASS TIMEOUT-FAILURE :GOAL-CLASS (TYPE-OF #:GOAL1527)))
(WAIT-FOR *NEVER*))
(:TAG #:TAG-ROUTINE1530 (SETF #:ROUTINE-RES1529 (EXECUTE #:ROUTINE1528)))))))
(SEQ (REMGV ’COGITO::OBSERVED-TASK #:ROUTINE1528) (COGITO::REMOVE-GOAL #:GOAL1527) #:ROUTINE-RES1529))))))))
(:TAG TOP-ENTITY-AT-PLACE
(EXPANDED-GOAL
(:ACHIEVE
(ENTITY-PLACED-AT-LOCATION TOP-ENTITY
(=>DESIGNATOR ‘(A LOCATION (MATCHES (GET-ENTITY-ON-ENTITY-LOCATIONS ,BOTTOM-ENTITY ,TOP-ENTITY :REL-LOCATION ,REL-LOCATION)))))
:SIDE SIDE)
:ACHIEVE-ENTITY-PLACED-AT-LOCATION
((ENTITY LOCATION TR-RULE-NAME CARRY-TRIES SIDE PURPOSE SUCCESS-TOLERANCE)
(TOP-ENTITY (=>DESIGNATOR ‘(A LOCATION (MATCHES (GET-ENTITY-ON-ENTITY-LOCATIONS ,BOTTOM-ENTITY ,TOP-ENTITY :REL-LOCATION ,REL-LOCATION))))
:ACHIEVE-ENTITY-PLACED-AT-LOCATION 3 SIDE NIL (ST-CREATE :DIST 0.024999999 :QUAT-DIST 0.08726646))
NIL)
(LET ()
(WITH-FAILURE-HANDLING FAILURE ((CARRY-TRIES-COUNT CARRY-TRIES))
(RECOVER ((TYPEP FAILURE ’ENTITY-LOST-FAILURE)
(LET ((SIDE (ENTITY-GRIPPING-SIDE ENTITY NIL)))
(HANDLE-PLAN-FAILURE CARRY-TRIES-COUNT :ENTITY ENTITY :DO-ALWAYS ((ENTITY-GONE ENTITY)) :DO-RETRY ((RECOVER-ARM-POS SIDE)))))
(T (HANDLE-PLAN-FAILURE 0 :ENTITY ENTITY)))
(MONITOR)
(PERFORM
(:TAG FIND-ENTITY
(SETF ENTITY
(EXPANDED-GOAL (:PERCEIVE ENTITY) :PERCEIVE ((DESIGNATOR TR-RULE-NAME SKIP-TURNING-TO-LAST-SEEN-POSE) (ENTITY :PERCEIVE NIL) NIL)
(LET* ((#:GOAL1547 (MAKE-INSTANCE ’ENTITY-FOUND :DESIGNATOR DESIGNATOR))
(#:ROUTINE1548 (ARBITRATION #:GOAL1547 (COGITO::FILTER-SETTINGS (LIST :SKIP-TURNING-TO-LAST-SEEN-POSE NIL)) NIL))
(#:ROUTINE-RES1549 NIL))
(SETGV :GOAL-TASK (TYPE-OF #:GOAL1547) #:TAG-GOAL1551)
(PULSE (GETGV :GOAL-START-FLUENT (TYPE-OF #:GOAL1547)))
(:TAG #:TAG-GOAL1551
(IF (NULL #:ROUTINE1548)
(FAIL :CLASS NO-ROUTINE-FOUND-FAILURE :GOAL-CLASS (TYPE-OF #:GOAL1547))
(EVAP-AND-FAIL-PROTECT
(SEQ (WHEN (TYPEP #:ROUTINE1548 ’EXTERNAL-LOW-LEVEL-ROUTINE) (ADDGV ’COGITO::OBSERVED-TASK #:ROUTINE1548 #:TAG-ROUTINE1550))
(COGITO::ADD-GOAL #:GOAL1547)
(LET ((#:TIMEMODEL1552 (COGITO::GET-MODEL #:ROUTINE1548 :TIME)))
(LET ((#:GOAL-TIMEOUT1553
(COGITO::GET-TIMEOUT (TIMEOUT #:GOAL1547) (WHEN #:TIMEMODEL1552 (EXECUTE #:TIMEMODEL1552 #:ROUTINE1548)))))
(PURSUE-IN-ORDER (WAIT-FOR (ADD-TASKNET-TO-FLUENT (GOAL-SUCCEED #:GOAL1547) :TASK #:TAG-ROUTINE1550) :ALLOW-INTERRUPTS)
(IF #:GOAL-TIMEOUT1553
(SEQ (WAIT-TIME #:GOAL-TIMEOUT1553) (FAIL :CLASS TIMEOUT-FAILURE :GOAL-CLASS (TYPE-OF #:GOAL1547)))
(WAIT-FOR *NEVER*))
(:TAG #:TAG-ROUTINE1550 (SETF #:ROUTINE-RES1549 (EXECUTE #:ROUTINE1548)))))))
(SEQ (REMGV ’COGITO::OBSERVED-TASK #:ROUTINE1548) (COGITO::REMOVE-GOAL #:GOAL1547) #:ROUTINE-RES1549))))))))
(WHEN (NOT (AND (< (EUKLID-DISTANCE (VALUE (POSE (VALUE (REFERENCE ENTITY)))) (REFERENCE LOCATION)) (ST-VALUE :DIST SUCCESS-TOLERANCE))
(< (QUATERNION-DISTANCE (VALUE (POSE (VALUE (REFERENCE ENTITY)))) (REFERENCE LOCATION)) (ST-VALUE :QUAT-DIST SUCCESS-TOLERANCE))))
(:TAG PICK-UP
(EXPANDED-GOAL
(:ACHIEVE (ENTITY-PICKED-UP ENTITY) :PURPOSE PURPOSE :SIDE (OR SIDE (USED-ARM-WITH-GOAL-LOCATION ENTITY LOCATION)) :CARRY-TRIES 0)
:ACHIEVE-ENTITY-PICKED-UP
((ENTITY TR-RULE-NAME POSE-FAILURE-TOLERANCE POSE-TRIES GRIP-TRIES CARRY-TRIES SIDE PURPOSE)
(ENTITY :ACHIEVE-ENTITY-PICKED-UP (ST-CREATE :DIST 0.2 :AZ 0.3926991) 3 3 0 (OR SIDE (USED-ARM-WITH-GOAL-LOCATION ENTITY LOCATION)) PURPOSE)
NIL)
(LET ((INNER-CONTACTS NIL))
(WITH-FAILURE-HANDLING FAILURE ((CARRY-TRIES-COUNT CARRY-TRIES) (GRIP-TRIES-COUNT GRIP-TRIES))
(RECOVER ((TYPEP FAILURE ’ENTITY-LOST-FAILURE)
(LET ((SIDE (ENTITY-GRIPPING-SIDE ENTITY NIL)))
(HANDLE-PLAN-FAILURE CARRY-TRIES-COUNT :ENTITY ENTITY :DO-ALWAYS ((ENTITY-GONE ENTITY)) :DO-RETRY ((RECOVER-ARM-POS SIDE)))))
((TYPEP FAILURE ’GRIP-FAILURE)
(HANDLE-PLAN-FAILURE GRIP-TRIES-COUNT :ENTITY ENTITY :DO-RETRY ((RECOVER-ARM-POS (ENTITY-GRIPPING-SIDE ENTITY T)))))
(T (HANDLE-PLAN-FAILURE 0 :ENTITY ENTITY)))
(MONITOR)
(PERFORM
(:TAG FIND-ENTITY
(SETF ENTITY
(EXPANDED-GOAL (:PERCEIVE ENTITY) :PERCEIVE ((DESIGNATOR TR-RULE-NAME SKIP-TURNING-TO-LAST-SEEN-POSE) (ENTITY :PERCEIVE NIL) NIL)
(LET* ((#:GOAL1591 (MAKE-INSTANCE ’ENTITY-FOUND :DESIGNATOR DESIGNATOR))
(#:ROUTINE1592 (ARBITRATION #:GOAL1591 (COGITO::FILTER-SETTINGS (LIST :SKIP-TURNING-TO-LAST-SEEN-POSE NIL)) NIL))
(#:ROUTINE-RES1593 NIL))
(SETGV :GOAL-TASK (TYPE-OF #:GOAL1591) #:TAG-GOAL1595)
(PULSE (GETGV :GOAL-START-FLUENT (TYPE-OF #:GOAL1591)))
(:TAG #:TAG-GOAL1595
(IF (NULL #:ROUTINE1592)
(FAIL :CLASS NO-ROUTINE-FOUND-FAILURE :GOAL-CLASS (TYPE-OF #:GOAL1591))
(EVAP-AND-FAIL-PROTECT
(SEQ (WHEN (TYPEP #:ROUTINE1592 ’EXTERNAL-LOW-LEVEL-ROUTINE) (ADDGV ’COGITO::OBSERVED-TASK #:ROUTINE1592 #:TAG-ROUTINE1594))
(COGITO::ADD-GOAL #:GOAL1591)
(LET ((#:TIMEMODEL1596 (COGITO::GET-MODEL #:ROUTINE1592 :TIME)))
(LET ((#:GOAL-TIMEOUT1597
(COGITO::GET-TIMEOUT (TIMEOUT #:GOAL1591) (WHEN #:TIMEMODEL1596 (EXECUTE #:TIMEMODEL1596 #:ROUTINE1592)))))
(PURSUE-IN-ORDER (WAIT-FOR (ADD-TASKNET-TO-FLUENT (GOAL-SUCCEED #:GOAL1591) :TASK #:TAG-ROUTINE1594) :ALLOW-INTERRUPTS)
(IF #:GOAL-TIMEOUT1597
(SEQ (WAIT-TIME #:GOAL-TIMEOUT1597) (FAIL :CLASS TIMEOUT-FAILURE :GOAL-CLASS (TYPE-OF #:GOAL1591)))
(WAIT-FOR *NEVER*))
(:TAG #:TAG-ROUTINE1594 (SETF #:ROUTINE-RES1593 (EXECUTE #:ROUTINE1592)))))))
(SEQ (REMGV ’COGITO::OBSERVED-TASK #:ROUTINE1592) (COGITO::REMOVE-GOAL #:GOAL1591) #:ROUTINE-RES1593))))))))
(UNLESS (OR (EQ ENTITY (VALUE (CARRIED-ENTITY (VALUE (GETGV ’STATEVAR ’B21-LEFT-HAND)))))
(EQ ENTITY (VALUE (CARRIED-ENTITY (VALUE (GETGV ’STATEVAR ’B21-RIGHT-HAND))))))
(WITH-AUXILIARY-GOALS ((ENCLOSING-ENTITY NIL) (SUPPORTING-ENTITY NIL))
(PREPARE
(SETF ENCLOSING-ENTITY
(EXPANDED-GOAL (:ACHIEVE (ENCLOSING-ENTITY-OPENED ENTITY)) :ACHIEVE-ENCLOSING-ENTITY-OPENED
((ENTITY TR-RULE-NAME LOCATION) (ENTITY :ACHIEVE-ENCLOSING-ENTITY-OPENED NIL) NIL)
(LET* ((#:GOAL1601 (MAKE-INSTANCE ’ENCLOSING-ENTITY-OPENED :ENTITY ENTITY :LOCATION LOCATION))
(#:ROUTINE1602 (ARBITRATION #:GOAL1601 (COGITO::FILTER-SETTINGS (LIST)) NIL))
(#:ROUTINE-RES1603 NIL))
(SETGV :GOAL-TASK (TYPE-OF #:GOAL1601) #:TAG-GOAL1605)
(PULSE (GETGV :GOAL-START-FLUENT (TYPE-OF #:GOAL1601)))
(:TAG #:TAG-GOAL1605
(IF (NULL #:ROUTINE1602)
(FAIL :CLASS NO-ROUTINE-FOUND-FAILURE :GOAL-CLASS (TYPE-OF #:GOAL1601))
(EVAP-AND-FAIL-PROTECT
(SEQ
(WHEN (TYPEP #:ROUTINE1602 ’EXTERNAL-LOW-LEVEL-ROUTINE) (ADDGV ’COGITO::OBSERVED-TASK #:ROUTINE1602 #:TAG-ROUTINE1604))
(COGITO::ADD-GOAL #:GOAL1601)
(LET ((#:TIMEMODEL1606 (COGITO::GET-MODEL #:ROUTINE1602 :TIME)))
(LET ((#:GOAL-TIMEOUT1607
(COGITO::GET-TIMEOUT (TIMEOUT #:GOAL1601) (WHEN #:TIMEMODEL1606 (EXECUTE #:TIMEMODEL1606 #:ROUTINE1602)))))
(PURSUE-IN-ORDER
(WAIT-FOR (ADD-TASKNET-TO-FLUENT (GOAL-SUCCEED #:GOAL1601) :TASK #:TAG-ROUTINE1604) :ALLOW-INTERRUPTS)
(IF #:GOAL-TIMEOUT1607
(SEQ (WAIT-TIME #:GOAL-TIMEOUT1607) (FAIL :CLASS TIMEOUT-FAILURE :GOAL-CLASS (TYPE-OF #:GOAL1601)))
(WAIT-FOR *NEVER*))
(:TAG #:TAG-ROUTINE1604 (SETF #:ROUTINE-RES1603 (EXECUTE #:ROUTINE1602)))))))
(SEQ (REMGV ’COGITO::OBSERVED-TASK #:ROUTINE1602) (COGITO::REMOVE-GOAL #:GOAL1601) #:ROUTINE-RES1603)))))))
(SETF SUPPORTING-ENTITY
(EXPANDED-GOAL (:ACHIEVE (SUPPORTING-ENTITY-EXTENDED ENTITY)) :ACHIEVE-SUPPORTING-ENTITY-EXTENDED
((ENTITY TR-RULE-NAME LOCATION) (ENTITY :ACHIEVE-SUPPORTING-ENTITY-EXTENDED NIL) NIL)
(LET* ((#:GOAL1611 (MAKE-INSTANCE ’SUPPORTING-ENTITY-EXTENDED :ENTITY ENTITY :LOCATION LOCATION))
(#:ROUTINE1612 (ARBITRATION #:GOAL1611 (COGITO::FILTER-SETTINGS (LIST)) NIL))
(#:ROUTINE-RES1613 NIL))
(SETGV :GOAL-TASK (TYPE-OF #:GOAL1611) #:TAG-GOAL1615)
(PULSE (GETGV :GOAL-START-FLUENT (TYPE-OF #:GOAL1611)))
(:TAG #:TAG-GOAL1615
(IF (NULL #:ROUTINE1612)
(FAIL :CLASS NO-ROUTINE-FOUND-FAILURE :GOAL-CLASS (TYPE-OF #:GOAL1611))
(EVAP-AND-FAIL-PROTECT
(SEQ
(WHEN (TYPEP #:ROUTINE1612 ’EXTERNAL-LOW-LEVEL-ROUTINE) (ADDGV ’COGITO::OBSERVED-TASK #:ROUTINE1612 #:TAG-ROUTINE1614))
(COGITO::ADD-GOAL #:GOAL1611)
(LET ((#:TIMEMODEL1616 (COGITO::GET-MODEL #:ROUTINE1612 :TIME)))
(LET ((#:GOAL-TIMEOUT1617
(COGITO::GET-TIMEOUT (TIMEOUT #:GOAL1611) (WHEN #:TIMEMODEL1616 (EXECUTE #:TIMEMODEL1616 #:ROUTINE1612)))))
(PURSUE-IN-ORDER
(WAIT-FOR (ADD-TASKNET-TO-FLUENT (GOAL-SUCCEED #:GOAL1611) :TASK #:TAG-ROUTINE1614) :ALLOW-INTERRUPTS)
(IF #:GOAL-TIMEOUT1617
(SEQ (WAIT-TIME #:GOAL-TIMEOUT1617) (FAIL :CLASS TIMEOUT-FAILURE :GOAL-CLASS (TYPE-OF #:GOAL1611)))
(WAIT-FOR *NEVER*))
(:TAG #:TAG-ROUTINE1614 (SETF #:ROUTINE-RES1613 (EXECUTE #:ROUTINE1612)))))))
(SEQ (REMGV ’COGITO::OBSERVED-TASK #:ROUTINE1612) (COGITO::REMOVE-GOAL #:GOAL1611) #:ROUTINE-RES1613))))))))
(PERFORM
(AT-LOCATION
((=>DESIGNATOR ‘(A LOCATION (GRIPABLE-FROM ,ENTITY))) :MAX-TRIES POSE-TRIES :ST-DIST (ST-VALUE :DIST POSE-FAILURE-TOLERANCE)
:ST-ANGLE (ST-VALUE :AZ POSE-FAILURE-TOLERANCE) :DO-RETRY
((ACHIEVE (MAKE-INSTANCE ’B21-HANDS-AT-RECOVER-POSE :SIDE (ENTITY-GRIPPING-SIDE ENTITY T)) :KEEP-CONTROL T)))
(WITH-FAILURE-HANDLING FAILURE NIL (RECOVER)
(MONITOR
(SCOPE (BEGIN-TASK LIFT) (END-TASK LIFT)
(WHENEVER (NOT INNER-CONTACTS)
(FAIL :CLASS ENTITY-LOST-FAILURE :ENTITY ENTITY :SIDE (RPL-GETHASH :SIDE (VALUE (PROPERTIES (VALUE (REFERENCE ENTITY)))))))))
(PERFORM
(WITH-ENTITY-TRACKING (VALUE (REFERENCE ENTITY))
(:TAG GRIP
(EXPANDED-GOAL (:ACHIEVE (ENTITY-GRIPPED ENTITY) :PURPOSE PURPOSE :SIDE SIDE) :ACHIEVE-ENTITY-GRIPPED
((ENTITY TR-RULE-NAME SIDE PURPOSE) (ENTITY :ACHIEVE-ENTITY-GRIPPED SIDE PURPOSE) NIL)
(SEQ (ACHIEVE (MAKE-INSTANCE ’ENTITY-GRIPPED :ENTITY ENTITY :PURPOSE PURPOSE) :SIDE SIDE)))
(SETF INNER-CONTACTS
(GET-B21-HANDS-ONE-INNER-CONTACT-FLUENT (RPL-GETHASH :SIDE (VALUE (PROPERTIES (VALUE (REFERENCE ENTITY))))))))
(:TAG LIFT
(EXPANDED-GOAL (:ACHIEVE (ENTITY-LIFTED ENTITY)) :ACHIEVE-ENTITY-LIFTED
((TR-RULE-NAME ENTITY) (:ACHIEVE-ENTITY-LIFTED ENTITY) NIL)
(LET* ((#:GOAL1631 (MAKE-INSTANCE ’ENTITY-LIFTED :ENTITY ENTITY))
(#:ROUTINE1632 (ARBITRATION #:GOAL1631 (COGITO::FILTER-SETTINGS (LIST)) NIL))
(#:ROUTINE-RES1633 NIL))
(SETGV :GOAL-TASK (TYPE-OF #:GOAL1631) #:TAG-GOAL1635)
(PULSE (GETGV :GOAL-START-FLUENT (TYPE-OF #:GOAL1631)))
(:TAG #:TAG-GOAL1635
(IF (NULL #:ROUTINE1632)
(FAIL :CLASS NO-ROUTINE-FOUND-FAILURE :GOAL-CLASS (TYPE-OF #:GOAL1631))
(EVAP-AND-FAIL-PROTECT
(SEQ
(WHEN (TYPEP #:ROUTINE1632 ’EXTERNAL-LOW-LEVEL-ROUTINE) (ADDGV ’COGITO::OBSERVED-TASK #:ROUTINE1632 #:TAG-ROUTINE1634))
(COGITO::ADD-GOAL #:GOAL1631)
(LET ((#:TIMEMODEL1636 (COGITO::GET-MODEL #:ROUTINE1632 :TIME)))
(LET ((#:GOAL-TIMEOUT1637
(COGITO::GET-TIMEOUT (TIMEOUT #:GOAL1631) (WHEN #:TIMEMODEL1636 (EXECUTE #:TIMEMODEL1636 #:ROUTINE1632)))))
(PURSUE-IN-ORDER
(WAIT-FOR (ADD-TASKNET-TO-FLUENT (GOAL-SUCCEED #:GOAL1631) :TASK #:TAG-ROUTINE1634) :ALLOW-INTERRUPTS)
(IF #:GOAL-TIMEOUT1637
(SEQ (WAIT-TIME #:GOAL-TIMEOUT1637) (FAIL :CLASS TIMEOUT-FAILURE :GOAL-CLASS (TYPE-OF #:GOAL1631)))
(WAIT-FOR *NEVER*))
(:TAG #:TAG-ROUTINE1634 (SETF #:ROUTINE-RES1633 (EXECUTE #:ROUTINE1632)))))))
(SEQ (REMGV ’COGITO::OBSERVED-TASK #:ROUTINE1632) (COGITO::REMOVE-GOAL #:GOAL1631) #:ROUTINE-RES1633))))))))))))
(CLEAN-UP
(EXPANDED-GOAL (:ACHIEVE (ENTITY-RETRACTED SUPPORTING-ENTITY)) :ACHIEVE-ENTITY-RETRACTED
((TR-RULE-NAME ENTITY) (:ACHIEVE-ENTITY-RETRACTED SUPPORTING-ENTITY) NIL)
(LET* ((#:GOAL1641 (MAKE-INSTANCE ’ENTITY-RETRACTED :ENTITY ENTITY))
(#:ROUTINE1642 (ARBITRATION #:GOAL1641 (COGITO::FILTER-SETTINGS (LIST)) NIL))
(#:ROUTINE-RES1643 NIL))
(SETGV :GOAL-TASK (TYPE-OF #:GOAL1641) #:TAG-GOAL1645)
(PULSE (GETGV :GOAL-START-FLUENT (TYPE-OF #:GOAL1641)))
(:TAG #:TAG-GOAL1645
(IF (NULL #:ROUTINE1642)
(FAIL :CLASS NO-ROUTINE-FOUND-FAILURE :GOAL-CLASS (TYPE-OF #:GOAL1641))
(EVAP-AND-FAIL-PROTECT
(SEQ (WHEN (TYPEP #:ROUTINE1642 ’EXTERNAL-LOW-LEVEL-ROUTINE) (ADDGV ’COGITO::OBSERVED-TASK #:ROUTINE1642 #:TAG-ROUTINE1644))
(COGITO::ADD-GOAL #:GOAL1641)
(LET ((#:TIMEMODEL1646 (COGITO::GET-MODEL #:ROUTINE1642 :TIME)))
(LET ((#:GOAL-TIMEOUT1647
(COGITO::GET-TIMEOUT (TIMEOUT #:GOAL1641) (WHEN #:TIMEMODEL1646 (EXECUTE #:TIMEMODEL1646 #:ROUTINE1642)))))
(PURSUE-IN-ORDER (WAIT-FOR (ADD-TASKNET-TO-FLUENT (GOAL-SUCCEED #:GOAL1641) :TASK #:TAG-ROUTINE1644) :ALLOW-INTERRUPTS)
(IF #:GOAL-TIMEOUT1647
(SEQ (WAIT-TIME #:GOAL-TIMEOUT1647) (FAIL :CLASS TIMEOUT-FAILURE :GOAL-CLASS (TYPE-OF #:GOAL1641)))
(WAIT-FOR *NEVER*))
(:TAG #:TAG-ROUTINE1644 (SETF #:ROUTINE-RES1643 (EXECUTE #:ROUTINE1642)))))))
(SEQ (REMGV ’COGITO::OBSERVED-TASK #:ROUTINE1642) (COGITO::REMOVE-GOAL #:GOAL1641) #:ROUTINE-RES1643))))))
(EXPANDED-GOAL (:ACHIEVE (ENTITY-CLOSED ENCLOSING-ENTITY)) :ACHIEVE-ENTITY-CLOSED
((TR-RULE-NAME ENTITY) (:ACHIEVE-ENTITY-CLOSED ENCLOSING-ENTITY) NIL)
(LET* ((#:GOAL1651 (MAKE-INSTANCE ’ENTITY-CLOSED :ENTITY ENTITY))
(#:ROUTINE1652 (ARBITRATION #:GOAL1651 (COGITO::FILTER-SETTINGS (LIST)) NIL))
(#:ROUTINE-RES1653 NIL))
(SETGV :GOAL-TASK (TYPE-OF #:GOAL1651) #:TAG-GOAL1655)
(PULSE (GETGV :GOAL-START-FLUENT (TYPE-OF #:GOAL1651)))
(:TAG #:TAG-GOAL1655
(IF (NULL #:ROUTINE1652)
(FAIL :CLASS NO-ROUTINE-FOUND-FAILURE :GOAL-CLASS (TYPE-OF #:GOAL1651))
(EVAP-AND-FAIL-PROTECT
(SEQ (WHEN (TYPEP #:ROUTINE1652 ’EXTERNAL-LOW-LEVEL-ROUTINE) (ADDGV ’COGITO::OBSERVED-TASK #:ROUTINE1652 #:TAG-ROUTINE1654))
(COGITO::ADD-GOAL #:GOAL1651)
(LET ((#:TIMEMODEL1656 (COGITO::GET-MODEL #:ROUTINE1652 :TIME)))
(LET ((#:GOAL-TIMEOUT1657
(COGITO::GET-TIMEOUT (TIMEOUT #:GOAL1651) (WHEN #:TIMEMODEL1656 (EXECUTE #:TIMEMODEL1656 #:ROUTINE1652)))))
(PURSUE-IN-ORDER (WAIT-FOR (ADD-TASKNET-TO-FLUENT (GOAL-SUCCEED #:GOAL1651) :TASK #:TAG-ROUTINE1654) :ALLOW-INTERRUPTS)
(IF #:GOAL-TIMEOUT1657
(SEQ (WAIT-TIME #:GOAL-TIMEOUT1657) (FAIL :CLASS TIMEOUT-FAILURE :GOAL-CLASS (TYPE-OF #:GOAL1651)))
(WAIT-FOR *NEVER*))
(:TAG #:TAG-ROUTINE1654 (SETF #:ROUTINE-RES1653 (EXECUTE #:ROUTINE1652)))))))
(SEQ (REMGV ’COGITO::OBSERVED-TASK #:ROUTINE1652) (COGITO::REMOVE-GOAL #:GOAL1651) #:ROUTINE-RES1653))))))))))))))
(:TAG PUT-DOWN
(EXPANDED-GOAL (:ACHIEVE (ENTITY-PUT-DOWN ENTITY LOCATION) :PURPOSE PURPOSE :SUCCESS-TOLERANCE SUCCESS-TOLERANCE) :ACHIEVE-ENTITY-PUT-DOWN
((ENTITY LOCATION TR-RULE-NAME POSE-FAILURE-TOLERANCE POSE-TRIES SUCCESS-TOLERANCE PURPOSE)
(ENTITY LOCATION :ACHIEVE-ENTITY-PUT-DOWN (ST-CREATE :DIST 0.2 :AZ 0.3926991) 3 SUCCESS-TOLERANCE PURPOSE) NIL)
(LET* ((GRIP-SIDE (RPL-GETHASH :SIDE (VALUE (PROPERTIES (VALUE (REFERENCE ENTITY))))))
(INNER-CONTACTS (GET-B21-HANDS-ONE-INNER-CONTACT-FLUENT GRIP-SIDE))
(ACTIVITY-FLUENT (CREATE-FLUENT ’ENTITY-PUT-DOWN-AT-LOCATION-ACTIVITY-FLUENT NIL)))
(WITH-FAILURE-HANDLING FAILURE NIL (RECOVER (T (HANDLE-PLAN-FAILURE 0 :ENTITY ENTITY)))
(MONITOR
(SCOPE ACTIVITY-FLUENT (NOT ACTIVITY-FLUENT)
(WHENEVER (NOT INNER-CONTACTS) (FAIL :CLASS ENTITY-LOST-FAILURE :ENTITY ENTITY :SIDE GRIP-SIDE))))
(PERFORM
(WITH-AUXILIARY-GOALS ((ENCLOSING-ENTITY NIL) (SUPPORTING-ENTITY NIL))
(PREPARE
(SETF ENCLOSING-ENTITY
(EXPANDED-GOAL (:ACHIEVE (ENCLOSING-ENTITY-OPENED ENTITY LOCATION)) :ACHIEVE-ENCLOSING-ENTITY-OPENED
((ENTITY TR-RULE-NAME LOCATION) (ENTITY :ACHIEVE-ENCLOSING-ENTITY-OPENED LOCATION) NIL)
(LET* ((#:GOAL1676 (MAKE-INSTANCE ’ENCLOSING-ENTITY-OPENED :ENTITY ENTITY :LOCATION LOCATION))
(#:ROUTINE1677 (ARBITRATION #:GOAL1676 (COGITO::FILTER-SETTINGS (LIST)) NIL))
(#:ROUTINE-RES1678 NIL))
(SETGV :GOAL-TASK (TYPE-OF #:GOAL1676) #:TAG-GOAL1680)
(PULSE (GETGV :GOAL-START-FLUENT (TYPE-OF #:GOAL1676)))
(:TAG #:TAG-GOAL1680
(IF (NULL #:ROUTINE1677)
(FAIL :CLASS NO-ROUTINE-FOUND-FAILURE :GOAL-CLASS (TYPE-OF #:GOAL1676))
(EVAP-AND-FAIL-PROTECT
(SEQ
(WHEN (TYPEP #:ROUTINE1677 ’EXTERNAL-LOW-LEVEL-ROUTINE) (ADDGV ’COGITO::OBSERVED-TASK #:ROUTINE1677 #:TAG-ROUTINE1679))
(COGITO::ADD-GOAL #:GOAL1676)
(LET ((#:TIMEMODEL1681 (COGITO::GET-MODEL #:ROUTINE1677 :TIME)))
(LET ((#:GOAL-TIMEOUT1682
(COGITO::GET-TIMEOUT (TIMEOUT #:GOAL1676) (WHEN #:TIMEMODEL1681 (EXECUTE #:TIMEMODEL1681 #:ROUTINE1677)))))
(PURSUE-IN-ORDER
(WAIT-FOR (ADD-TASKNET-TO-FLUENT (GOAL-SUCCEED #:GOAL1676) :TASK #:TAG-ROUTINE1679) :ALLOW-INTERRUPTS)
(IF #:GOAL-TIMEOUT1682
(SEQ (WAIT-TIME #:GOAL-TIMEOUT1682) (FAIL :CLASS TIMEOUT-FAILURE :GOAL-CLASS (TYPE-OF #:GOAL1676)))
(WAIT-FOR *NEVER*))
(:TAG #:TAG-ROUTINE1679 (SETF #:ROUTINE-RES1678 (EXECUTE #:ROUTINE1677)))))))
(SEQ (REMGV ’COGITO::OBSERVED-TASK #:ROUTINE1677) (COGITO::REMOVE-GOAL #:GOAL1676) #:ROUTINE-RES1678)))))))
(SETF SUPPORTING-ENTITY
(EXPANDED-GOAL (:ACHIEVE (SUPPORTING-ENTITY-EXTENDED ENTITY LOCATION)) :ACHIEVE-SUPPORTING-ENTITY-EXTENDED
((ENTITY TR-RULE-NAME LOCATION) (ENTITY :ACHIEVE-SUPPORTING-ENTITY-EXTENDED LOCATION) NIL)
(LET* ((#:GOAL1686 (MAKE-INSTANCE ’SUPPORTING-ENTITY-EXTENDED :ENTITY ENTITY :LOCATION LOCATION))
(#:ROUTINE1687 (ARBITRATION #:GOAL1686 (COGITO::FILTER-SETTINGS (LIST)) NIL))
(#:ROUTINE-RES1688 NIL))
(SETGV :GOAL-TASK (TYPE-OF #:GOAL1686) #:TAG-GOAL1690)
(PULSE (GETGV :GOAL-START-FLUENT (TYPE-OF #:GOAL1686)))
(:TAG #:TAG-GOAL1690
(IF (NULL #:ROUTINE1687)
(FAIL :CLASS NO-ROUTINE-FOUND-FAILURE :GOAL-CLASS (TYPE-OF #:GOAL1686))
(EVAP-AND-FAIL-PROTECT
(SEQ
(WHEN (TYPEP #:ROUTINE1687 ’EXTERNAL-LOW-LEVEL-ROUTINE) (ADDGV ’COGITO::OBSERVED-TASK #:ROUTINE1687 #:TAG-ROUTINE1689))
(COGITO::ADD-GOAL #:GOAL1686)
(LET ((#:TIMEMODEL1691 (COGITO::GET-MODEL #:ROUTINE1687 :TIME)))
(LET ((#:GOAL-TIMEOUT1692
(COGITO::GET-TIMEOUT (TIMEOUT #:GOAL1686) (WHEN #:TIMEMODEL1691 (EXECUTE #:TIMEMODEL1691 #:ROUTINE1687)))))
(PURSUE-IN-ORDER
(WAIT-FOR (ADD-TASKNET-TO-FLUENT (GOAL-SUCCEED #:GOAL1686) :TASK #:TAG-ROUTINE1689) :ALLOW-INTERRUPTS)
(IF #:GOAL-TIMEOUT1692
(SEQ (WAIT-TIME #:GOAL-TIMEOUT1692) (FAIL :CLASS TIMEOUT-FAILURE :GOAL-CLASS (TYPE-OF #:GOAL1686)))
(WAIT-FOR *NEVER*))
(:TAG #:TAG-ROUTINE1689 (SETF #:ROUTINE-RES1688 (EXECUTE #:ROUTINE1687)))))))
(SEQ (REMGV ’COGITO::OBSERVED-TASK #:ROUTINE1687) (COGITO::REMOVE-GOAL #:GOAL1686) #:ROUTINE-RES1688))))))))
(PERFORM
(AT-LOCATION
((=>DESIGNATOR ‘(A LOCATION (DROPABLE-FROM ,ENTITY) (DROPPING-LOCATION ,LOCATION) (PURPOSE ,PURPOSE))) :MAX-TRIES POSE-TRIES
:ACTIVITY-FLUENT ACTIVITY-FLUENT :SETTINGS
(:MAX-ROT-VEL (FILTER-NAVIGATION :MAX-ROT-VEL (NAVIGATION-SETTINGS ENTITY)) :PID-ROT-KP
(FILTER-NAVIGATION :PID-ROT-KP (NAVIGATION-SETTINGS ENTITY)))
:ST-DIST (ST-VALUE :DIST POSE-FAILURE-TOLERANCE) :ST-ANGLE (ST-VALUE :AZ POSE-FAILURE-TOLERANCE))
(WITH-FAILURE-HANDLING FAILURE NIL (RECOVER) (MONITOR)
(PERFORM
(WITH-ENTITY-TRACKING (VALUE (REFERENCE ENTITY))
(:TAG DROP
(EXPANDED-GOAL (:ACHIEVE (ENTITY-DROPPED ENTITY LOCATION) :PURPOSE PURPOSE) :ACHIEVE-ENTITY-DROPPED
((TR-RULE-NAME LOCATION ENTITY) (:ACHIEVE-ENTITY-DROPPED LOCATION ENTITY) NIL)
(LET* ((#:GOAL1696 (MAKE-INSTANCE ’ENTITY-DROPPED :ENTITY ENTITY :LOCATION LOCATION))
(#:ROUTINE1697 (ARBITRATION #:GOAL1696 (COGITO::FILTER-SETTINGS (LIST)) NIL))
(#:ROUTINE-RES1698 NIL))
(SETGV :GOAL-TASK (TYPE-OF #:GOAL1696) #:TAG-GOAL1700)
(PULSE (GETGV :GOAL-START-FLUENT (TYPE-OF #:GOAL1696)))
(:TAG #:TAG-GOAL1700
(IF (NULL #:ROUTINE1697)
(FAIL :CLASS NO-ROUTINE-FOUND-FAILURE :GOAL-CLASS (TYPE-OF #:GOAL1696))
(EVAP-AND-FAIL-PROTECT
(SEQ (WHEN (TYPEP #:ROUTINE1697 ’EXTERNAL-LOW-LEVEL-ROUTINE) (ADDGV ’COGITO::OBSERVED-TASK #:ROUTINE1697 #:TAG-ROUTINE1699))
(COGITO::ADD-GOAL #:GOAL1696)
(LET ((#:TIMEMODEL1701 (COGITO::GET-MODEL #:ROUTINE1697 :TIME)))
(LET ((#:GOAL-TIMEOUT1702
(COGITO::GET-TIMEOUT (TIMEOUT #:GOAL1696) (WHEN #:TIMEMODEL1701 (EXECUTE #:TIMEMODEL1701 #:ROUTINE1697)))))
(PURSUE-IN-ORDER (WAIT-FOR (ADD-TASKNET-TO-FLUENT (GOAL-SUCCEED #:GOAL1696) :TASK #:TAG-ROUTINE1699) :ALLOW-INTERRUPTS)
(IF #:GOAL-TIMEOUT1702
(SEQ (WAIT-TIME #:GOAL-TIMEOUT1702) (FAIL :CLASS TIMEOUT-FAILURE :GOAL-CLASS (TYPE-OF #:GOAL1696)))
(WAIT-FOR *NEVER*))
(:TAG #:TAG-ROUTINE1699 (SETF #:ROUTINE-RES1698 (EXECUTE #:ROUTINE1697)))))))
(SEQ (REMGV ’COGITO::OBSERVED-TASK #:ROUTINE1697) (COGITO::REMOVE-GOAL #:GOAL1696) #:ROUTINE-RES1698)))))))
(:TAG UNHAND
(EXPANDED-GOAL (:ACHIEVE (ENTITY-UNHANDED ENTITY) :PURPOSE PURPOSE) :ACHIEVE-ENTITY-UNHANDED
((ENTITY TR-RULE-NAME SIDE) (ENTITY :ACHIEVE-ENTITY-UNHANDED :IGNORE) NIL)
(LET* ((#:GOAL1706 (MAKE-INSTANCE ’ENTITY-UNHANDED :ENTITY ENTITY))
(#:ROUTINE1707 (ARBITRATION #:GOAL1706 (COGITO::FILTER-SETTINGS (LIST :SIDE SIDE)) NIL))
(#:ROUTINE-RES1708 NIL))
(SETGV :GOAL-TASK (TYPE-OF #:GOAL1706) #:TAG-GOAL1710)
(PULSE (GETGV :GOAL-START-FLUENT (TYPE-OF #:GOAL1706)))
(:TAG #:TAG-GOAL1710
(IF (NULL #:ROUTINE1707)
(FAIL :CLASS NO-ROUTINE-FOUND-FAILURE :GOAL-CLASS (TYPE-OF #:GOAL1706))
(EVAP-AND-FAIL-PROTECT
(SEQ (WHEN (TYPEP #:ROUTINE1707 ’EXTERNAL-LOW-LEVEL-ROUTINE) (ADDGV ’COGITO::OBSERVED-TASK #:ROUTINE1707 #:TAG-ROUTINE1709))
(COGITO::ADD-GOAL #:GOAL1706)
(LET ((#:TIMEMODEL1711 (COGITO::GET-MODEL #:ROUTINE1707 :TIME)))
(LET ((#:GOAL-TIMEOUT1712
(COGITO::GET-TIMEOUT (TIMEOUT #:GOAL1706) (WHEN #:TIMEMODEL1711 (EXECUTE #:TIMEMODEL1711 #:ROUTINE1707)))))
(PURSUE-IN-ORDER (WAIT-FOR (ADD-TASKNET-TO-FLUENT (GOAL-SUCCEED #:GOAL1706) :TASK #:TAG-ROUTINE1709) :ALLOW-INTERRUPTS)
(IF #:GOAL-TIMEOUT1712
(SEQ (WAIT-TIME #:GOAL-TIMEOUT1712) (FAIL :CLASS TIMEOUT-FAILURE :GOAL-CLASS (TYPE-OF #:GOAL1706)))
(WAIT-FOR *NEVER*))
(:TAG #:TAG-ROUTINE1709 (SETF #:ROUTINE-RES1708 (EXECUTE #:ROUTINE1707)))))))
(SEQ (REMGV ’COGITO::OBSERVED-TASK #:ROUTINE1707) (COGITO::REMOVE-GOAL #:GOAL1706) #:ROUTINE-RES1708)))))))))))
(:TAG TURN
(EXPANDED-GOAL
(:ACHIEVE (ENTITY-TURNED ENTITY (AZ (QUATERNION->2D-EULER (REFERENCE LOCATION)))) :SUCCESS-TOLERANCE
(ST-CREATE :ANGLE (ST-VALUE :QUAT-DIST SUCCESS-TOLERANCE)) :SIDE GRIP-SIDE)
:ACHIEVE-ENTITY-TURNED
((ENTITY ANGLE TR-RULE-NAME SUCCESS-TOLERANCE SIDE)
(ENTITY (AZ (QUATERNION->2D-EULER (REFERENCE LOCATION))) :ACHIEVE-ENTITY-TURNED
(ST-CREATE :ANGLE (ST-VALUE :QUAT-DIST SUCCESS-TOLERANCE)) GRIP-SIDE)
NIL)
(LET* ((#:GOAL1716 (MAKE-INSTANCE ’ENTITY-TURNED :ENTITY ENTITY :ANGLE ANGLE :SUCCESS-TOLERANCE SUCCESS-TOLERANCE))
(#:ROUTINE1717 (ARBITRATION #:GOAL1716 (COGITO::FILTER-SETTINGS (LIST :SIDE SIDE)) NIL))
(#:ROUTINE-RES1718 NIL))
(SETGV :GOAL-TASK (TYPE-OF #:GOAL1716) #:TAG-GOAL1720)
(PULSE (GETGV :GOAL-START-FLUENT (TYPE-OF #:GOAL1716)))
(:TAG #:TAG-GOAL1720
(IF (NULL #:ROUTINE1717)
(FAIL :CLASS NO-ROUTINE-FOUND-FAILURE :GOAL-CLASS (TYPE-OF #:GOAL1716))
(EVAP-AND-FAIL-PROTECT
(SEQ (WHEN (TYPEP #:ROUTINE1717 ’EXTERNAL-LOW-LEVEL-ROUTINE) (ADDGV ’COGITO::OBSERVED-TASK #:ROUTINE1717 #:TAG-ROUTINE1719))
(COGITO::ADD-GOAL #:GOAL1716)
(LET ((#:TIMEMODEL1721 (COGITO::GET-MODEL #:ROUTINE1717 :TIME)))
(LET ((#:GOAL-TIMEOUT1722
(COGITO::GET
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Step 2

ARPlace

Step 3

ARPlace

Step 4

ARPlace

“A decision is a commitment to a plan or an action parameterization based on
evidence and the expected costs and benefits associated with the outcome.”
adapted from Resulaj et al, Changes of mind in decision-making
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Cognition: Decisions Based on Foresight
I

Representation:
I
I

I

Discretized space of potential maniplation places
Mapping to expected utilities

Advantages:
I
I
I
I

are learned from and are grounded in observed experience
take state estimation uncertainties into account
enable least-commitment planning
maximize expected utility
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Cognition: Knowledge-Enabled Perception
Semantic Map, Encyclopedic Knowledge
missingObjects(Meal, Missing):instanceOf(Table, 'table'),
in(Table, Kitchen),
primaryFunction(Table, 'HavingAMeal'),
perceivedObjectsOnPlane(Table, Perceived),
neededObjectsForMeal(Perceived, Needed),
setOf(Obj,
(member(Obj, Needed),
not( member(Obj, Perceived)),
Missing).

First-Order Probabilistic Reasoning

K-Copman perception server

thing(o45 ),
holds(supported-by(o45,roi2,

holds(pos(o45, <1.5m,2.5m>), t23),

object-data(o45,

), t23),

object
center

x

).
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Cognition: Acting on the Right Objects
3 similar boxes

1 teapot

out
of
view

I

Similarity measures based
on different sensory
information

I

Dealing consistently with
geometric and appearance
based features in a
probabilistic framework

time
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Part III
Cognition-Enabled Perception-Guided Control Plans
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Plans
Declarative Goal Hierarchies

Achieve(Loc(Obj, Loc))

Perceive(Loc(Obj, Loc))

Achieve(ObjPlacedAt(Obj, Loc))

Achieve(ObjInHand(Obj))

..
.
..
.

..
.

..
.

..
.
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How do robots know what they are doing?

Robot behavior

Execution trace log file

generates
behavior

logs
- sensor data
- robot state
- program state
- actions
Prolog
Analysis and query system

Robot control program
including plan

(achieve
(object-in-hand ?_ ?_))
(object-placed-at ?_ ?_)
(visualize-robot-trajectory
(achieve
(object-in-hand ?_ ?_)) ?_ ?_)
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Plan Execution

Plan Execution
Task
Tree

Belief
state

Interpreter

..
.
..
.

Plan

Sensors

Actuators

..
.

Logging
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Recording Execution Traces
Achieve(Loc(bottle, table))

Achieve(ObjectOpened(fridge))

Achieve(ObjPlacedAt(bottle, table))

Achieve(ObjInHand(bottle))
Achieve(ObjectClosed(fridge))

t
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Recording Execution Traces
Achieve(Loc(bottle, table))

Achieve(ObjectOpened(fridge))

Achieve(ObjPlacedAt(bottle, table))

Achieve(ObjInHand(bottle))
Achieve(ObjectClosed(fridge))

t

Action:
I

Move to fridge

Log:
I

Achieve(Loc(bottle,table)) running

I

Achieve(Loc(Robot, l)) running

I

Trajectory of robot

I

...
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Recording Execution Traces
Achieve(Loc(bottle, table))

Achieve(ObjectOpened(fridge))

Achieve(ObjPlacedAt(bottle, table))

Achieve(ObjInHand(bottle))
Achieve(ObjectClosed(fridge))

t

Action:
I

Open fridge

Log:

November 10, 2010
CRAM

I

Achieve(Loc(Robot, l)) succeeded

I

Achieve(ObjectOpened(fridge))
running

I

Trajectory of arm

I

...
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Recording Execution Traces
Achieve(Loc(bottle, table))

Achieve(ObjectOpened(fridge))

Achieve(ObjPlacedAt(bottle, table))

Achieve(ObjInHand(bottle))
Achieve(ObjectClosed(fridge))

t

Action:
I

Grasp the bottle

Log:
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I

Achieve(ObjectOpended(fridge))
succeeded

I

Achieve(ObjInHand(bottle)) running

I

Perceived properties of bottle
(object designator)

I

...
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Recording Execution Traces
Achieve(Loc(bottle, table))

Achieve(ObjectOpened(fridge))

Achieve(ObjPlacedAt(bottle, table))

Achieve(ObjInHand(bottle))
Achieve(ObjectClosed(fridge))

t

Action:
I

Close the fridge

Log:
I

...
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Recording Execution Traces
Achieve(Loc(bottle, table))

Achieve(ObjectOpened(fridge))

Achieve(ObjPlacedAt(bottle, table))

Achieve(ObjInHand(bottle))
Achieve(ObjectClosed(fridge))

t

Action:
I

Put down bottle

Log:
I

...
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Recording Execution Traces
Achieve(Loc(bottle, table))

Achieve(ObjectOpened(fridge))

Achieve(ObjPlacedAt(bottle, table))

Achieve(ObjInHand(bottle))
Achieve(ObjectClosed(fridge))

t
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Reasoning based on Execution Traces

I

Where did you stand?

I

How did you move?

I

How did you move the arm
while grasping the bottle?

’Prolog’ query
(and (task ?tsk)
(task-goal ?tsk
(achieve (arms-at ?traj)))
(task-outcome ?tsk ?outcome)
(desig-prop ?traj (to pick-up))
(visualize-trajectory ?tsk
"l_gripper_tool_))
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Bayesian Cognitive Robotics
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Cognition: Learning from Execution Traces

I

generate probabilistic
model structures from
semantic plans

I

models of continuous
& discrete behaviour

I

learn model
parameters from
execution traces

I

complex situational
dependencies
(relational
descriptions)
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Cognition: Reasoning Patterns
I

Prediction
P(successful(Robot, Grasp, Obj, Sit) |
graspType(Grasp, SidewaysRight) ∧ objectType(Obj, Cup) ∧
relOrientation(Robot, Cup, 0.05, Sit) ∧ relPos(Robot, Obj, 5.8, -3.2, Sit) ∧
obstructs(Clutter1, Obj, Sit) ∧ relPos(Clutter1, Obj, 3.45, 5.23, Sit) ∧
size(Clutter1, 4.2, 3.5, Sit))
P(successful(Robot, Grasp2, Obj2, Sit2) |
successful(Robot, Grasp1, Obj1, Sit1) ∧ precedes(Sit1, Sit2))

I

Evaluating Alternatives
P(graspType(Grasp, ?type) |
successful(Robot, Grasp, Obj, Sit) ∧ . . . )

I

Diagnosis
P(localizationQuality(Robot, Bad, Sit) |
¬successful(Robot, Grasp, Obj, Sit) ∧ . . . )
P(perceptionAccuracy(Robot, Bad, Sit) |
¬successful(Robot, Grasp, Obj, Sit) ∧ . . . )
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Conclusions
Cognition-enabled Perception-Action Loops
I

Perception-guided control programs define how a robot
is to respond to sensory inputs and failures in order to
accomplish its goals.

I

They become cognitive by reasoning about control
decisions in order to achieve superior. . .
I
I
I

I

robustness
flexibility
efficiency

By turning control programs into semantically
interpretable action plans, a robot can. . .
I

I

I

explicitly represent its goals and monitor success during
temporal projections
reason about plan execution and explain its behaviour to
humans
learn models based on data gathered during plan execution
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Thanks
Thanks!
Available in TUM ROS Package Repository:
http://tum-ros-pkg.svn.sourceforge.net/
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